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ABSTRACT
Liberating the Imago Dei: An Examination of Jewish and Christian Feminist Biblical
Anthropology
by
Carissa S. Wyant
“I am not free while any woman is unfree,
even when her shackles are very different from my own.”
-Audre Lorde
This study provides a comparative analysis of the work of Roman Catholic
feminist theologian Elizabeth Johnson and that of Jewish feminist theologian Judith
Plaskow, who have both sought to reconstruct the Imago Dei (“image of God”) within
their respective traditions. By way of this analysis, it makes a methodological and a
substantive contribution. Methodologically, it expands on Elizabeth Schüssler-Fiorenza’s
feminist critical approach to reading Scripture by relating it to Francis Clooney’s
comparative theological approach to reading texts in religious traditions other than one’s
own. Although there have been attempts at comparisons of various religious traditions
from a feminist perspective, this study seeks explicitly to attend to a feminist reading of
biblical texts in a fashion—following Clooney—that makes the very enactment of a
comparative reading of two traditions the mode for attending to the disclosure of truth.
Substantively, it expands our understanding of the Imago Dei by setting in constructive
dialogue Johnson’s practices for understanding God’s incomprehensibility in her
rethinking of God as Sophia (as a corrective to a tradition that emphasizes male-oriented
‘doctrines’) and Plaskow’s practices for understanding God’s immanence in her
rethinking of God within the context of relationships (as a corrective to a tradition that
emphasizes the interpretation of the ‘law’).” Throughout, the dissertation argues that such
ii

a feminist and comparative approach contributes to a richer and more robust
understanding of the biblical theme of the Imago Dei, one that not only expands our
understanding of God but also contributes to a more just and humane vision of humanity.

iii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Then God said, “Let us make mankind in our image, in our likeness, so that they may rule
over the fish in the sea and the birds in the sky, over the livestock and all the wild
animals, and over all the creatures that move along the ground.” So God created
mankind in his own image, in the image of God he created them; male and female he
created them. – 1 Genesis, 26-27.
Statement of Problem

Christian feminist theologian Mary Daly observed that “if God is male, then the
male is God.”1 For centuries in both the Christian and Jewish religious traditions, women
have faced oppression and not been regarded as men’s equals, greatly due to
androcentric-patriarchal worldviews. This has limited women's participation in and
engagement with their respective faith traditions and their abilities to hold positions of

1

Mary Daly, Beyond God the Father: Toward a Philosophy of Women's Liberation (Boston: Beacon
Press, 1985), 19.

7
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leadership. That women are somehow lesser than men is a pervasive ideology which has
been used to suppress women’s personal aspirations and potential contributions to their
faith communities in both Jewish and Christian traditions.
That humans are created in God’s image is an important claim in traditional
accounts of Christian and Jewish theological anthropology.2 While Genesis 1:26-27
articulates that all human beings are made in the image of God, this image has been
overwhelmingly perceived as male throughout much of the history of the Jewish and
Christian traditions. Elizabeth Johnson has articulated that the symbol of God functions
in the creation and maintenance of social structures of authority3. Johnson makes a case
for both the validity of feminist theological work, as well as the necessity of feminist
alternatives to exclusive claims about God the Father.
According to biblical text shared by both Jewish and Christian traditions, God is a
mystery; God is "I Am who I Am" (Exodus 3:14), and is not limited by any one
characteristic, or gender through which we might imagine the Divine. Humans have
sought to know God, to recognize the presence of God though rituals, to communicate

2

For more recent works on theological anthropology, see Kari Elizabeth Borresen, ed., The Image
of God: Gender Models in Judaeo-Christian Tradition (Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress Publishers, 1995);
Marc Cortez, Theological Anthropology: A Guide for the Perplexed (New York: T&T Clark, 2010);
Eleazar Fernandez, Reimagining the Human: Theological Anthropology in Response to Systemic Evil (St.
Louis: Chalice Press, 2004); Michelle A. Gonzalez, Created in God’s Image: An Introduction to Feminist
Theological Anthropology (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 2007); Ann O. Graff, In the Embrace of God:
Feminist Approaches to Theological Anthropology (Eugene: Wipf & Stock Pub, 2005); John F. Kilner,
Dignity and Destiny: Humanity in the Image of God (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2015); Ian A.
McFarland, ed. Creation and Humanity: The Sources of Christian Theology (Louisville: Westminster John
Knox Press, 2009); J. Richard Middleton, The Liberating Image: The Imago Dei in Genesis 1 (Grand
Rapids, MI: Brazos Press, 2005); Rosemary Radford Ruether, “Feminist Hermeneutics, Scriptural
Authority, and Religious Experience: The Case of the Imago Dei and Gender Equality,” in Radical
Pluralism and Truth: David Tracy and the Hermeneutics of Religion, ed. Werner Jeanrond and Jennifer
Rike (New York: Crossroad, 1991), 95-106; Keith Ward, Concepts of God: Images of the Divine in the
Five Religious Traditions (Oxford: Oneworld Publications, 1998).
3
Elizabeth A. Johnson, She Who Is: The Mystery of God in Feminist Theological Discourse (New
York: Crossroad, 2002), 36.
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with God asking for favor and assistance and to praise and thank God for creation.
Humans have imagined God as a ruler, a king, and a lord and because they have
experienced God they know that in some way they are like God. Yet humans also know
that God is transcendent, God is outside of, unlike and different from them.
In Christian and Jewish feminist theology, part of the problem of women's
inequality has to do with exclusively male images of God. This dissertation will contend
that while a feminist rethinking of the image of God has received significant attention in
the last few decades,4 there is a need for comparative approaches to such a feminist
reconstruction. Such an approach not only allows both Jewish and Christian feminists to
address together the implications that come from being alienated from a religious
tradition which is patriarchal and hierarchical, but also provides for a richer and more
robust understanding of the biblical theme of the Imago Dei, one that can challenge and
inspire individuals and communities not only to understand God more fully but also to
envision relationships, communal structures, and moral practices shaped by a passion for
equality, justice, and the full humanity of both women and men.
Root Experience: Schüssler Fiorenza and the Imagio Dei
The first part of this study will examine the work of feminist theologian Elisabeth
Schüssler Fiorenza since her attempt to develop a feminist critical approach for reading
Scripture has important implications for a feminist reconstruction of the biblical theme of

4
Several resources for studying the movement or “three waves” of secular feminism are Margaret
Walters’ Feminism: A Very Short Introduction (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005); Rory Dicker’s
A History of U.S. Feminists (Berkeley: Seal Press, 2008); and Gail Collins’ When Everything Changed: The
Amazing Journey of American Women from 1960 to the Present (New York: Little Brown and Company,
2009).
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the Imago Dei. Critique of the masculine bias of theology and biblical interpretation5 has
been a guiding principle in Schüssler Fiorenza’s theology. Kyriarchy6, her preferred term
instead of patriarchy, expands the idea of a system of the rule of privileged males over
those less privileged. Just as the secular feminist movement originating in the U.S. in the
1960's sought to give a voice to women in order to overturn inequalities, women in
religious circles,7 such as Schüssler Fiorenza, seek to recover women’s voices in order to
overturn perceived inequalities within the church. “Feminist studies in religion and
the*logy seek to correct the one-sided vision of G*d and the world and to articulate a

5 For a brief discussion about the predecessors of feminist theology pertinent to this study see,
Rosemary Radford Ruether, “The Emergence of Christian Feminist Theology” in The Cambridge
Companion to Feminist Theology, ed. by Susan Frank Parsons (New York: Cambridge University Press,
2002), 4-10; for a more thorough treatment, see Gerda Lemer’s book, The Creation of Feminist
Consciousness: From the Middle Ages to Eighteen-seventy (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993).
6 The term kyriarchy, which is made up of the terms kyriois, Greek for “lord or master” and
archine, for “rule, dominate”. It's described as an interconnected, interacting, and self-extending systems of
domination and submission, in which a single individual might be oppressed in some relationships and
privileged in others. For further discussion see Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza, But She Said: Feminist
Practices of Biblical Interpretation (Boston: Beacon Press, 1993).
7 For an overview of some of the major recent Christian feminist theological studies pertinent to
this dissertation see María Pilar Aquino, et al. New Feminist Christianity: Many Voices, Many Views
(Woodstock: SkyLight Paths, 2010); Carol Christ and Judith Plaskow, eds. Womanspirit Rising: A Feminist
Reader in Religion (San Francisco: Harper, 1992); Elizabeth Johnson. Quest for the Living God: Mapping
Frontiers in the Theology of God (New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2011); Serene Jones, Feminist
Theory and Christian Theology (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2000); Pui-lan, Kwok, Postcolonial
Imagination and Feminist Theology (Louisville, Ky: Westminster John Knox Press, 2005); Rosemary
Radford Ruether, "The Development of Feminist Theology: Becoming Increasingly Global and Interfaith"
Feminist Theology 20:3 (May 1, 2012): 185-189; Rosemary Radford Ruether, Feminist Theologies: Legacy
and Prospect (Minneapolis, MN: Augsburg Books, 2007); Rosemary Radford Ruether, Sexism and GodTalk: Toward a Feminist Theology (Boston: Beacon Press, 1983); Elisabeth Schüssler-Fiorenza, ed.
Searching the Scriptures: A Feminist Introduction Vols. 1 and 2.) London: SCM Press, 1997); Elisabeth
Schüssler-Fiorenza, Bread Not Stone: The Challenge of Feminist Biblical Interpretation (Boston: Beacon
Press, 1995); Elisabeth Schüssler-Fiorenza, But She Said: Feminist Practices of Biblical Interpretation.
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1993); Elisabeth Schüssler-Fiorenza, Changing Horizons: Explorations of Feminist
Interpretation. (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2013); Elisabeth Schüssler-Fiorenza, In Memory of Her: A
Feminist Theological Reconstruction of Christian Origins (New York: Crossroad/Herder & Herder, 1994);
Elisabeth Schüssler-Fiorenza, Jesus: Miriam’s Child, Sophia’s Prophet: Critical Issues in Feminist
Christology (New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 1994); Elisabeth Schüssler-Fiorenza, The Power of the
Word: Scripture and the Rhetoric of Empire (Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress Publishers, 2007); Elisabeth
Schüssler-Fiorenza, Transforming Vision: Explorations in Feminist The*logy (Minneapolis: Fortress Press,
2011); Elisabeth Schüssler-Fiorenza, Wisdom Ways: Introducing Feminist Biblical Interpretation
(Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 2001).
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different the*-ethical optics and religious imagination.”8 Schüssler Fiorenza's work aims
at “facing the devastations of kyriarchy, which is first a call to metanoia, to a turning
around for engaging in a different mindset and way of life. It becomes realized again and
again in wo/men’s struggles to change relations of inequity and marginalization.
Therefore, it becomes necessary to focus specifically on wo/men’s struggles for selfdetermination in society and religion and lead to a different self-understanding and vision
of the world.”9 In Schüssler Fiorenza's view, two structures which oppress those who are
marginalized in society include the theological academy and the family. These
institutions perpetuate kyriarchal oppression. Because scriptural meaning making is key,
Schüssler Fiorenza sees liberation as possibility only if Western educational practices, the
institutional church, and the family are transformed, and she proposes a new approach to
theological studies that she calls feminist liberationist theology; a reimagining of
Christianity in which key structures such as the family, the church, higher education and
the Bible itself are refashioned.
A “recovery” of women’s voices and feminine images within the Bible is integral
to her critical work as well as a recovery of feminine imagery for God. As she articulates,
the Bible should not necessarily be viewed as authoritative, and instead the Bible and
women’s experiences should be viewed on the same plane, thus the interpreter’s
experience informs what is and is not authoritative in Scripture. She also addresses the
idea of the Divine, renaming and reimaging God. “When wo/men recognize our
contradictory ideological position in a grammatically kyriocentric language system, we

8 Schüssler-Fiorenza, Transforming Vision, 15.
9
Ibid., 15.

12
can become readers resisting the lord-master-elite male identification of the androkyriocentric, racist, heterosexist, classist or colonialist text.”.10 She also points out that
while there are theoretically different articulations of feminist biblical studies there are
seven principles most would agree on, including: The Bible is written in
androcentric/kyriocentric language, and it came into being in patriarchal cultures, it is
still proclaimed and taught today in such cultures, Wo/men until recent have been
excluded from its interpretation and have been subjects of its interpretation, the Biblical
texts have been shaped by their socio-political-religious contextualizations and the Bible
can be read critically as a resource for struggles for emancipation and liberation.

Francis X. Clooney’s Comparative Method
The project will next lay out an understanding of Comparative Theology, in order
to offer a template which Jewish and Christian feminists can utilize to dialogue and work
together in the struggle for liberation from oppression and patriarchy. This project will
draw on the work of Francis X. Clooney who posits that religious diversity and the study
of religious traditions other than one's own is not incompatible with religious
commitment or theological reflection on truth claims. Clooney's approach makes it
possible for an individual in a particular faith tradition to cross the threshold of that
tradition in order to learn about the 'other', and also to illuminate, expand and understand
one's own faith tradition.

10

Schüssler -Fiorenza, Changing Horizons, 276.
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Using a feminist critical approach coupled with the kind of comparative approach
that Clooney outlines will provide a better understanding of the problems and potential
solutions involved with comprehending the right way to speak about God in Jewish and
Christian traditions and what implications this has for the flourishing of women within
their respective traditions and the world.
Clooney places a strong emphasis on cultivating traditional practices for studying
the texts of a religious tradition. He makes a strong case that theologizing across two or
more scriptural traditions can produce for the comparative theologian a more clear
understanding, and enable her to have a more profound and positive impact on the world.
He writes,
The careful reader engaging the two texts in their two traditions comes to know
more than expected, and in a way that cannot be predictably controlled by either
tradition. This reader becomes distant from the totalizing power of both texts,
precisely because she or he knows both, cannot dismiss either, and does not
submit entirely to either…. We are left in a vulnerable, fruitful learning state,
engaging these powerful works on multiple levels and, paradoxically, learning
more while mastering less; we have more teachers and fewer masters. It may
appear that by this practice we acquire a surfeit of scriptures, yet have no
Scripture; multiple languages and words and images, yet no tested, effective
manner of speaking, a wealth of theological insights, yet no sure doctrine; not one
but two rich religious traditions from which to benefit, and yet—because we
know too much—no single, normative tradition that commands our attention.
Although this situation will not be to everyone’s liking, it is something that a
smaller group of readers can do for the communities involved. Though fewer in
number, readers speaking, writing, and acting from these more intense
sensitivities may in the long term have a deeper and more enduring influence on
the communities involved.11

Francis X. Clooney, Beyond Compare: St. Francis de Sales and Śrī Vedānta Deśika on Loving
Surrender to God (Washington, D.C.: Georgetown University Press. 2008), 209.
11
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Clooney's own highly engaged work as a Roman Catholic seeking to understand
the Hindu tradition exemplifies the comparative model he articulates. Using one text to
illumine the understanding of another, more familiar text, is a strategy that Clooney
recommends drawing on his own comparative theology. He does this with Christian and
Hindu texts in own work. His book Divine Mother, Blessed Mother is a theological
experiment in “reading a few texts attentively"12 as he reads both Hindu and Christian
hymns together, without privileging one over the other. He reads these texts back and
forth, encouraging the reader to do the same, “I explored how those of us who are not
Hindu can learn from them about Hindu goddesses, about what it means to worship a
goddess, and about how gender matters in a cross-cultural study of divinity.”13 While his
focus on goddess worship, which is interesting and informative, it is outside the realm of
this particular project. What is key to this project is his methodology, which will be
brought to light in order to suggest a framework from which Jewish and Christian
feminist thinkers can operate from. For Clooney, transformation is the immediate goal of
comparative theology. Transformation, deeper understanding and mutual cooperation
between people of different faiths with a vested interest in making a strong case for
gender equality within their respective traditions are the goals of this project.
Clooney believes that comparative theology isn't strictly an intellectual exercise,
but it also requires self-examination, and ultimately is a transformative spiritual event, an

12

Francis X. Clooney, Divine Mother, Blessed Mother: Hindu Goddesses and the Virgin Mary
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), ix.
13

Ibid., ix.
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encounter with God, and “is where God wants us to be today.”14 He presents a model for
how a scholar rooted in a particular faith tradition can enter into the textual tradition of
another faith to engage in mutual comparison so that deep learning about both faith
traditions takes place. This project will make use of Clooney's methodology to lift up the
voice of feminist theologians within the Jewish and Christian traditions and show how
their scriptures, which have many similarities, have both been used not only to reinforce
patriarchal ideals, but also as road maps to liberation.
This project is distinctive because it brings together Clooney's comparative
approach with feminist methodology. As Schüssler Fiorenza points out, feminist theology
is a diverse movement because each theologian employs three actions (recovering,
renaming, reimagining) to various degrees. In addition, because each interpreter’s
experience plays some kind of role in the theological enterprise, the field of feminist
theology is really made up of many different, multi-faceted theologies, which can
sometimes give way to competing and conflicting strands within the discipline. The goal
of a feminist critical biblical interpretation is not just a better understanding of the Bible,
but conscientization of biblical readers. She outlines her methodology as including a
critical “understanding of text as a rhetorical communication that needs to be evaluated
rather than accepted and obeyed”15 and also says her method is both feminist and
liberationist as it seeks emancipation for all. “It works with a systemic analysis of the
intersecting struggles of domination.”16 Schüssler Fiorenza’s feminist critical
14

Francis X. Clooney, Comparative Theology: Deep Learning across Religious Borders (Malden,
MA: Wiley-Blackwell, 2010), 152-153.
15

Schüssler Fiorenza, Changing Horizons, 275.

16

Ibid., 275.
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hermeneutics make use of critical social theory as a resource for interpreting biblical texts
in a way that both provides a critique of androcentric and patriarchal bias even as it seeks
to articulate emancipatory possibilities for women and men. Thus, her goal moves
beyond understanding to incorporate change and transformation at its end, which is in
line with the aim of this project. Making use of Clooney's comparative model will yield a
clearer understanding of the uniqueness of the struggles women in both Jewish and
Christian traditions have faced and the solutions to those struggles which they have
proposed.
Not only does such a comparative approach—drawing on Jewish and Christian
feminist theological practices—provide resources for a richer understanding of the Imago
Dei, but it also helps to resolve anti-Jewish tendencies in Christian feminist theology,
which has faced scrutiny at times for perpetuating anti-Jewish themes. Roman Catholic
theologian Mary Boys, for example, notes that,
Because anti-Judaism has replicated itself in many dimensions of Christian
theological thinking for nearly 2000 years, it will be neither neatly or quickly
extricated . . . Thus, in criticizing the theological perspectives of various feminist
theologians I am not accusing them of antisemitism. I am, however, questioning
whether they have done justice to the complex relationship of Judaism to
Christianity.17
Boys points out that analyzing feminist theology for anti-Jewish themes is within
the methodology of feminist theology, which strives to create communities of equality
and mutual relation. Examples of anti-Jewish themes in Christian feminist theology
include Christian feminist erroneously blaming Judaism for the death of the Goddess,
erroneously viewing ancient Judaism as the originator of patriarchy and portraying

Mary Boys, “Patriarchal Judaism, Liberating Jesus: A Feminist Misrepresentation”, Union
Seminary Quarterly Review 56:3-4 (2003): 48-61.
17
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Jewish women in the time of Jesus as excluded from social and religious life. Portraying
Jesus as different from an oppressive Jewish religious and social culture which was sexist
and patriarchal serves to teach contempt and perpetuate notions of Judaism as a
degenerate and corrupt religion.18 This study will demonstrate, through a side-by-side
analysis of Jewish and Christian feminist theology, that when patriarchy is addressed as a
common enemy, the impulse (even if unconscious) to vilify Jewish religious practice as
demeaning of women, is ameliorated. Christian and Jewish feminists can come to
understand one another and stand in solidarity for a community where all are viewed as
equals. Roman Catholic feminist theologian Elena Procario-Foley writes of the benefit of
dialogue between Jewish and Christian feminists, stating that “Jewish feminists can help
Christian feminists locate Jesus in his time as an observant Jew. Only subsequent to
accepting Jesus as a practicing Jew can we wrestle together with the implications of this
reality for Christianity in general and feminism and Christology in particular.”19

Jewish and Christian Feminist Dialogue: Johnson and Plaskow
The project will then explore the work of a Jewish feminist theologian and a
Christian feminist theologian who have each engaged in the struggle for women's
equality. First, it will reveal how the work of Elizabeth Johnson demonstrates that
exclusive use of male imagery for God both oppresses women by implicitly denying that
they are imago Dei and supports idolatry by implicitly denying the depths of the divine
18

For a more detailed discussion of anti-Judaism in its different formations, see Elena ProcarioFoley, Liberating Jesus: Christian Feminism and Anti-Judaism, in Susan Abraham and Elena ProcarioFoley, Frontiers in Catholic Feminist Theology: Shoulder to Shoulder (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2009).
19

Ibid., 118.
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mystery. Johnson contends that both scripture and traditional theology contain elements
which a feminist analysis can retrieve for emancipatory language about God. Such
language frees both women and theology from patriarchal oppression so that "the truth of
the mystery of God, in tandem with the liberation of all human beings and the whole
earth, (may) emerge for our times.”20 Johnson's work also examines the mystery of the
Trinity and argues that God, as a spirit, has no gender. Her primary symbol for this
reinterpretation is Sophia, Holy Wisdom, as a feminine metaphor for God. Sophia can be
imaged in each of the three divine Persons, and in the Holy Trinity together.
Johnson says that discussion of God begins with religious experience of God’s
mystery. The overarching questions to be explored through her theological study are:
What is the right way to speak about God? Can the reality of women provide suitable
metaphors for speech about God? If women are truly Imago Dei, then to suggest that
female language cannot be used of the divine is wrong, perhaps even heretical. She also
contends that it is necessary for God to have a multiplicity of names, as having a limited
scope denies a reality that is beyond a limited description. Her work also centers on the
female image of Wisdom in Hebrew Scriptures. She examines the connections between
this figure and Jesus Christ developing a living Wisdom Christology that names and
claims Jesus in ways which speak to egalitarianism and bring renewal within Christian
theology. Her goal is to put in place a liberating relationship between Christianity and
justice for the poor, respectful encounters with world religions, and ecological care for

20

Elizabeth A. Johnson, She Who Is: The Mystery of God in Feminist Theological Discourse (New
York: Crossroad, 2002), 14.
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the earth. She argues that this liberating vision is at the heart of who God is. Her work
aims to redeem what has been constrained and harmed by patriarchal oppression.
In Johnson's Roman Catholic tradition God is a mystery, and while language
about God should not be taken literally, how we think about God is shaped by how we
name God. God created humanity in God’s image, thus, according to the Catholic
theological tradition, all creatures share in the excellence of the Creator. Exclusively male
images and metaphors for God have yielded distorted images of the divine, and
imbalanced relationships amongst God's people. Johnson uses Holy Wisdom as a source,
which posits three relational aspects of the Trinity: Spirit Sophia, Jesus Sophia, and
Mother Sophia. Johnson uses these metaphors to restore the feminine principle to the
Doctrine of the Trinity, and to recover the mystery of the Divine and restore relationships
among God's creatures.
Jewish feminist theology has touched upon some major themes and theological
issues which emerge within Jewish feminist work, including the nature of God and the
status of God-language, the nature and scope of Torah,21 the status of halakah and the
dynamics of halakahic change,22 the centrality of hierarchy to Jewish religious thinking,
and the authority of Jewish tradition and of women’s experience. In the Jewish tradition,

21

Judith Antonelli argues in a more recent book that Torah is not the root of misogyny, sexism, or
male supremacy. Rather, by looking at the Torah in the context in which it was given, the pagan world of
the ancient Near East, it becomes clear that far from oppressing women, the Torah actually improved the
status of women as it existed in the surrounding societies. See Judith Antonelli, In the Image of God: A
Feminist Commentary on the Torah (Northvale: Jason Aronson, Inc., 1997).
22

While Plaskow is ambivalent towards halakah, Rachel Adler offers the fullest feminist
theological exploration of halakhah, asshe views the law as a way for communities of Jews to generate and
embody their Jewish moral visions. Rachel Adler, Engendering Judaism: An Inclusive Theology and Ethics
(Boston: Beacon, 1999).
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feminist theologians23 have also examined God-language24 have articulated the problem
of male language as a central feminist concern. Jewish feminist theology names amongst
the problems which have excluded women from their tradition,25 the issue of picturing
God as male and thinking of “him” as outside the world and above it. Feminist theologian
Judith Plaskow has developed a detailed critique of traditional images for God and
articulated an informed understandings of the theological questions surrounding new,
alternative imagery which can contribute to an emancipatory vision for women. Plaskow
observes that there never has been a non-sexist essence of Judaism, thus, women have
faced discrimination on halakhic (Jewish legal) grounds in all the other branches of
Judaism. Judaism has always been focused on devotion to sacred text and to the
interpretive process which continually recreates the text, Plaskow reminds readers,
however women have been excluded from the interpretive process throughout much of
history.
Plaskow explains that women’s experience ought to be used as a tool within
methodology of reinterpretation,
“Feminism demands new ways of talking about God that reflect and grow out of
the redefinition of Jewish humanity. The exclusively male naming of God
23
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supported and was rendered meaningful by a culture and religious situation that is
passing away. The emergence of women allows and necessitates that the
oppressed femaleness of God be recovered and explored and reintegrated into the
Godhead. But feminism presses us beyond the issue of gender to examine the
nature of God with male names. How can we move beyond images of domination
to a God present in community rather than over it? How can we forge a Godlanguage that expresses women’s experience?26
Plaskow advocates a re-covenant and making of a Torah that is whole, taking into
account the experiences and perspectives of women. Her recommendations for how this
may be accomplished will be surveyed.
She argues that Jewish feminists must embrace two distinct attitudes when
engaging with texts; namely (and borrowing from Schüssler Fiorenza’s works) a
hermeneutics of suspicion and a hermeneutics of remembrance. These should inform a
feminist principal of interpreting religious texts. She emphasizes the pluralism of the
Jewish past as well as the pluralism of women’s experiences and says these are valuable
in the re-interpretive process. Plaskow also recommends that women’s experience be
used as a tool within methodology of reinterpretation:
Feminism demands new ways of talking about God that reflect and grow out of
the redefinition of Jewish humanity. The exclusively male naming of God
supported and was rendered meaningful by a culture and religious situation that is
passing away. The emergence of women allows and necessitates that the
oppressed femaleness of God be recovered and explored and reintegrated into the
Godhead. But feminism presses us beyond the issue of gender to examine the
nature of God with male names. How can we move beyond images of domination
to a God present in community rather than over it? How can we forge a Godlanguage that expresses women’s experience?27
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Plaskow acknowledges that women’s experience, “the daily, lived substance of women’s
lives, the conscious events, thoughts, and feelings that constitute women’s reality” 28 is
both important and problematic as a methodological underpinning. She notes that while it
is straightforward it is not unitary or clearly definable as it is primarily a product of
culture, and this project will be cognizant and respectful of such tensions.
In sum, the work of Plaskow, who contends that theology is not a central mode of
Jewish religious expression, differs from Johnson's in that it is praxis-oriented. Her goal
is to move Jewish religious law, history, practice, and communal institutions in the
direction of the full inclusion of women. Thus, Plaskow's feminist theology focuses on
central Jewish categories, themes, and modes of expression including God, prayer, Torah,
and halakhah, or law. Plaskow's work questions who created them and whose interests
they reflect. For example, rather than seeking to revise Jewish laws she considers the
broad question of the language of prayer and how that language affects women and
reflects or fails to reflect their experience.
Goals of the Project
By comparing Johnson’s and Plaskow’s respective feminist theological practices,
this dissertation seeks to provide richer and fuller resources for expanding our
understanding of the Imago Dei. Specifically, it seeks to glean insights for reconceiving
our understanding of the “image of God” by setting in constructive dialogue Johnson’s
practices for understanding God’s incomprehensibility in her rethinking of God as Sophia
(as a corrective to a tradition that emphasizes male-oriented ‘doctrines’) and Plaskow’s
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practices for understanding God’s immanence in her rethinking God within the context of
relationships (as a corrective to a tradition that emphasizes the interpretation of the
‘law’).” Throughout, it contends that such constructive dialogue provides fruitful
resources for reconceiving our understanding of the biblical theme of the Imago Dei, one
that can challenge and inspire individuals and communities not only to understand God
more fully but also to envision a more just and humane world.

CHAPTER 2
FEMINIST THEOLOGY AND THE IMAGIO DEI: ELISABETH SCHÜSSLER
FIORENZA
The first part of this study will examine the work of feminist theologian Elisabeth
Schüssler Fiorenza since her attempt to develop a feminist critical approach for reading
Scripture has important implications for a feminist reconstruction of the biblical theme of
the Imago Dei. Critique of the masculine bias of theology and biblical interpretation has
been a guiding principle in Schüssler Fiorenza’s theology. She has focused her concern
on the liberation of the oppressed and also the complicity of Christian theology in this
oppression. Slavery, colonization, the denigration of women, the Shoah and global
economic disparity have all been justified by particular Christian theologies and biblical
interpretations. In addressing these concerns, she draws upon liberation theology and
feminist and political critical theories in order to develop a theological method and
approach to biblical interpretation. She makes use of the descriptor “critical” to indicate
her indebtedness to a social critical theorist Jurgen Habermas.
Born in Germany in 1938, on the same day as the Kristallnacht, Schüssler
Fiorenza’s family became fugitives in Austria during World War II, eventually relocating
to West Germany after the war. She has described the experiences of her early childhood
as informing not only her Roman Catholic faith but also contributing to her commitment
to the liberation of the oppressed. She has also described being drawn to ministry within
24
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the Roman Catholic Church but faced restriction in this pursuit due to her gender.1 She
earned a doctorate in Theology from the University of Münster in 1967 and moved to the
U.S. to teach at Notre Dame in 1970. She currently teaches at Harvard Divinity School.
Schüssler Fiorenza’s Theological Method
Schüssler Fiorenza has been foundational in laying the groundwork for the field
of feminist theology, and today she continues her mission to “articulate not only and
analytic of domination but also alternative religious visions for bringing about wellbeing
of all the inhabitants of the earth and for inspiring planetary justice.”2 She, Mary Daly
and Rosemary Radford Ruether, are often referred to as the “trinity” of Catholic women
who birthed Catholic feminist theology. Her writings and the impact they have had led to
the founding of the branch of theology called feminist theology. She believes that
feminist hermeneutics is a rhetorical act. Through her work, she advocates for social and
religious change which will lead to the creation of emancipatory possibilities for men and
women.
In the U.S., cultural and social unrest in the 1960’s spurred American women to
become involved in politics, the publishing industry, and higher education in order to
give a voice to women’s experiences. The cultural movement of secular feminism, along
with the civil rights and anti-war movements during this decade were the milieu into
which second-wave feminist theology was born. Cultural and social conditions which led
to the creation second-wave of feminism in the 1960’s had an impact on the work of
1
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Schüssler Fiorenza. This sub-movement within theological and religious studies was
grounded by the question of what it would mean in theology to take women’s experience
seriously. Schüssler Fiorenza has also been an inspiration for other women seeking to be
involved in the field of theology. She has pointed out that women suffer from what she
terms “theology-anxiety” like they do with math-anxiety because they have been
systematically socialized into believing such subjects are beyond their grasp, so she
encourages other women to “exorcise their theology-anxiety”3 and become involved with
theological studies.
Her work in the realm of biblical interpretation is guided by the view that
patriarchal history cannot be trusted to convey the history of women. She proposes a
feminist theology whose method aims to displace kyriarchal reality constructions and to
replace them with feminist constructs of reality. She argues that texts in the form in
which we have inherited them are androcentric as they present a male-centered, mastercentered view history. She is interested in exposing the androcentric frames of meaning
and patriarchal rhetorical intent of specific biblical texts and the canon as a whole. The
texts of the New Testament are problematic because they are written from a perspective
which viewed the male as normative, and the female as an inferior counterpart.
Because such texts are androcentric, they are not reliable sources for information
about the roles and influence of women in the early Christian era. The task of the feminist
biblical scholar is to look behind the biblical texts themselves to the context in which
they were written in order to decipher meaning. The larger goal is to perform a historical
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reconstruction to better understand the role of women and the persons involved with
Jesus and the early Christian missionary movement.
Kyriarchy
The critique of the masculine bias of theology has been a guiding principle in
Schüssler Fiorenza’s theology. Kyriarchy, a term Schüssler Fiorenza began using in the
early 1990’s, is her preferred term instead of patriarchy because it expands the idea of a
system of the rule of privileged males over those less privileged- it’s made up of the
terms kyriois, Greek for “lord or master” and archine, for “rule, dominate”. Just as the
secular feminist movement sought to give a voice to women in order to overturn
inequalities, women in religious circles sought to recover women’s voices in order to
overturn perceived inequalities within the church. As Schüssler Fiorenza describes,
“Feminist studies in religion and the*logy seek to correct the one-sided vision of G*d and
the world and to articulate a different the*-ethical optics and religious imagination”4 Her
methodology calls for women’s roles within the church to be examined, and the Bible to
be studied in light of its use in restricting certain roles to men. Her project continues to
aim at
facing the devastations of kyriarchy is first of a call to metanoia, to a turning
around for engaging in a different mindset and way of life. It becomes realized
again and again in wo/men’s struggles to change relations of inequity and
marginalization. Therefore, it becomes necessary to focus specifically on
wo/men’s struggles for self-determination in society and religion and lead to a
different self-understanding and vision of the world.5
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For Schüssler Fiorenza what is at stake in her project is women’s heritage,
women’s history, and women’s identity as theological subjects. Schussler Fiorenza
engages in a reconstruction of the roles of women during the ministry of Jesus and in the
early missionary movement after his death. Her reconstruction seeks to demonstrate that
the biblical tradition contains liberating as well as oppressive discursive practices.
Feminist Critical Hermeneutics
Schüssler Fiorenza uses feminist critical hermeneutics transforming hermeneutics
in order to serve the interests of wo/men and advocate for using the Bible as prototype
not archetype. She calls the development of feminist biblical hermeneutics not only a
theological task but also a political one as she is ultimately arguing for the transformation
of society through biblical interpretation. While she has become somewhat dissatisfied
with the term hermeneutics, she continues to use it. The word comes from the Greek
word hermenueuein meaning to interpret, exegete, explain or translate. The reason for
Schüssler Fiorenza’s dissatisfaction with the term is due to her belief that it does not
adequately communicate what happens when a critical feminist interpreter engages with
the biblical text on behalf of emancipatory interest. She evaluates the history of the term
noting it derives its name from the myth of Greek trickster god Hermes, a messenger
between the gods or between the gods and mortals. While Hermes’ role was to interpret
and communicate divine messages the role of the critical feminist interpreter goes beyond
that just communicating God’s message, but also entails receiving and understanding it.
This is “a rhetorics of inquiry and a broad interpretive practice which entails
epistemological-ideological reflection and sociocultural analysis.”6 Therefore, feminist
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hermeneutics is done by the interpreter seeking to persuade and create new meanings that
aid the emancipatory interests of the oppressed.
A “recovery” of women’s voices and feminine images within the Bible is integral
to her critical work as well as a recovery of feminine imagery for God. As she articulates,
the Bible should not necessarily be viewed as authoritative, and instead the Bible and
women’s experiences should be viewed on the same plane, thus the interpreter’s
experience informs what is and is not authoritative in Scripture. She also addresses the
idea of the Divine, renaming and reimaging God. “When wo/men recognize our
contradictory ideological position in a grammatically kyriocentric language system, we
can become readers resisting the lord-master-elite male identification of the androkyriocentric, racist, heterosexist, classist or colonialist text.”7 She also points out that
while there are theoretically different articulations of feminist biblical studies there are
seven principles most would agree on, including: The Bible is written in
androcentric/kyriocentric language, and it came into being in patriarchal cultures, it is
still proclaimed and taught today in such cultures, Wo/men until recent have been
excluded from its interpretation and have been subjects of its interpretation, the Biblical
texts have been shaped by their socio-political-religious contextualizations and the Bible
can be read critically as a resource for struggles for emancipation and liberation.
Feminist theology is a diverse movement because each theologian employs the
three actions (recovering, renaming, reimagining) to various degrees. In addition, because
each interpreter’s experience plays some kind of role in the theological enterprise, the
field of feminist theology is really made up of many different, multi-faceted theologies,
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which can sometimes give way to competing and conflicting strands within the
discipline. The goal of a feminist critical biblical interpretation is not just a better
understanding of the Bible, but conscientization of biblical readers. She outlines her
methodology as including a critical “understanding of text as a rhetorical communication
that needs to be evaluated rather than accepted and obeyed”8 and also says her method is
both feminist and liberationist as it seeks emancipation for all. “It works with a systemic
analysis of the intersecting struggles of domination.”9 Thus, her goal moves beyond
understanding to incorporate change and transformation at its end.
Schüssler Fiorenza considers the role of a feminist theologian as one who is a
“troublemaker, a resident alien who constantly seeks to destabilize the center”10 by
recovering, renaming, and reimagining theology from a feminist perspective. Her
theology aims to critique patriarchy/kyriarchy and the three “structures of oppression”
that she sees as perpetuating kyriarchy: the family, the church, and the theological
academy.
In her view, the emperor/lord/master/father is the ruler (kyriarch), and this idea
legitimatizes the intellectual and cultural framework that exerts social control. The
system is constructed with a dependence on and control by men in power, and she argues
that the Catholic Church and modem capitalism are modeled on a classical kyriarch, with
a person at the top casting dictates upon the lives of millions. The church in her view has
been complicit in suppressing women, writing: “Not only Roman Catholic women, but
8
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also women in high-church and low-church Protestant denominations, as well as women
in the biblical religions of Judaism and Islam, are experiencing this religious
repression.”11 The remedy for this problem she says is to reimagine an ecclesiology that
claims the full equality of all people without any subordinate positions. She also states
that it’s not just women who are oppressed, thus uses the term “wo/men” in reference to
those who are marginalized in the kyriarchial system as those not solely defined by
gender but by their place at the bottom of the complex pyramidal system of subordination
and dominance in relation to their race, gender, nationality, age, economic status, and
sexuality. The term “wo/men” highlights her redefinition of the concept to be inclusive of
both men and women who are oppressed.
Ekkelsia of Wo/men
She says that the ekkelsia of wo/men is the decision-making assembly that seeks
to create connection between struggles of women and the vision of justice and well-being
for all. She does acknowledge that her term ekklesia has limitations, however, writing,
“The term ekklesia is to Christian typed and therefore cannot function in different
cultural and religious contexts as such an alternative site to kyriarchy. While I first
introduced this term in the context of the Catholic wo/men’s movement, I have sought to
develop the political aspect of ekklesia in my subsequent work.”12 Egalitarian values and
visions of justice and well-being for all without exception is the “imaginary site of
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feminist religious world-making.”13 She also highlights the importance of Divine
Wisdom or Sophia-Spirit for biblical interpretation. Sophia (biblical wisdom) is
significant for her methodology as she empowers the ekklesia of wo/men and serves as
the host for feminist biblical interpreters, giving them the authority to engage the
hermeneutical task. She argues: “The reason that the women-church can claim authority
is because Sophia-Spirit resides in them.”14
In her view, Sophia-Spirit is responsible for inspiring feminist inquiry, and she
notes that “the life-giving breath and power of Sophia-Spirit—[Inspiration] does not
reside in texts: It dwells among people. She did not cease once the process of
canonization ended. She is still at work today. Such a theological understanding of the
authority of Scripture does not require obedience to and acceptance of biblical texts;
rather it calls for a critical process of discerning the presence of the Spirit in the ekklesia
of women: the people of Sophia-G-d who are women.”15 The ekklesia of wo/men is made
up of equals of status, dignity, and rights as images of the Divine who each possess equal
access to the multifarious gifts of the Spirit, Sophia. Schüssler Fiorenza believes feminist
hermeneutics to be a form of “sophialogy” or a speaking of and about Divine Wisdom, as
it is S/he who accompanies us in struggles for liberation, just as S/he has accompanied
the ancient Israelites through the desert to freedom.
The structures which oppress those who are marginalized in society include the
theological academy and the family. These institutions perpetuate kyriarchal oppression.
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Because scriptural meaning making is key, Schüssler Fiorenza sees liberation as
possibility only if Western educational practices, the institutional church, and the family
are transformed. “Thus, it becomes necessary that a critical political feminist the*logy of
liberation articulate the*-legein not only as a science of faith but also a science of hope,
which seeks to realize change and transformation through critique and new
perspectives.”16 Thus, theology cannot be done only by elite Western educated clergymen
for the benefit of Western cultural and capitalist interests. Accordingly, an understanding
of Scripture that does not support the liberation of the oppressed/marginalized people in
society should be rejected.
Inspired by both feminism and liberation theology, Schüssler Fiorenza’s
methodology represents a new approach to theological studies that she calls feminist
liberationist theology; a reimagining of Christianity in which key structures such as the
family, the church, and higher education and the Bible itself are refashioned. She
describes confronting the “sin” of patriarchy/kriarchy as being at the core of her work:
Feminist the*logians have greatly valorized relations and relationality but
overlooked that such relations are kyriarchally typed. Kyriarchy is a complex
pyramidal system of relations of domination that works through the violence of
economic exploitation and lived subordination. However, this kyriarchial pyramid
must not be seen as static, but as an always changing net of relations of
domination.17
She says that different feminist theologies, Latina, queer, etc., work on different
sites of the intersecting levels of kyriarchial oppression.
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Developing A Critical Feminist Hermeneutics
Schüssler-Fiorenza outlines a variety of methods which seek to develop a critical
feminist hermeneutics and work out ramifications for differing areas of theological
inquiry. In one of her methods, a hermeneutics of proclamation, the interpreter
“proclaims” passages that support the liberation of women and rejects passages which do
not, such as the household codes such as in the Pauline epistles. She says that feminist
neutral or even feminist-positive texts of the Bible can function to reinforce patriarchal
structures. The example she uses is a battered woman who is told to take up her cross and
suffer as Jesus did to save her marriage. The task of the feminist hermeneutics of
proclamation is to analyze the role of biblical texts in contemporary culture, as she says:
. . . a feminist hermeneutics of proclamation must on the one hand insist that all
texts identified as sexist or patriarchal should not be retained in the lectionary and
be proclaimed in Christian worship or catechesis. On the other hand, those texts
that are identified as transcending their patriarchal contexts and as articulating a
liberating vision of human freedom and wholeness should receive their proper
place in the liturgy and teaching of the church.18
She says that texts which are sexist or patriarchal should not be used in favor of
texts which promote human freedom and wholeness.
This type of hermeneutics is to be balanced with a hermeneutics of remembrance,
which “recovers all biblical traditions through a historical-critical reconstruction of
biblical history from a feminist perspective.” 19 This type of hermeneutics seeks to use
historical-critical analysis and move beyond the androcentric texts to the history of
women in religions, this making use of women’s experiences. Women’s history in
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religions tells of women struggling and collaborating and can be found by survey the past
with a feminist lens. “Rather than abandoning the memory of our foresisters’ sufferings
and hopes in our patriarchal Christian past, a hermeneutics of remembrance reclaims their
sufferings and struggles through the subversive power of the remembered past.”20 This
memory keeps alive the sufferings and hopes of previous generations of women and
rather than a denying patriarchy’s oppression it offer victims a chance at selfunderstanding religious visioning.
Proposing theoretical models for historical reconstruction which place women at
the center of biblical community is another aim of this type of hermeneutics.
Androcentric texts can be used to get a view of the early Christian women in a
discipleship of equals, according to Schüssler Fiorenza. It’s important to keep in mind
that women in this era had leadership positions and preceding the patriarchal injunctions
of the New Testament, however the cannon only preserves remnants of a nonpatriarchal
Christian ethos which indicate that a “patriarchalization” process occurred over time.
She reminds women that they have a history and tradition within the church which at its
root points to a discipleship of equals.
Keeping the memory of egalitarian times alive is the aim of Schüssler Fiorenza’s
hermeneutics of remembrance. This is paramount to overcoming a heritage corrupted by
patriarchal oppression. This inaccurate account of history formed by patriarchy must not
be allowed to persist and nullify the memory of the struggles women have faced if
liberation is to occur. As she points out:
Historical reconstructions of women’s biblical history need to be supplemented by
a hermeneutics of creative actualization that expresses the active engagement of
20
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women in the ongoing biblical story of liberation. Whereas a feminist
hermeneutics of remembrance is interested in historical-critical reconstruction, a
feminist hermeneutics of creative actualization allows women to enter the biblical
story with the help of historical imagination, artistic recreation, and liturgical
ritualization. A feminist biblical interpretation therefore must be not only critical
but also constructive, oriented not only toward the past but also toward the future
of women-church.21

The retelling of biblical stories through a feminist lens is the aim of a
hermeneutics of creative actualization, with special attention to a discipleship of equals
being carefully undertaken which is found via making use of "remnants” which have
survived in patriarchal texts. This is nothing new, Schüssler Fiorenza points out, as the
Bible has always been open artistic creativity, which she says can and has made use of
literary creativity, music and dance. Liturgy in sacred hymns, Midrash and apocryphal
writings are exemplar of this through history. However, feminists are encouraged to
continue to make use of these means in order to “rewrite biblical stories about women”
and “reformulate patriarchal prayers and create feminist rituals celebrating our
ancestors.”22 Stories, poetry, drama, dance, song and liturgy are all means to
accomplishing this goal. The new images and symbols produced by this kind of work will
allow people to recover the histories of the foremothers of Christianity and rename the
God of the bible and the significance of Jesus for women and the oppressed. This should
be undertaken in a way which “repents of the structural sin and internalized values of
patriarchal sexism.”23
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Defining Sin
Schüssler Fiorenza defines sin as anything that supports a patriarchal vision of
society which in turn leads away from the liberation of “wo/men,” or the oppressed of
society. To her, the life of Jesus offers a model and support for rejecting patriarchy and
reforming the tradition. As she notes:
It is therefore time to call publicly to repentance anyone, be it man or women,
clergy or lay, who espouses sexism as a Christian value. We have to do this not
because women want to be ordained into patriarchal church structures, not
because women want a share in the “ecclesiastical pie,” but because the
credibility of the Christian gospel and church is at stake. In doing so we have to
follow Jesus, who paid for his resistance to the religious and cultural
establishment of his day with his life. We have to follow Jesus, who broke
religious law because he cared for the weak, the sick, the outcasts, and women.24
She argues that the witness and credibility of the church is diminished when the sin of
patriarchy or kyriarchy flourishes.
She articulates that kyriarchy is best understood as a sociopolitical and culturalreligious system of domination that structures the identity slots open to members of
society in terms of race, gender, nation, age, economy, and sexuality and configures them
in terms of pyramidal relations of domination and submission, profit and exploitation.
The Western kyriarchal system works simultaneously on four levels: first on the
sociopolitical level; second on the ethical-cultural level; third, on the biological-natural
level; and fourth, on the linguistic-symbolic level. These four levels are interrelated and
strengthen each other’s power of domination.25 The levels work together creating a
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system that has persisted for thousands of years. She says this structural sin of sexism
cannot help but engender the symbolic sin of patriarchal sexism and corrupt the heart of
Christianity.
The concept of sin is influenced by her understanding of liberation theology, as
she writes:
While we generally understand sin as a personal transgression or an individual act
of infidelity against God, liberation theologians urge us to perceive sin not just in
personal, individual terms but also in terms of structures and institutions. Sexism
as structural sin encompasses the dehumanizing trends, injustices, and
discriminations of institutions, the theology and symbol system that legitimate
these institutions, and the collective and personal ‘false consciousnesses created
by sexist institutions and ideologies and internalized in socialization and
education. This ‘false consciousness’ permits oppressed people and groups to
accept their oppression and to internalize the values of the oppressor.26

Reimaging Religion
Even though kyriarhial values have corrupted Christianity and become entrenched
in the religion she does believe that the system can be changed as oppressed people stop
accepting their oppression and internalizing the values of the oppressor. Schüssler
Fiorenza proposes a religion reimagined from a critical feminist perspective as an
alternative to kyriarchy. She writes,
We must insist that the institutional church publicly repent of its theological,
symbolic, and institutional sexism. As the institutional church has officially
rejected all forms of national and racist exploitation and publicly renounced all
anti-Semitic theology, so it is now called to abandon all forms of patriarchal
sexism. Until the hierarchy heeds this call, feminist theology will have to remain
predominantly a ‘critical theology’ that rejects a total identification of women
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with a male hierarchical church but persists in a ‘partial identification’ with the
church.27

She does not reject the religion, as she feels that even though it has been
entrenched in kyriarchy, it still offers something meaningful—and that is hope. She
states,
Hope needs strength, defiance, it needs—I would say—religion, in order to
remain alive. Religion is a slippery concept, which is differently defined and [sic]
understood. No generally accepted definition of religion exists. In my view the
understanding of religion as ‘world making,’ as ‘world creating,’ is important for
a critical feminist the*logy. Religion and the*logy rely on existing symbol
systems and myths for such a process of ‘world making.’ In and through symbolic
actions and imagination, religion creates again and again a world of grace
different from our present world of injustice and violence. 28
Religion can “make” a different world. But she argues that the family, the church, and
the theological academy must repent and be transformed by feminist theology in order for
this to happen.
Schüssler Fiorenza calls for change within the family structure and explains that
the assimilation of Aristotelian ethics into the articulation of the household codes in the
New Testament also had a corrupting effect on Christianity. She explains,
The model of Roman kyriarchy was legitimated by Neo-Aristotelian philosophy
which found its way into Christian Scriptures in the form of the patri-kyriarchal
pattern of submission or the so called Household-Code texts. . . Hence the muchtouted Christian family is not Christian at all but continues the classical form of
the Greco-Roman patri-kyriarchal familia. 29
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She believes that in Jesus’ life and ministry there was present a “discipleship of equals”
which permeated the early church also. For this reason, Christianity was attractive to
slaves and women, as history records, however this caused tension with the way in which
the Greco-Roman patriarchal household was constructed. She writes, “In fact, it was the
religious ethos—of equality—that was transferred to and came in conflict with the
patriarchal ethos of the household.”30
The Roman concept of pater familia was threatened by the Jesus movement’s
policy to offer inclusion slaves and women, thus Paul wrote the household codes as a
strategy for placating the secular cultural ethos of the first century which introduced the
patriarchal-societal ethos of the time into the church. There is tension in the text and the
life of Jesus, as the Household-code texts were not modeled on the life and teaching of
Jesus. Thus, the patriarchal ideas which bled into the epistles impacted the Church
negatively. Schüssler Fiorenza argues that today the family persists in interpolating nonChristian ideals, much in part due to the influence of the religious right.
The religious right seeks to recreate the kyriarchal Eurocentric society and world
that existed before changes brought about by the civil rights, the wo/men’s
liberation, and the gay and lesbian rights movements. . .They insist on the
headship of men in the Christian family as either natural or as G*d-given, teach
sexual abstinence in the place of reproductive rights—and all of this in defense of
the ‘Christian’ family.31
Some of the so-called “Traditional” family values eschewed by the religious
right, (such as abstinence before marriage and heterosexual, not homosexual, marriage)
are not the same things as Christian family values in her view: “While the religious right
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overtly advocates ‘traditional family values,’ its real interest is to uphold the patrikyriarchal form of the middle class nuclear hetero-sexual family.”32
She believes that today’s religious right movement perpetuates patriarchal family
values and legitimizes violence against women: “Feminists have seen it [the family] as
reproducing patriarchal social relations and hence as the primary site for the production
and continuation of such violence not only in the private but also in the public realm.”33
Family plays a fundamental role in social organization, and prescribes certain roles for
women, such as wife and mother, which have served to inhibit the full flourishing of
women.
Although wo/men’s political and economic roles have changed, the ethos of the
patri-kyriarchal heterosexual family has, throughout modernity, declared
wo/men’s place to be the home, to be supported by and subordinated to their
husbands, and to maintain the well-being of the family by socializing children to
their proper adult roles, caring for the sick and aged, and overseeing the
household.34
Until women are able to redefine family and articulate roles for themselves, and others in
the family unit they will continue to suffer under kyriarchial rule. Changing the family is
also a precursor to change within the church.
Because the church is shaped by kyriarch, whereby a hierarchy is in place with
someone- a male someone- at the top casting personal dictates upon the lives others,
Schüssler Fiorenza envisions an ecclesiology that claims the full equality of all people
without any subordinates. Like the structure of family she says that the church is
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“infected” by kyriarchy. She believes that in the second century a shift in power occurred
whereby the wealthy layperson or patron of the church lost influence and power shifted to
the clergy and administrative offices of the church. This had a profound impact on the
church, as “The ascendency of local officers thus generated three interlocking
developments: (1) the patriarchalization of local church and leadership; (2) the merger of
prophetic and apostolic leadership with the patriarchally defined office of bishop; and (3)
the relegation of women’s leadership to marginal positions and its restriction to the
sphere of women.”35
Emphasis shifted from a priesthood of all believes to a few men who gained
power, and this caused masculinism to be institutionalized within the structure of the
church, in order to protect men’s positions of authority. “While women seek ordination in
order to serve the people of God, the male clergy cannot hear what women are saying
because they fear female participation in the priesthood will demasculinize their own
professional status.”36 The church is called to repent of the sin of sexism and experience
conversion and reconciliation with God’s egalitarian vision, one in which Christian
women image Jesus sacramentally and break bread in community. This true vision also
reconciles people and God and God’s people to each other.
Through the realization of this vision people can experience God’s Spirit, which
is greater than a hierarchical male establishment dedicated to the preservation of ecclesial
patriarchalism. In her ekklesia the priesthood of all believers is key, as is equality. She
explains her meaning of equality, stating,
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To be equal does not mean to be the same but it means that in our diversity we all
have equal standing and dignity. Hence, discipleship of equals cannot mean to
follow a great leader, be it Jesus or Mohammed, but it means to follow and enact
a vision. The vision that compelled Jesus as one among many in the discipleship
community of equals was the vision of the basileia tou theou, of G*d’s different
world of justice and love.37

Schüssler Fiorenza does not place Christ as the head of the church, rather, Christ
is more a prophet who modeled the vision the church should follow. The ekklesia of
wo/men is a “coalition of overlapping feminist communities and quasi-independent
realms that have a common interest in changing kyriarchal domination. As a feminist
open space, the ekklesia or parliament/congress of wo/men is not to be seen as a unified
monolithic block, but as a heterogeneous, multi-voiced forum of competing discourses,
all of which have the goal of transforming kyriarchal structures of oppression.” 38
Transforming kyriarchal structures of oppression is the aim of this group, and their
diversity in terms of feminist theological concerns is noted, as each can play a role in
bringing about God’s vision.
The theological academy is also in need of transformation, according to Schüssler
Fiorenza, as kyriarchal oppression is perpetuated there too. She argues that liberation is
possible with the transformation of all academic disciplines and religious practices. She
feels that the field of feminist theological studies has just begun but is progressing,
writing;
To tell the story of the emerging field of feminist biblical studies as a success
story obscures the fact that it is for the most part the success story of white Euro37
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American Christian scholarship. . .This dire situation is not due, however, to the
racism and elitism of white feminist scholars, as is often alleged, but due to the
fact that academic institutions have not changed their kyriarchal ethos and
because global capitalism is built on the exploitation of wo/men. Hence, because
of the societal, cultural, and religious structures of domination, very few wo/men
of disadvantaged groups or countries achieve access to the the* logical education
and higher biblical studies.39

Schüssler Fiorenza says that for transformation to occur and progress to be made
the following actions should be taken: the academy should be recruiting diverse
populations of students and professors representing a variety of religions, ethnicities,
genders, sexual orientations, and socio-economic statuses. Inter-religious dialogue is also
needed as male clergy of one religion now are not the sole interpreters and teachers of
texts. Religious fundamentalist movements, which are on the rise, should be studied to
understand how to respond to them.
Rhetorical Acts
Feminist hermeneutics is a rhetorical act according to Schüssler Fiorenza, and
such a “rhetoric of inquiry pays special attention to the argumentative discourses of
scholarship and their theoretical presuppositions, social locations, investigative methods,
and sociopolitical functions.”40 Because this discourse takes place in public and political
realms inquiry does not need to suppress but rather investigate sociopolitical frameworks,
cultural perspective, modes of argumentation, and symbolic universes of religious texts
and biblical interpretation, according to Schüssler Fiorenza. It seeks to foster discussion
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and propose steps for reconstruction, and is not simply a form of textual-hermeneutical
analysis, but a discipline which pushes for social change. A rhetoric and ethic of inquiry
as a “meta-discipline” is what Schüssler Fiorenza endorses, as it surveys texts and
methods used to interpret them in search of the ethical dimensions of knowledge
production as political practice. Rather than just reporting facts, the feminist interpreter is
charged with a greater task which includes reading between the lines for important clues
to aid in an emancipatory struggle. She writes:
Rather than understand the text as an adequate reflection of the reality about
which it speaks, we must search for clues and allusions that indicate the reality
about which the text is silent. Rather than take androcentric texts as informative
“date” and accurate “reports,” we must read their “silences” as evidence and
indication of that reality about which they do not speak.41

She says that “rhetoric, politics, and ethics and epistemologically as well as
historically intertwined,”42 thus persuading commitment and accountability is what
employing this type of method has as its outcome. Participants in such discourses are
active moral agents who make choices. She writes that moral agents who participate in
such discussions seeking truth can effect change, as “Truth that is rhetorically made
encourages choice and awareness of alternative realities.”43
Schüssler Fiorenza has described her hermeneutical strategy as a dance done in
pursuit of emancipatory possibilities for all. Her work seeks space for “transforming both
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wo/men’s self-understanding, self-perception and self-alienation and Western malestream
epistemological frameworks, individualistic apolitical practices, and socio-political
relations of cultural colonizations.”44 Through analysis of the biblical texts with a critical
lens, and by using “multiplex liberationist feminist framework,”45 wo/men and others
who suffer oppression can become historical agents of change. She argues that whenever
we read/hear/interpret biblical text we should do so for the sake of conscientization, as
“Biblical identity shaped by scripture must in ever-new readings be deconstructed and
reconstructed in terms of a global praxis for the liberation of all wo/men.”46 Thus it is
necessary to re-conceptualize traditional spiritual practices of discernment. “As
interpreting subjects wo/men readers learn in a critical spiraling dance of interpretation to
reclaim their spiritual authority for assessing both the oppressive and the liberating
imagination of particular biblical texts and their interpretations. They reject the
epistemological blueprints and methodological rules of the “master” that marginalize and
trivialize women.”47 This dance involves body and spirit, feeling and emotions and
ultimately creates community. This hermeneutical circle moves in “spiraling circles and
circling spirals”; feminist biblical scholarship is ongoing, not just done once and for all,
but must be done differently in differing situations and from different perspectives.
Whether one thinks of the emancipatory interpretive process as baking bread or
walking in the way of Wisdom, as a hearty ‘stew’ or a joyful ‘dance’, crucial
hermeneutical ingredients, spices or moves in a critical process of interpretation
and rhetorical analysis are: a hermeneutics of experience domination and social
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location, suspicion, critical evaluation, creative imagination, re-membering and
reconstruction, and transformative action for change.48
Making meaning out of text in the context of globalization and inequality is the aim of
the process, however one conceives of it.
The goal of this work is recognizing the vision of the basileia, God’s alternative
society and world that is free of domination or “the political realm of G*d or G*d’s
vision of a transformed creation and world.” 49 Essentially, the basileia is her preferred
term for Kingdom of God, a world free of oppression and dehumanization. Through her
work, which she views as a political act, she is trying to usher in the basileia through the
transformation of society.
Summary
Why is Schüssler Fiorenza’s feminist methodology significant for this study? The
goal of her work goes beyond simply discussing what the right way to speak about
understand God and aims at creating positive change in the lives of God’s creatures. But
this is no easy task. While others have taken up this task from the standpoint of Theology
as well, Schüssler Fiorenza notes,
Without question, in the last thirty years feminist biblical studies has been
established as a new field of study with its own publications. It is taught in
schools, colleges, and universities and is practiced by many scholars in different
parts of the world. However, to tell the story of the emerging field of feminist
biblical studies as a success story obscures the fact that it is for the most part the
success story of white Euro-American Christian scholarship.50
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Another goal of her work is to provide a critique of the academy and inspire
understanding for the work that has yet to be done in bringing more of God’s people to
the table to call for change. She goes on to note that while Jewish feminist biblical
scholarship has greatly increased in the past few decades, Muslim feminist biblical
scholarship is in its beginnings and only very few African American, Latina, or Asian
wo/men scholars have graduate level positions in biblical studies.
Rather than this being due to racism and elitism on the part of white feminist
scholars, Schüssler Fiorenza contends that this stems from the fact that academic
institutions have not changed their kyriarchal ethos and because global capitalism is built
on the exploitation of wo/men. She points out that because of the societal, cultural, and
religious structures of domination, very few women of disadvantaged groups or countries
achieve access to theological education and higher biblical studies. She also notes that the
field of feminist biblical studies as a whole faces challenges, writing,
Moreover, even in the white European and North American academy where one
finds a good number of highly educated wo/men, feminist biblical interpretation is
often still not widely recognized as an important field of study. If one, for
instance, looks at and searches through introductions to the Bible or to specific
areas of biblical studies, one very rarely will find even a mention of feminist
biblical studies as a formal area of inquiry. Many collections of essays in the field
still are published without any feminist contributions to the topic. Feminist
scholars are still daily written out of history and our work is consigned to the
margins. This is not due to the self-ghettoization of feminist biblical scholars as
some have suggested. Rather it is due to the kyriarchal structures and ethos of the
field. Applicants often are still not selected for ministerial or doctoral programs if
they express interest in a feminist studies approach. Scholars still have a difficult
time to receive tenure or ecclesiastical approval if they have published in the area
of feminist biblical studies or feminist the*logy. Students are still told not to write
their dissertation on a feminist topic if they want to be serious scholars. Senior
scholars are put down rather than honored because they have done feminist work.
In short, the marginalizing and silencing tendencies of kyriocentric academic and
religious structures that have barred wo/men from higher education and the study
of the*logy in the past are still in place, but they are now directed against
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feminists and not against wo/men who support the academic system of exclusion
and subordination.51
The goal of this study is not only to make a significant contribution to feminist
theological studies, but also to fulfill a calling and transcend the trends Schüssler
Fiorenza enumerates. Feminist biblical interpretation also plays an important role in
creating real-world change.
Schüssler Fiorenza also says that feminist studies in general and feminist biblical
studies in particular, do not owe their existence and inspiration to the academy but to
social movements for change. Most social movements for change have been inspired by
the dream of radical democratic equality and equal human rights. Theology and biblical
studies have a role to play in this, as Schüssler Fiorenza points out,
Since the Bible has been used in most of these struggles either for legitimating the
status quo of the kyriarchal order of domination or for challenging
dehumanization, feminist biblical interpretation is best articulated as an integral
part of wo/men’s struggles for authority and self-determination. If the Bible has
been used against and for wo/men in our diverse struggles, then the goal of
biblical interpretation cannot just be to understand biblical texts and traditions.
Rather, its goal must be to change western idealist hermeneutical frameworks,
individualist practices, and sociopolitical relations.52
When the starting point of biblical interpretation becomes the experience and voices of
the oppressed and marginalized, of those who are traditionally excluded from articulating
theology and shaping communal life, real change can come about. As Schüssler Fiorenza
argues, “In reclaiming the authority of wo/men as religious-the*logical subjects for
shaping and determining biblical religions, the act of biblical interpretation becomes a
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moment in the global struggles for liberation.”53 Schüssler Fiorenza says that biblical
interpretation and theology are, whether knowingly or not, always engaged for or against
the oppressed. Therefore, intellectual neutrality is not possible in a historical world of
exploitation.
Even though Biblical text is the focus of re-interpretation, critical interpretation
for liberation cannot be accomplished solely by placing the Bible at the center of
attention, rather it begins with a reflection on wo/men’s experience in the struggles for
justice within sociopolitical religious locations. The aim of Schüssler Fiorenza’s
methodology cuts straight to the heart of the intended outcome of this project, and that is
what Schüssler Fiorenza describes in terms of a fourfold change. This includes a change
of interpretive assumptions and goals, a change of methodology and epistemology, a
change of individual and collective consciousness, and a change of social-ecclesial
institutions and cultural-religious formations.
As she writes,
a critical systemic analysis of the structures of domination that shape our lives and
are inscribed in biblical texts and interpretations. In reading biblical texts, a
“feminist standpoint” must be taken that remains focused on wo/men who
struggle at the bottom of the kyriarchal pyramid of domination and exploitation.
This is necessary, because their struggles reveal both the fulcrum of
dehumanizing oppression threatening every wo/man and the power of Divine
Wisdom at work in our midst.54
Schüssler Fiorenza’s methodology, like that of both Elizabeth Johnson and Judith
Plaskow as we will see later, does not view religious text, like the Bible, as an
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authoritative source in itself. It is only a resource in which evidence of women's struggles
for liberation can be found.
In order to reconstruct these marginalized stories of women, she recommends
drawing on biblical texts and extra-canonical material. Questions and commitments that
arise out of contemporary global women’s liberation movements inform this
reconstruction and provide both guidance and the means for understanding the Divine
more fully. Thus, similarly to this project, Schüssler Fiorenza’s critical feminist
hermeneutics begins with the experiences of contemporary and historical women
struggling against patriarchal oppression.
Performing new readings on sacred literature while deconstructing and
reconstructing it light of a global praxis for the liberation of all guides Schüssler
Fiorenza’s strategy. She cautions, however, that a critical feminist emancipatory
interpretation should not be understood simply as successive independent steps of inquiry
or a set of methodological rules but must be understood as interpretive moves or
strategies that interact with each other simultaneously in the process of reading a
particular biblical or any other cultural text in light of the globalization of inequality.
As she notes, cultural identity that is shaped by biblical discourses must be
critically interrogated and transformed through reconceptualizing the traditional spiritual
practice of discerning the spirits as a critical hermeneutic-ethical-political practice.55 She
encourages biblical readers to learn how to claim their spiritual authority in order to
assess the oppressive and the liberating imagination of particular biblical texts and their
interpretations. She writes,
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By deconstructing the rhetorics and politics of inequality and subordination that
are inscribed in the Bible, we are able to generate new possibilities for the ever
new articulation of radical democratic religious identities and emancipatory
practices. In order to do so, a critical ethical-political interpretation does not
subscribe to one single reading strategy and interpretive method but employs a
variety of exegetical and interpretive methods for understanding the Bible as
public discourse.56

According to Schüssler Fiorenza there are two different levels of interpretation
which emerge from a feminist critical analysis. One comes on the level of the languagesystems, ideological frameworks, and sociopolitical-religious locations of contemporary
readers in kyriarchal contexts of domination and the other on the level of the linguistic
and sociohistorical systems of biblical texts and their effective histories of interpretation.
Whether one metaphorically thinks of this process as a spiraling dance or as wave on the
ocean, it involves a constant movement. “Like the tides of the ocean, Divine WisdomSophia always moves and returns, but with a difference. If feminist biblical interpretation
moves and changes in the direction of the divine it might glimpse a vision of Her allembracing justice and enveloping well-being.”57
Such a reading does not develop from a modern individualistic understanding of
religious text but is complex and interactive and challenges both the academy and
religious institutions in order to transform them in the interest of everyone engaged in the
struggle for human dignity, justice, and well-being. It seeks to recast interpretation in
rhetorical terms, recognizing that religious texts are rhetorical texts, produced in and by
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particular historical debates and struggles. Feminist struggles are prioritized
hermeneutically in order to understand how religious ideology and practice has been
shaped by oppression. Women are subjects and agents of textual interpretation. This
approach aims to elucidate the ways in which religious doctrines, symbols, practices, and
biblical texts function in the creation and maintenance of ideas about sex/gender, race,
colonialism, class, and religion.
It also examines how such social constructions have influenced and shaped
“theoretical frameworks, the*logical formulations, biblical interpretations, and our own
self-understanding.”58 Reading the struggles articulated by Elizabeth Johnson and Judith
Plaskow side by side, as will be accomplished through the course of this project, expands
on Elizabeth Schüssler-Fiorenza’s feminist critical approach to reading Scripture and
relates it to Francis Clooney’s comparative theological approach to reading texts in more
than one religious tradition. This represents a new movement towards liberation.
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CHAPTER 3
COMPARATIVE THEOLOGY: FRANCIS X. CLOONEY
This dissertation will draw on the work of Francis X. Clooney, who has become a
leading voice in the emerging field of comparative theology. Born in New York in 1950,
Clooney is an American Jesuit Roman Catholic priest and scholar in the teachings of
Hinduism, and currently a professor at Harvard Divinity School. After completing high
school, he joined the Society of Jesus and pursued a Bachelor’s Degree at Fordham
University in 1973. Upon graduating, he journeyed to Kathmandu, Nepal, where he
taught English to high school students. The interaction with students of Hindu and
Buddhist traditions led him to deepen his interests and knowledge of the rich cultural and
religious heritage of the Indian subcontinent. Hence, once he returned to the United
States after receiving his master’s degree in divinity in 1978, he entered the University of
Chicago, where he earned his doctorate in South Asian Languages and Civilizations in
1984. Today Clooney is regarded as a leading comparative theologian, a discipline which
he considers to be a relatively new one requiring trained theologians to engage in
rigorous study across religious boundaries, reading and writing from their own faith
perspective.
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Starting Points
One distinguishing characteristics of comparative theology is its treatment of the
claims of other religions as knowledge demanding response, rather than mere data or
information, as one may find in the field of religious studies. Clooney notes that religious
faith has the capacity to transform and should be treated as such even within an academic
context. Comparative theology is invested with the dimension of faith, therefore
removing oneself completely from the subject of study is not helpful to the purpose of the
project.1 Thus placing the information gleaned in study above the traditions to some
neutral ground from which both are viewed objectively is not preferred as comparative
theology operates within the tension between the truth claims of one's own tradition and
that of another. Comparative theology operates from the particularities of one universal
faith but is open to influence and transformation by the particularities of another
universal faith.2
Clooney argues that the contemporary global situation demands that theology
become global, interreligious, comparative, dialogical, and confessional. As the reality of
the world now is that the human environment is interreligious, theology too should be
done in an interreligious manner. Advances in communication and transportation have
led to greater intermixing between people of various religions, therefore discussion across
religious boundaries is a necessity. To this end he writes,
Comparative theology is a practical response to religious diversity read with our
eyes open, interpreting the world in light of our faith and with a willingness to see
newly the truths of our own religion in light of another. There is great advantage
in engaging diversity by an intentionally focused study that lavishes attention on
1
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particularities proper to one or another tradition, as they are brought into
encounter with one another, (re)read with a deference and patience that unlocks
the meaning and truth of each tradition, and of both together.3

Comparative theology provides the theologian a deeper understanding of her or
his own tradition, but as the comparison proceeds, the theological consciousness of the
comparativist becomes transformed. Clooney’s methodology is unique because as he says
it “has made sweeping claims to similarity or difference irrelevant, since it is only on a
smaller scale that judgment can be made.”4 He makes a calculated choice in highlighting
similarities more than the differences. For example, in his Divine Mother, Blessed
Mother: Hindu Goddesses and the Virgin Mary he analyzes texts pertaining to Hindu
cults of the divine mother and alongside texts regarding the Christian devotion to Mary.
As he writes,
How we use what we learn also involves choices in line with our intentions when
we took up the study in the first place. I usually give preference to similarity over
difference, preferring to foster theological conversation between Hindu and
Christian theological discourses that seem in harmony with one another…. It is
important to resist easy resemblances, since attention to specifics undoes many a
quest for sameness, but I have never taken the accentuation of difference to be the
center of my work. Hindu and Christian traditions differ in innumerable ways, and
differences are obvious. Of course, we need theologians who do comparative
theological work stubbornly focused on differences. . . At a basic level, I have
simply thought that privileging similarity and resemblance is my contribution to
Christian theology, a reflection on our “near others” that I am able to make.5
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But beyond just noting difference and similarities, a more self-aware, nuanced
thought is the goal of his method. Through a dialogical process, the theologian becomes
increasingly accountable to theologians from other traditions, and benefits from mutual
learning produced by such relationships. The goal is not to produce agreement, but to
inspire theologians not to judge other religions. Clooney believes that this new model of
theology will eventually gain pre-eminence, expanding until it becomes a central
theological practice. It is a genre which he envisions as growing so as to inspire a
"rethinking of every theological issue and rereading of every theological text.” 6
In his work Clooney departs from more prevalent and more strict structures of
postliberal theology as he takes a more comprehensive approach in using intratextuality
in doing his comparative theology. He writes,
A postcomparative theology of religions—in this case, a theology of religions
after Advaita Vedānta—must replicate the dialectical activity of reading, whereby
the “new” is read through and after one’s original Text, and according to the rules
by which we construct and read the world in terms of our community’s privileged
texts. Like other acts of juxtaposition, this dialectical act of reading creates a new
signification for the non-Christian texts, and may distort as well as enhance their
original meanings; likewise, new meanings will be constructed for the Bible and
the theological systems composed from it, new meanings that can occur only due
to the event of juxtaposition with these non-Christian texts. Only in an attentive
recognition of this creative juxtaposition can a useful theology of religions be
composed.7
He generally works with a set of texts which he reads synoptically in order that one
illuminates the other. His subject matter is often in the form of poems, hymns, or
theological works rather than narratives. He will generally study the aesthetic and
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linguistic aspects of a particular text as well as its interpretations through time. This novel
approach signifies a new way of doing theology in the postmodern age, with the goal of
achieving a more fruitful dialogue with contemporary culture, given the phenomenon of
globalization which is characterized by the simultaneous superimposition of fragments
from different cultures.
This new type of learning is the product of living and thinking across religious
borders. Whatever risk the Christian theologian may perceive to his or her own faith is a
risk that the comparative theologian cannot avoid but should welcome in order to open up
new theological horizons. Theologizing across the boundaries of differing traditions can
produce unpredictable results for the comparative theologian. As Clooney writes,
The careful reader engaging the two texts in their two traditions comes to know
more than expected, and in a way that cannot be predictably controlled by either
tradition. This reader becomes distant from the totalizing power of both texts,
precisely because she or he knows both, cannot dismiss either, and does not
submit entirely to either…. We are left in a vulnerable, fruitful learning state,
engaging these powerful works on multiple levels and, paradoxically, learning
more while mastering less; we have more teachers and fewer masters. It may
appear that by this practice we acquire a surfeit of scriptures, yet have no
Scripture; multiple languages and words and images, yet no tested, effective
manner of speaking, a wealth of theological insights, yet no sure doctrine; not one
but two rich religious traditions from which to benefit, and yet—because we
know too much—no single, normative tradition that commands our attention.
Although this situation will not be to everyone’s liking, it is something that a
smaller group of readers can do for the communities involved. Though fewer in
number, readers speaking, writing, and acting from these more intense
sensitivities may in the long term have a deeper and more enduring influence on
the communities involved.8
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Comparative Methodology
The focus of this dissertation is theological doctrine rather than theological
method. I will emulate Clooney's practice of comparative theology and apply it to our
conversation between Judith Plaskow and Elizabeth Johnson. Clooney argues that
theological comparison between two the texts of two different faiths can produce
theological questions of greater urgency than those posed by comparison in the abstract.
Through comparison the theologian is moved from questions of theory to questions of
substance. 9
His Comparative Theology: Deep Learning Across Religious Borders, draws
upon his three decades of work in comparative studies. Comparative Theology is a
comprehensive introduction to the field, offering a clear guide to comparative study.
Clooney believes comparative theology to be a practical response to religious diversity
and a “faith seeking understanding” rooted in a home faith but motivated to “venture into
learning from other faith traditions for fresh theological insights.”10
Comparative theology in his view is not merely an academic pursuit, but also a
spiritual event as it may lead to “greater knowledge of God and more intimate encounters
with God.”11 Clooney’s views on comparative theology and his methods of textual
reading make for a fruitful comparative study and are particularly well-suited for this
project. Clooney prioritizes the comparison of particulars which yields new insight and
transformed consciousness for the theologian, over simply theorizing about comparison.
9
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Comparing is more helpful than talk about comparing, as this type of theology must be
practiced in order to derive any benefit from it. Clooney notes, “Such value of these
practices will be known only in their performance, as their potential benefits are available
only after their enactment.”12
Clooney urges that comparative theology entail an encounter with the texts of the
traditions it is comparing. Only through engagement can the different features of each
tradition be illuminated; their agreements and disagreements, their differences and
similarities, their mutual address and mutual exclusion.13 The texts, existing together in
creative tension, exist in such a way in a comparative study that neither can contain or
fully explain the other; each resists complete assimilation by the other and poses
unanswered questions to the other. As Clooney points out, “resistance of the texts to
complete assimilation is a major part of what is important and interesting about
comparison.”14Within a comparative study the texts remain open to reading and rereading in light of each other so that new interpretations can be articulated, and those
interpretations can then be modified.
Collectio Theology
In Clooney’s view “the foremost prospect for a fruitful comparative theology is
the reading of texts.”15 He states that comparative theology is best understood as "an
experiment in careful reading, accompanied by all the balancing acts that reading
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entails."16 This is where his method is centered and his guidelines for interreligious text
reading and interpretation include four principles for textual analysis. While other
trappings of religion, such as rituals or images could be compare, Clooney urges that
reading should be the primary vehicle of comparison. He does not believe that the term
"comparative theology" is adequate as it does not contain an explicit reference to the
intertextual nature of "comparative” theology, and also notes that the term "comparison"
exaggerates the distance between the texts, and between text and reader. He proposes
instead making use of the Latin term "collectio" or “reading together” order to best
describe the practice of "comparative theology”.17 Thus, he endorses “collectio
theology” which invites the reader to become deeply involved in the religious worlds of
each respective tradition. When studied in detail, key passages have the power to provide
a substantive religious encounter and transform the reader's life.18
This dissertation will make use of Clooney’s principles for textual analysis. The
first principle that Clooney emphasizes is to read a text in its own integrity and in its own
terms. To this end, he urges the reader to be attentive to the textual and historical context
through the aid of commentators.19 This approach provides a sturdy framework a for
grasping the wisdom of the tradition inscribed in the text. Careful attention must be paid
to the particularity of text as well as to the motivations in asking certain questions or
seeking out certain answers.
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The reader ought to approach the text with vulnerability, willing to risk the world
of the self to the world of the theologian. The texts should be allowed to speak directly
for themselves, without the mediation.20 To illustrate this point, Clooney draws a parallel
between this and what he has uncovered in his own work on the Sri Vaisnava concept of
prapatti or "complete surrender". In the act of prapatti Sri Vaisnavas throw themselves on
the grace of God, recognizing their inability to achieve salvation through the traditional
paths of knowledge, action, or devotion. Clooney likens this Hindu practice to a surrender
to the text to be made by the comparative theologian in his or her study.21 The goal is a
radical openness to the encounters and possibilities offered by a text, which Clooney calls
a "carefully cultivated intellectual virtue".22
The second principle in Clooney’s method urges that the practitioner of
comparative theology aim to compare similar rather than different texts. This is
recommended in order to foster theological conversation.23 As Clooney explains,
It ordinarily starts with the intuition of an intriguing resemblance that prompts us
to place two realities—texts, images, practices, doctrines, persons—near one
another, so that they may be seen over and again, side by side. In this necessarily
arbitrary and intuitive practice we understand each differently because the other is
near, and by cumulative insight also begin to comprehend related matters
differently too. Finally we see ourselves differently, intuitively uncovering
dimensions of ourselves that would not otherwise, by a non-comparative logic,
come to the fore.24
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In Clooney’s opinion, reading two texts coming from different traditions but speaking on
a similar topic not only deeply affects the reader, but also has a positive effect of mutual
reinforcement, as “each text intensifies and magnifies the other.”25 To those ends, this
study will make use of Clooney's methodology to lift up the voice of feminist theologians
within the Jewish and Christian traditions and show how their scriptures, which have
many similarities, have both been used not only to reinforce patriarchal ideals, but also as
road maps to liberation.
Third, Clooney proposes the sketching of a tradition broadly in the beginning, and
then moving on to a specific case for a more detailed study. As he writes, “It is necessary
for the comparative theologian who has ambitions to learn from another tradition to
sketch it broadly, after that moving to ever more precise and particular cases for closer
study. Without this larger horizon and the theological questions it forces upon us, our
work may become a mere accumulation of details; without the subsequent narrowing of
focus, it may become merely an endless repetition of generalities.”26 Clooney’s inclusive
approach embraces both the macro and micro aspects of the subject and helps to produce
a more meaningful piece of work. The goal is to avoid accumulating just an accumulation
of details or repetition of generalities.
Fourth, Clooney recommends a smaller scale in terms of the criteria in choosing a
particular case for study.27 His own work is exemplar of this: his Beyond Compare: St.
Francis de Sales and Sri Vedanta Deshika on Loving Surrender to God compares and
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intensifies the theme of loving surrender; and The Truth, the Way, the Life: Christian
Commentary on the Three Holy Mantras of the Shrivaisnava Hindus looks at biblical
prayer in the light of the Hindu mantra tradition. In his latest work, His Hiding Place Is
Darkness: A Hindu-Catholic Theopoetics of Divine Absence, Clooney explores the theme
of divine absence in the double reading of the biblical Song of Songs and the Indian
Srivaisnava Holy Word of Mouth, a classic of Hindu mystical poetry. These works
demonstrate Clooney’s effective strategy for doing theology on a smaller scale.
Clooney’s comparative model opens the door for a transformative power which
can allow one to view one’s own tradition in a new light. As Clooney states, “If we have
been disciplined in our reading and persistent in reflection on our reading, this concerted
reading practice enables us to interpret our own situation differently, now with more
radical choices at hand.”28 He also notes than in a comparative study one needs to be
vulnerable to possibilities, to the transformative power of the other religious tradition in
order to yield a fruitful finding.29 According to Clooney, “what makes a comparative
reading possible is the truth of other religious texts, namely, their transformative power
and claim on the reader who reads with openness to being changed by the texts.”30 As he
upholds a faith seeking understanding across the boundaries of different religions, but
remains focused on Christ, and faithful to his religious tradition, Clooney is aware of his
own perspective and limitations as a Roman Catholic Jesuit priest in the US, and
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welcomes his readers from other contexts to modify his insights.31 Moreover, he
emphasizes that one has to return to one’s own spiritual community of home faith and
enrich it with what one has learned by doing comparative theology.32
Tasks of the Comparativist
Transformation is the most important accomplishment of comparative study
according to Clooney. While engaging in comparative study can be risky, Clooney says
that “the significance of [the text] is intimately connected with what the literate,
intelligent reader is able to do with it.”33 Therefore, as the comparativist becomes a
skillful performer of comparative reading of texts reading across religious boundaries, the
transformation of the comparativist is the overarching goal. The comparativist renounces
“comfortable presuppositions and convenient shortcuts to truth”34 via engaging with
texts, which are legitimate and authoritative teachers. Such engagement tests the limits of
detached scholarship, mediating the tension between openness and commitment. The
rigor and openness of this approach produces the potential for insight and transformation.
Clooney suggests comparison is the best way to bring about lasting theological
change, and urges avoiding a superficial reading whereby one just pulls from a narrow
selection of doctrines from each tradition.35 In doing this type of theology the dialectical
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process of studying another tradition and returning to one's can’t be simply expressed
through a quick juxtaposition of contradictory propositions. As Clooney writes,
While a certain kind of honesty might seem to compel us to a choice, the
affirmation of one claim and the denial of the other, the complex dialectical
process of learning a new tradition and returning , then, afterwards to one’s own
in a series of acts of rereading , is not adequately comprehended by the reduction
of theological truths to competing claims; though we may make them out to be
claims they subsist more complexly and richly within their broader traditional
context, and now within the, at least, equally complex comparative context.36
Clooney cautions that the field should not be regarded as a battleground where truth is
under attack. Theological truths, while not reducible to their textual representations, do
occur only through their textual form. Therefore, text is the best way to access theological
truths. Arguing, analyzing, comparing and contrasting theological truths should be
undertaken with patient commitment.37
The key is not to reduce theology to just sorting out difference and similarities,
Clooney states that, “The challenge posed to the reader by the juxtaposition of the texts
cannot be reduced even to the more complex acts of recognizing and arranging
similarities and differences, the practice is always richer and more potent than these
component activities, and it is a mistake to reduce comparative work them.”38
Transforming the theological curriculum is and finding new ways for educating
theologians is also an important implication of comparative theology. For the sake of the
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community and the coherence of theological education, on cannot be well read in only
the literature on one’s own tradition.39
Building Bridges
Clooney suggests that we should build bridges of learning and reason to cross
otherwise broad gaps between people of differing religions will persist. Once believers
hold that there are intelligible and plausible, they commit themselves to the possibility of
conversation. He says that even the sacred views held most dearly within the traditions
can be discussed theologically from differing angles in a conversation in which
theological insights come from all sides. If one’s beliefs are intelligible a new audience
may begin to listen in, offering opinions, suggestions and improvements.40
Clooney notes that theology is often usefully described as 'faith seeking
understanding’, however, in a theistic tradition, the goals of theology may in the end be
reduced to the simpler aim of knowing a loving God more completely and intelligently.
Conversely, the intellectual aim of the discipline pushes beyond that to inspire religious
people to scrutinize their own faith traditions with an eye toward understanding (and then
living) that faith more adequately. In short, theological scrutiny helps a faith to become
clearer to the community's insiders and its outsiders.
As Clooney points out,
This broadening of theological inquiry into an interreligious conversation occurs
for a number of reasons mostly small, which add up to a larger shift. Traditions
stand in growing proximity to one another, and today believers know a great deal
more about other people's religions, regardless to how they may be disposed to
react to this new knowledge. Religious people are moving about, ideas are
39
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shifting back and forth, and religions with their diverse claims are encountering,
complementing and correcting one another.41

Clooney also argues that the phenomenon of interreligious encounters has shaped,
complicated, and consequently changed how believers understand themselves, even when
they continue to insist on their uniqueness and incomparability. Being that there are a
multiplicity or living religious traditions in the world, believers of all traditions are
affected in how they think about themselves, their theologies and their most basic beliefs.
As Clooney says,
A community may intend simply to speak to itself, but once it ventures to think
and speak its theology out loud, it will find itself in conversation with others who
are listening, including people of other faith and theological traditions. They will
join the community's internal conversation sometimes to agree and sometimes to
disagree, and will offer competing claims about what is reasonable and worth
believing. Hoping to avoid this result, traditions’ often stylized images of other
religions have usefully served to reinforce their own self-images and their own
hopes about themselves.42
According to Clooney intelligent and open conversation amongst people of different
faiths can lead to important changes in theology. As we can see, beyond merely
theologizing about a topic, comparative theology as conceived of by Clooney, has the
potential to spur discussion and effect change, which is the aim of this project across
Jewish and Christian feminist traditions.
Extended conversations between people of different traditions can be focused in
such a that traditions can remain distinct and yet their theologies are no longer separable.
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According to Clooney “A religion may be unique, but its theology is not.”43 Clooney’s
reimagining the theological in such a way method hopes to preserve what he says is best
in confessional theology, that is: well-articulated beliefs, intelligent reasoning on matters
of faith, the maintenance of a close interconnection among religion, revelation and
reason; he also believes that the willingness to treat religious claims as compelling for all
and not just for insiders can be preserved as well. He says that this type of theology is
distinguished by interreligious, comparative, dialogical and confessional dimensions.44
This type of theology grows out the reality of life in the twenty-first century.
Today we live in a diverse world “where religious diversity is increasingly affecting and
changing everything around us, and ourselves as well. No religious community is exempt
from the pressures of diversity, or incapable of profiting from drawing on this new
religious template. No community, wherever it is and however it is configured will
casually abandon its traditional commitments and practices in the face of religious
diversity.”45 Keeping one’s faith and understanding it on a deeper level calls upon one to
engage in comparative theological reflection.
This is paradoxical, because as Clooney acknowledges, religious diversity is
something which often makes people uneasy. He notes:
While religious diversity can justly be celebrated as enormously interesting, it is
also an unsettling phenomenon for people who actually are religious. Individual
religious traditions are under internal and external stress as they are challenged to
engage an array of religious others. Some find themselves under siege, threatened
by a bewildering range of religious possibilities; some withdraw and demonize
their others; some, perhaps too accommodating, begin to forget their identities.
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Some of us are untouched by the phenomenon, but none of us avoids changing
inside and out.46
Doing comparative theology involves study, Clooney says, and while that may seem like
a not particularly urgent response to the challenges that religious diversity pose,
cultivating a more interconnected sense of traditions developed through reading across
religious boundaries can provide a more deep and intense validation of each tradition.
Clooney reminds us that theology has always been interreligious because when
humans theologize, they think like humans, however faith is not something which may
not come from or be improved by theology, whether it is comparative or not. He points
out that the common features of human reasoning make it possible that believers in
different traditions can understand one another.
The starting point for Theology occurs when believers think through and explore
what they believe, which is a more complex intellectual project but is not unique to any
one religion. Clooney articulates that it is composed of intellectual practices which can be
recognized by members of any religious tradition. There is little by way of importance in
content or method which belongs singularly to one particular religious tradition even if
such concepts remain rooted in the particularities of a particular tradition. Theologizing,
Clooney says, is a fundamental human interreligious activity but should be undertaken in
accordance with a religion’s particular belief statements and practices.47 Even if religions
have differences of opinion on issues such as the qualities of the Divine, whether or not
God is embodied or the nature of the world as a dependent reality, the arguability of such
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points indicates some common ground. “If faith is articulated in reasonable terms and
defended reasonably, then that reasoning provides a shared theological ground, and
intelligent disagreements become possible in an interreligious context,”48 Clooney says,
therefor demonstrating how much two theologians of differing faith traditions share on
important theological issues highlights common ground.
Keeping Up with the Times

The context for comparative theology today is growing in religious diversity –
both in and among religions. This is not a new phenomenon, but its impact has intensified
in recent times as a global trend, which impacts everyone in the particular places they
inhabit. Religions which were previously foreign to one another now flourish nearby each
other, due in part to fluid immigration patterns across the globe. In varying ways religions
of all types are near to us whether or not we are conscious of that fact, and according to
Clooney “they are becoming part of our lives and influential on our religious identities.
The challenge impacts us more forcefully as a vast increase in available knowledge about
religions creates new learning possibilities. Religious traditions are vividly present in
every kind of media. Never before has so much been available so easily.”49 With texts of
other traditions so readily available in such various formats, it becomes more difficult for
one to justify not engaging with them.
Diversity is the context for a traditions self-inquiry and self-understanding and
exploration can offer a more deep understanding of a tradition on both a spiritual and
intellectual level. Such diversity is not just around us, but it works on us and gets inside
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of us, Clooney points out50, and if one is attentive to it, it can have an impact on how one
practices and thinks through one’s own religion. This need not be a negative experience,
as Clooney predicts,
Individual sensitivities heightened in the face of diversity in turn unsettle
traditions, as more people find at home only some of what they seek spiritually.
Communities may find their most alert members deeply affected by what’s going
on religiously around them, and accordingly more tentative and fluid in their
commitments, more acutely aware of the possibilities available in other religious
traditions.51
Instead of being perplexed by diversity or making excuses for not taking it seriously, or
responding to it with a relativist stance, individuals need to respond intelligently to and
learn from other religious possibilities.
A defining feature of our time is the tension which exists between openmindedness and faith. Clooney argues that:
in our religiously diverse context, a vital theology has to resist too tight a binding
by tradition, but also the idea that religious diversity renders strong claims about
truth and value impossible. Comparative theology is a manner of learning that
takes seriously diversity and tradition, openness and truth, allowing neither to
decide the meaning of our religious situation without recourse to the other.52
While the prospects of retreating into one’s own tradition or becoming defensive may be
impulses to one faced with religious diversity, studying the particularities of traditions
outside of one allows one to know God better. This goal is at the heart of comparative
theology.
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Clooney notes that comparative theology combines tradition-rooted theological
concerns with actual study of another religion. He says that it is not an exercise in the
study of religion for the sake of clarifying the phenomenon, and it is not a theology about
religions and can’t be reduced to just the practice of dialogue.53 Rather, it requires
intuitive and rational insight and practical as well as theological engagement so that one
isn’t simply evaluating but developing a spiritual practice rooted reflective and
contemplative comparison” by which we see the other in light of our own, and our own in
light of the other.”54 Comparative theology goes beyond a simple exercise in compare
and contrast, and is more complex as it place one’s own and another tradition in relation
to one another. Clooney says that the process may involve evaluation, and while it is
primarily an academic practice, it could also appear in popular forms as well.
While comparative theology and comparative religion are distinct, they need not
be separated entirely, according to Clooney.55 Because the comparative theologian
engages in the study of a religion other than their own, they also need the skills of an
academic scholar proficient in the study of that religion. He notes:
This is a necessary if comparative theology is to be faithful to text and language
history and context, and not mistaken or lazy in (mis) using what is known about
the religions in question. Shoddy or superficial scholarship about religions
produces bad theology. To a certain extent, the comparative theologian works first
as an academic scholar, even if she also and more deeply intends the kind of
religious and spiritual learning that characterizes theology richly conceived.56
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Excluding theology from the study of religions is not helpful, Clooney points out, and
even though comparative theologians may find that such research complicates the case
for their faith, such a complication is good. It encourages the practitioner not to undercut
what others believe and offers the chance to learn vulnerably without letting even deeply
held truths to be a barrier to learning.
Religions and their key components are neither identical or completely dissimilar,
so an intelligent theology takes into account similarities and differences. Clooney
believes that theologians can learn to be aware of similarities and differences and that the
details of their theological traditions are often shared with the theologies of other
traditions. This understanding will make them better and more sensitive theologians as
well as provide opportunities for clarification and distinction. Comparing texts, ideas,
images and rituals allows the theologian to understand what is shared and what is
different, but also it enables them to learn from the questions, methods, and conclusions
seemingly unique to traditions outside of their own. As Clooney writes,
The fact that there are features common to many theologies does not mean that all
religion is the same. Differences will persist and may emerge in a sharper and
more interesting way once one has recognized that theology is interreligious. But
whether differences or similarities predominate, the comparative process reaches
fruition in the transformation of the theologians’ consciousness and theological
practice. Intelligent and attentive scholars become able to theologize within their
own traditions in a way that neither blocks thinking across religious boundaries
nor interprets reductively the similarities that become obvious.57
This thesis seeks to uncover the interreligious nature of theology and its responsibilities
by exploring how feminist thinkers in the Jewish and Christian traditions have understood
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what it means to be created in the image of God. This undertaking will hopefully lead to
the development of a richer and more complex theology.
Dialogical theology, that is theology as an intellectual religious activity practiced
in various cultural settings, is best equipped to uncover similarities and differences across
religious boundaries. As Clooney says,
Theologians cognizant of theology’s interreligious and comparative dimensions
learn to stop judging other religions from afar based simply on their
understanding of their own traditions; instead they can learn to write in a way that
speaks and responds to people in other traditions as well. They also become
accustomed to conversing with their peers in those other traditions about
theological issues of shared concern. Theologians are thereafter doubly
accountable. They explain what they believe in a way that others, even believers
in other religious traditions, can understand. They become accountable to those
others for the accuracy and theological relevance of what they write, and likewise
they become receptive to what those believers in other traditions have to say
about basic theological claims.58
Clooney goes on to explain that while “comparative” and “dialogical” designate the
same terrain both activities can be understood as sequential, as comparative attentiveness
leads to dialogical accountability and mutual learning.
Reflection on interior dialogue common in theological circles which has been
arrived at after theological reflection is what Clooney recommends. Of course,
conversational dialogue is beneficial, but comparing textual dialogue, which involves the
reading and ponderance of the great ideas of other religions can foster accountability.
Clooney defines informed accountability as “giving an account of myself and being
accountable to the other who may respond”59 and says this is a signal feature of good
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theology. The full meaning of a theology is established across boundaries and not
contained solely within one tradition. Conclusions can be arrived at via the back-andforth dynamic of a theological conversation across religious boundaries, which Clooney
says is a practical matter.60
The Benefits of Dialogue
The dialogical nature of an interreligious theology does not mean that there
should be agreements across religions, rather such a theology should remain confessional
according to Clooney. This is essential to an interreligious theology and needed in order
to highlight, accentuate and debate differences. After dialogue a theologian should be
able to affirm the content of her faith as more true, render it intelligible to those who
believe it and pose persuasive arguments to outsiders. This is one way to test and purify
truth claims. Whether or not good arguments result in consensus, a comparative and
dialogical theology can be useful as it helps the theologian to be acutely aware of what is
unique to each tradition as well as how to construct a convincing argument for a complex
theological audience.
Clooney notes that,
In an interreligious context, one can (and should) still be a confessional
theologian, but the cost of a confessional theology is now higher. The deeper,
more difficult, and more acute differences become the more slender the
distinction between a ‘confessional’ theology, where one pronounces and explains
the truth of one’s positions, and an ‘apologetic’ theology where one also asserts
the errors of the others position.61
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Thus, interreligious theology has both a confessional and apologetic dimension.
He says that strong arguments in favor of one’s particular tradition often go hand
in hand with critiques of others theological ideas, however criticism does not need to be a
problem or hinderance to dialogue if it is offered respectfully and professionally.
Therefore, the theologian must actually know something about the theological tradition
being criticized and become engaged in a receptive dialogue with others. Clooney
believes that both theologians will find that there are far fewer areas of disagreement than
there are of consensus. 62
Keeping comparative theology and interreligious dialogue connected yet
distinguished as it can foster accountability. As essentially interreligious, each particular
comparative theology is by itself always incomplete, and theologians need to hear from
others how they understand and interpret the beliefs of their traditions, and how they
think we ought to correct what we say about them.63 The comparative theologian is also
called upon to listen to others explain their faith in addition to studying the faith of
another alongside one’s own.
The theologian working across traditions need not be tasked with solving
competing claims, rather she should strive to highlight and think through particular
differences. The goal being to become intellectually credible and develop a wellinformed apologetics which is both useful and plausible. Clooney distinguishes the work
of the comparative theologian from more traditional practitioners of theology, noting that,
“Theologians not engaged in comparative work are quite often willing to be tentative in
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their conclusions, which remain open to revision and correction, and there is no reason to
demand speedier progress of comparative theologians.”64One should leave one’s own
judgements open to comparative and dialogical testing, as there is no urgency to finalize
judgements if one has not conversed or argued in an interreligious context.
Theological consensus in an interreligious context is not likely to be achieved
quickly, and any consensus which emerges is likely to cross boundaries and unite and
divide theologians of both the same and different communities. Theological arguments
across religious boundaries is a long-term project in which theologians across religious
boundaries develop respect for each other as colleagues. As Clooney argues, “Even if a
theologian wants to make judgements about the overall truth of one tradition compared
with another – my religion is true, theirs is not – aiming at this large judgement will not
justify ignoring entirely the tradition one has judged.”65 He goes on to say that not all the
theological concepts and methods of one tradition are superior to the concepts and
methods of another tradition. There is not one single judgement by which one theology is
entirely affirmed and the other entirely negated.66 If a theologian ignores other
theologians or talks about them rather than to them, those other theologians will not be
persuaded, and one’s own theology will appear more weak.
Comparative theology seeks to help change a theologians’ attitude toward
complex issues and positions with which they disagree, particularly those within other
traditions. Understanding the views of others without labeling them as less complex,
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sophisticated or intelligent than one’s own view and then deciding how to respond to
them is key. Once we agree that reasoning is invaluable in the interreligious theological
context, we can of course again view theology’s scope more wisely. As Clooney argues,
better theology is not the primary goal of theology, rather, the faithful theologian seeks to
know God more fully at least insofar as this can be achieved by theologizing. 67
Theological claims are not uncontroversial or immune from criticism or objection,
but one learns to phrase ones claims differently and possibly better through a dialogical
method. He writes, “The theological effort to explain who God is has much to do with
balancing a rationally articulate definition of God with ever more specific account of who
God is and what God says and does, and we must acknowledge that there has been more
than one intelligent explanation.”68 Successful and coherent views on the Divine can and
have been formed in many traditions.
Clooney also urges that theologians, whether they hold liberal or conservative
positions, should stop pursuing their theologies as if no other plausible theology exists.
They should get specific about others’ faiths and not just their own, even on such basic
issues of theological method and theological truth they should enter into interreligious
conversations. The religiously pluralistic context of the twenty-first century demands
persuasive theological arguments be rooted in fully interreligious, comparative, dialogical
and confessional theology which operates in sustained dialogue through interreligious
theological conversations. Clooney’s ultimate goal is in line with the aspirations for this
project. The goal is, as he writes,
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Later and after numerous interreligious, comparative, and dialogical projects that
cross many religious boundaries and draw faithful theologians from diverse
traditions into numerous conversations, perhaps someone will be able to write a
simpler book, simply entitled “God”. That such a book cannot be written now but
may be written in the future if we all do our work is something about which
theologians everywhere should think. Sometimes the mind does enable faith to go
where it could not have imagined traveling on its own.69

Clooney’s scholarly work is more prone to unveil similarities than differences. As
Clooney explains, the uniqueness of his comparative experiments “has made sweeping
claims to similarity or difference irrelevant, since it is only on a smaller scale that
judgment can be made.”70 Additionally, his tendency to highlight the similarities more
than the differences is a deliberate decision, as he writes,
How we use what we learn also involves choices in line with our intentions when
we took up the study in the first place. I usually give preference to similarity over
difference, preferring to foster theological conversation between Hindu and
Christian theological discourses that seem in harmony with one another…. It is
important to resist easy resemblances, since attention to specifics undoes many a
quest for sameness, but I have never taken the accentuation of difference to be the
center of my work. Hindu and Christian traditions differ in innumerable ways, and
differences are obvious. Of course, we need theologians who do comparative
theological work stubbornly focused on differences…. At a basic level, I have
simply thought that privileging similarity and resemblance is my contribution to
Christian theology, a reflection on our “near others” that I am able to make.71
Clooney’s goal is to bring forth and contrast different religious representations and
aesthetic expressions that generates a surplus of meaning that can be studied
theologically. This approach represents a new way of doing theology in the postmodern
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age, a way that can eventually establish a more fruitful dialogue with contemporary
culture, particularly with regard to the phenomenon of globalization. Clooney concludes
that a deeper learning can result only from living and thinking across religious borders.

CHAPTER 4
IMAGE OF GOD IN JUDAISM: JUDITH PLASKOW
This chapter will detail the work of Jewish feminist theologian Judith Plaskow. It
will explicate Plaskow's contention that women have been excluded from the processes
of the creation, development and refinement of law within Jewish tradition and history,
thus the problem of theological assumptions must be confronted and eradicated if women
are to be emancipated. It will illustrate Plaskow's view that theology rather than halakhah
is primary, as halakhah results from theological presumptions. Her argument is that
women should remake theological discourse instead of trying to mend and unmendable
halakhaic system in order to transform the assumption of the otherness of women will be
outlined. It will detail how she seeks to move Jewish religious law, history, practice, and
communal institutions in the direction of the full inclusion of women, focusing on central
Jewish categories, themes, and modes of expression including God, prayer, Torah, and
halakhah, or law. Her work will be situated within that of other contemporary Jewish
feminist thinkers.
Judith Plaskow’s theology has had a profound effect on theological conversations
since the 1970s and has also led to a re-shaping of Jewish texts, traditions and
conceptions of the Divine. How to remain how to remain faithful to a complex and often
conflicted religious tradition with roots in antiquity in a world that is radically different
today is a theme at the heart of her quest. Plaskow is regarded as the first Jewish feminist
82
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to identify herself as a theologian. Rooted in her Jewish tradition, yet educated in
classical and modern Christian theology, she is credited with the creation of a
distinctively Jewish theology cognizant of its own structure and categories and in
dialogue with the feminist theologies of other religions.
Born in 1947 in Brooklyn, New York and raised in the classical Reform tradition,
she began to wrestle with theological questions about good and evil, the nature of God
and the nature of human beings, which were provoked by studying the Holocaust, as a
teenager. As a teen she attended the 1963 March on Washington where Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. delivered his “I Have a Dream” speech along with other members of her
congregation. The vision of a world transformed by racial equality becomes in Plaskow’s
work a vision of a world transformed by the full and equal status and contributions of
women. In Plaskow’s earliest essay entitled “The Coming of Lilith” she rewrites an
ancient midrash by imagining the two wives of Adam, the Lilith and Eve encountering
each other, forming a creative sisterly bond that exposes the unexamined bond between
God and Man and proposing to transform the Garden. Her overarching goal in this work,
which also guides her subsequent work, is to expose patriarchy in Judaism and to shape it
in a more egalitarian manner.1
Critique of Halakah
In Plaskow’s article, “The Right Question Is Theological” she surmises that
Jewish law, or halakha, is patriarchal, that the halachic system presupposes the notion of
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the Otherness of women.2 She says it’s naive to think that rectifying “halakhic injustices”
will lead to women are no longer being viewed as Other. In her estimation women have
been excluded from the processes of the creation, development and refinement of law
within Jewish tradition and history, thus the problem of theological assumptions must be
confronted and eradicated if women are to be emancipated. So, for Plaskow, its theology
rather than halakha which is primary. Halakha results from theological presumptions, and
fundamental to Plaskow’s work is transforming the assumption of the “otherness” of
women. Women should remake theological discourse instead of trying to mend an
unamendable halakhic system in her estimation.
Plaskow sets out a roadmap for this journey and says the kind of systemic change
in Judaism she wants to see needs to be brought about by a reconsideration of the basic
categories of Jewish theology: God, Torah and Israel, in her Standing Again at Sinai.3
The work is partly theological, as she wrestles with the fact that women were invisible at
Sinai because Jewish men had been commanded to keep themselves “pure” and apart
from women by God ( Ex. 19:15) and autobiographical as she explores the tensions,
between being a woman, a feminist, and a Jew. She also examines male-centered Godlanguage and patriarchal understandings of the body and sexuality.
At the beginning of the book she describes a painfully insightful moment in her
life as a Jew and as a feminist. She and her (former) husband were standing outside of her
house of worship at Yale University talking with some friends before going in for
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Sabbath services. A congregant came out and urged her husband to come in to make the
minyan (a quorum of 10 men traditionally needed to begin communal prayer in Judaism).
She writes: “While I had attended services regularly for a year and a half and my husband
was a relative newcomer, I could stay outside all day; my presence was irrelevant for the
purpose for which we had gathered. It was an enormously important click moment”.4
She questions the place of law in feminist Judaism and provides a comprehensive
feminist analysis of halakha. Her aim is to create “a new Jewish situation, to making a
feminist Judaism a reality.”5 She argues that Judaism is a “deeply patriarchal tradition”,
one which will require “a revolution”.6 Due to their never having been a non-sexist
essence of Judaism, women have faced discrimination on halakhic (Jewish legal)
grounds, not only in Orthodoxy but in all the other branches of Judaism. Women may not
be included in the minyan and hence, may not lead worship (this is true today in
Orthodox branches of Judaism primarily). Traditionally women were not called to the
Torah, and their credibility as witnesses was severely limited. They also lacked power to
effect changes in their own marital status. Orthodoxy, which affects not only its own
practitioners but also all Jewish Israeli citizens, does not permit women to initiate
divorce. Women whose husbands have left and cannot be found, are malicious or simply
unwilling to have a divorce may not free themselves to remarry. Thus, there are many
examples of women being treated unequally to their male counterparts in Jewish history
and tradition.
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Torah
Judaism has always been focused on devotion to sacred text and to the
interpretive process which continually recreates the text, Plaskow reminds readers. Yet
women were excluded from the interpretive process both by Orthodox and non-Orthodox
Judaism, and interpreters did not note how the texts themselves ignored or marginalized
women. Traditionally, the main duty of women was to enable the Jewish observance of
men argues for the use of feminist historical methodologies to uncover Jewish women’s
history and cultures. She says that the Tanakh is patriarchal, but in taking the time to
explore it she claims the text as one which matters to her.
A Jewish feminist approach should embrace two distinct attitudes when surveying
the texts according to Plaskow; namely (and similarly to Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza’s
works) a hermeneutics of suspicion and a hermeneutics of remembrance. These should
inform a feminist principal of interpreting religious texts. She advocates for the use of
feminist Midrash and liturgy to reshape Jewish memory both in the past and in the
present. She emphasizes the pluralism of the Jewish past as well as the pluralism of
women’s experiences and says these are valuable in the re-interpretive process.
She believes a halachic system embraced by feminists would be very different
from the halachic system now. It would be different in content, it’s starting point the
assumption of the equality of women; it would be different in terms of access, with
women serving both as co-creators and co-interpreters of the law and it would be
different in terms of method. She does acknowledge that there may be a variety of
feminist responses to the problem however, which of course has been the case. This she
feels reflects the pluralistic nature of Jewish tradition as well as the tradition itself which
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has changed and adapted over time.
Plaskow recommends that women’s experience be used as a tool within
methodology of reinterpretation, writing:
Feminism demands new ways of talking about God that reflect and grow out of
the redefinition of Jewish humanity. The exclusively male naming of God
supported and was rendered meaningful by a culture and religious situation that is
passing away. The emergence of women allows and necessitates that the
oppressed femaleness of God be recovered and explored and reintegrated into the
Godhead. But feminism presses us beyond the issue of gender to examine the
nature of God with male names. How can we move beyond images of domination
to a God present in community rather than over it? How can we forge a Godlanguage that expresses women’s experience?7
Plaskow acknowledges that women’s experience, “the daily, lived substance of women’s
lives, the conscious events, thoughts, and feelings that constitute women’s reality”8, is
both important and problematic as a methodological underpinning. While it is
straightforward it is not unitary or clearly definable as it is primarily a product of culture
rather than some innate female nature.
In her thinking on Torah, Plaskow begins by relaying that:
Entry into the covenant at Sinai is the root experience of Judaism, the central
event that established the Jewish people. Given the importance of the event, there
can be no verse in the Torah more disturbing to the feminist than Moses’ warning
to his people in Exodus 19:15 ‘Be ready for the third day; do not go near a
woman.’ For here at the very moment that the Jewish people stands at Sinai ready
to receive the covenant– not now the covenant with individual patriarchs, but with
people as a whole- at the very moment when Israel stands trembling waiting for
God’s presence to descend upon the mountain Moses addresses the community
only as men.9
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She further explains that ritual purity was the issue at stake in this admonition. Thus, at
the most important moment is Jewish history, women are excluded, and we have no
record of their experience.
Plaskow says that in this “profound injustice of the Torah itself”10 the Otherness
of women became a part of Jewish experience and puts into motion the recurring theme
of women’s invisibility for centuries to come. One possible response to this is calling for
a re-covenant Plaskow writes, citing also the work of Rachel Adler, and begin a new
covenant which takes into consideration the inequalities women face in the Jewish
tradition. Another response she considers is to form new communities devoid of old
struggles face by women. Holes in text leave unanswered questions and uncomfortable
silences for women in Judaism today. “Of course we were at Sinai; how is it then that the
text could imply we were not there?” she asks.11
Talmudic scholars have also considered these queries over the centuries, and
while they may not have come up with a satisfactory answer, for Plaskow the
contradiction in the text “is a potential bridge to a new relationship with tradition”12 and a
call to women to stand their ground and force the community to re-member and recreate
its history, thus reshaping Torah. Memory is significant within Jewish tradition, Plaskow
says, citing the Passover Seder, in which freedom from oppression is an important lesson
to be learned. Plaskow sees this as an opportunity for fuel for the emancipation of women
and others in social movements. However, tradition can also be pitted against women and
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lead to their continued shackling. In another example she explains that in Orthodox
Judaism women have been excluded, writing:
Arguments against the ordination of women as rabbis, for example, are rooted not
so much in any real legal impediment to women’s ordination as to the fact that
historically rabbis have been men. The motion of a woman as rabbi feels “unJewish” to many Jews because it is perceived as discontinuous with a Jewish past
that makes certain claims upon its present bearers. On question after question, the
weight of tradition is thrown at women as an argument for keeping things the way
they are.13
Because the present is grown out of history, Plaskow says that recovering women’s
history and rejecting androcentric texts and practices are needed in order to provide a
more full Jewish experience for the Jewish community as a whole. This “god-wrestling”
is and has been a part of the Jewish people and tradition since the beginning.
The connection between recovering Torah and women’s history is one which
takes a careful and critical sifting of sources and recapturing of women’s experiences. It
requires one to go behind records and add to them in the process. It will allow Jewish
group memory to achieve a better understanding of what happened and recovering
information such as forgotten processes and events, nameless persons and sources.
Modern historiography is a theological tool feminists can use to uncover whole areas of
the past which have been left unexamined, according to Plaskow.
In example, a study of figures with minor mention in the texts, such as
prophetesses Miriam and Hulda allow us to reconstruct the range of women’s roles and
gives clues to the silences of sources. Giving attention to these exceptional women and
also taking into consideration biblical and archeological evidence regarding the lives of
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ordinary women is needed to gain a fuller understanding of the social and religious
situation women faced in Biblical times. Plaskow mentions the work of Bernadette
Brooten who has uncovered information about the lives of women in the rabbinic period
that challenges traditional sources, and the work of Shaye Cohen whose work
demonstrates that women had positions of authority in ancient Jewish culture, which was
dynamic and diverse. “Through all this we see a larger Torah behind the Torah, a Torah
in which women’s experiences is rendered visible, and the social and religious forms to
which they adhered are depicted in their complexity and power.”14 She also contends that
as religious texts react against social and religious innovation no one religious system can
provide an accurate and synoptic picture of women’s lives. Awareness of a “neglected”
world opens up and challenges normative texts.
As liturgy and ritual have been inexorably linked, the primary vehicle for
transmitting the ideas within Judaism has been prayer and ritual. For this reason, Plaskow
says that liturgy and ritual are areas which are rife for reshaping through a feminist lens.
She says that women have been excluded from the pivotal events and moments in Jewish
history as recorded in the Torah and, thus it’s essential for Jewish feminists to redefine
the past by recovering what she terms “hidden Torah,” or the missing record of Jewish
women’s history. The tools she suggests for the work of reshaping Jewish memory are
feminist historiography, Midrash and liturgy. Reading canonical and non-canonical
sources with new questions and in a new light can help feminists to find evidence of
women’s religious leadership, of changing patterns of family and gender relations, and of
women’s spiritual lives beyond the establishment
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Citing the example of the holiday Rosh Hodesh, where the beginning of each new
month and new moon in the Hebrew calendar is marked, Plaskow writes that, “Feminists
have been writing liturgy and ritual that flow from and incorporate women’s experience,
in the process drawing on history and midrash, but also allowing them to emerge from
concrete forms”.15 The ceremony, which she calls a “woman’s holiday”, demonstrates an
ancient association of women with the moon is an early feminist ritual which is rife with
areas for new exploration by feminists as they continue to observe the tradition.
New Rituals
Plaskow’s work has helped to shape new rituals and give renewed meaning to old
rituals. In one example, Penina Adleman created a compendium of Rosh Hodesh rituals
in Miriam’s Well, which were developed by feminists. Feminist Haggadot for the
Passover Seder have also been created as a way of bringing experience to light. In
another contemporary example, the haggadah which is used at a friend’s family Seder
recently in St. Paul, Minnesota, mentions both fathers AND mothers of the Jewish
people, in the opening blessing stating that from “Our God and God of our mothers, God
of Sarah, Rebecca, Leah, Rachel, Miriam, Henrietta Szold and Anne Frank, we have
inherited a tradition of love”16, midwives Shifra and Puah are heralded as “righteous
midwives” who were redeemers of Israel, and focuses on Miriam’s role as a source of
redemption for her people. This integration of women’s stories, and experiences of their
struggles and situations, which is becoming increasingly commonplace in Judaism today,
represents women’s “continuing quest for liberation as a distinct theme in the Seder”
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Plaskow says, and draws on various sources to make the experiences of women an
important issue for the Passover holiday. Other examples in Jewish tradition which have
been touched by the hand of feminist thinking include birth ceremonies for girls, that
parallel the Brit Millah or circumcision ritual, which traditionally welcomed and gave
value to male babies within the community, signify that, “In the ritual moment, women’s
history is made present”.17 While she does acknowledge that Judaism has always been a
deeply patriarchal tradition and that changing it will require a revolution, it is clear that
the revolution has begun.
Women as Lawmakers
Plaskow also examines Torah as law, which has been a central focus of Jewish
feminist attention in seeking to make “a Torah that is whole”. In her view law is a
distinctively masculine form, and she regards law as a necessary element of all human
cultures. However, laws can be concrete and often rigid, and can deter relationship when
too abstract and disconnected from real life. She says that denominational differences
make the subject of law presents difficulty for feminists due to denominational
differences. Also, it should be noted that some feminists object to legal change.
Discussion of law has focused on two areas’ laws pertaining to women’s roles in public
worship and laws about women’s status in the family. Women have been exempted from
study and positive commandments, which renders women in a position not able to effect
change or participate fully in Jewish life.
The presupposition of women’s otherness is at the core of women’s
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subordination. In marriage women are acquired and not free to initiate divorce
proceedings in traditional Judaism, for example. Women have not been allowed to make
laws either, through Jewish history, as it has been carefully controlled by men to the
exclusion of women. Thus, Jewish law is devoid of women’s experience. Plaskow
wrestles with the significance of law for women and she surmises that if women hadn’t
been excluded from the spiritual path of legal study and argument, “women might have
developed other avenues to God more fully.”18
She spells out ways in which law can block out relation, including not counting
women in the minyan and the fact that rule-making is not a fully communal process. Law
is a religious experience, but not divine (as the religious “other” acutely is aware) and
exists to serve social order. They can also be hierarchical, both in form and in content.
She says that what distinguishes feminist Judaism from traditional rabbinic Judaism is not
the absence of rules but the conception of rule-making as a shared communal process.
Thus, it is the responsibility of those who shape the law to make sure that it is “humane”.
Any halakha that would be a part of a feminist vision would have to be very different
from what has been, she argues, and would need to begin with the assumption of
women’s equality. It would also need to be different in method and aware that law is a
human construction, while seeking to distribute divine justice.
She feels that a halakhic revolution for the entire Jewish world is unlikely, which
is why some feminists reject halakha in its entirety. But as more women are being
ordained as rabbis or gaining access to halakhic knowledge a revolution is beginning in
this area as well. However, the question of feminism and law should be left open and not
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regarded as having one answer. “The place of halakha in the feminist transformation of
the Torah, then, stands on the boundary of the past and the future.”19 This future may call
for a reconstruction of community as well as law.
Plaskow elucidates that the issue of Torah is tied to the issue of Israel, which she
defines as “the nature of the Jewish community and the Jewish people,”20and Jewish
memory which lives in and informs the present. She explores creating a community in
which Jewish women’s experience are taken seriously and where women would be
present, equal and responsible. This communal character is asserted over and against
individualism which is a hallmark of Western culture, because as she articulates “to be a
person is to find oneself from the beginning in community- or, as is often the case in the
modern word, in multiple communities.” 21 Understanding gender as socially constructed
begins a beginning of a sense of freedom for women and opens them to a new self.
God and Israel
Humans are made for community, as it says in Genesis (2:18) “it is not good for
the earth creature to be alone”, thus God creates humans in God’s image in order to
illustrate that the Divine image has a social nature. God is fully present with and among
community. But she resists the notion of simply seeing women as victims of
discrimination within the Jewish system and calls upon women to understand and change
the ways in which Judaism as a system has supported the subordination of women. The
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concern with responsibility leads Plaskow to trace oppression in both Diaspora
communities and the state of Israel as linked to sexual and economic hierarchies, and
other “Others”.
She takes up the topic of chosenness and admits that feminists are troubled by the
hierarchical nature of a traditional understanding it provides of the relationship between
Jews and others. Feminisms’ critique of chosenness and calls for a redefinition of Israel is
undertaken in order to liberate the tradition from hierarchical dualisms. She suggests
instead embracing the “distinctness” that is found in the relation of diverse communities
of Jews. i.e. Ashkenazi, Sephardi, various denominations, etc., in order to recover the
fullness of the Torah. She calls for the creation of a Jewish community where difference
is honored.
Judaism has always been more complex and diverse than official versions of
Jewish history allow, but Plaskow sees such strands of diversity as able to be woven into
the reality of Jewish women’s lives to create a new Jewish consciousness. She says that
claims of chosenness, which she rejects, are based on a system of graded differentiation,
are intimately linked to the subordination of women and Jewish history. Women became
scapegoated for the weight of Otherness reflected in the mirror of the Gentile world
which levied discrimination on Jews. She also sees this mirrored in the way Jews in Israel
treat Palestinians today. She suggests re-envisioning and remaking community as a place
where difference is heralded, so as to enrich the Jewish people but bring more justice and
create a safe space where true encounter with God is possible for all.
Plaskow’s discussion of God is aimed at “exploring and transforming the
metaphors for God that have formed the Jewish imagination and shaped the Jewish self-
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understanding and behavior”22, and do away with exclusively male androcentric
representations of the Divine. She examines metaphors for God, and says that if God is
portrayed as father, human fathers will be viewed as God-like. If God is viewed as a
dominating male, human institutions are likely to be male-dominated. Hence, for
Plaskow, the exploration of God language is tied to justice and authority in the human
realm. She sees exclusively male God language as a means of justifying the subordination
of women in Judaism; as a form of idol worship and as supporting the role of a
dominating “Other”. It sets up a dualism based on hierarchy.
She explains that God is traditionally seen as manifesting “higher” qualities, i.e.
God is depicted as male, not female; regal, not poor, spirit, not flesh; Jewish, not pagan.
She argues this a worldview legitimized for people who identify with the higher side of
these dualisms oppressing those they associate with the lower. So how we view God is
not just a theological abstraction but has a profound, concrete effect on our behavior
toward each other, the earth and its creatures. She says rethinking God-language can
contribute to the dismantling of hierarchy and to the embracing of a more egalitarian and
just world. She believes that Jewish women can transform the tradition through the power
of their voices, by moving away from God imaged as dominating Other, looking towards
a relationship characterized by “power with” as opposed to “power over”; seeing God as
manifest in the natural world and therefore, seeing all creation as holy, and thinking of
God as a verb rather than a noun.
Her approach is to incorporate women’s experiences into the process of imagining
the unimaginable and critiquing the depiction of God as the male and dominating other.
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She calls for an opening up of the conception of God, who is “complex and
contradictory”, in order to reorient the Jewish conception of the Divine. Female images,
such as Shekinah (which has the potential to cut across layers of anthropomorphic and
non-personal language), open up and challenge the notion of God’s power as dominating,
and help move away from a broken relationship this dominating ideology has caused
between the Divine and creation. She argues, “The language of domination, however, is
in tension with language of the covenant, because it denies the reality of human power
and responsibility that the covenant presupposes.”23 New God-language is needed for a
pluralistic and responsible community. Language about God is constructive and
metaphorical, so what we say about God represents human efforts to create and capture
our experience of God. Drawing on Jewish concepts and symbols relevant to today’s
realities is important in order to adequately understand the Divine. Continual renewal of
God-language for feminists is both urgent and compelling as it is needed in each
generation in order to stand with God at Sinai.
Imagining God as a friend, lover, companion, and co-creator are metaphors which
are more appropriate than the dominant other, Plaskow says. “Rather than reminding
human beings of our frailty and nothingness they call us to accountability as partners in a
solemn compact that makes demands on us to which we can respond.”24 Human beings
are called to become co-creators with God in order to make the world a better place.
Anthropomorphic images are to be supplemented by a sort of God-language which
evokes a creative and sustaining power of God present in circles of relation. “Community
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is a place we find ourselves in God; God dwells in this place.”25
Recent Revelations
In her recent book, Goddess and God in the World, Plaskow (in conversation with
Carol Christ) argues that the transcendent, omnipotent male God of traditional theologies
must be replaced with new understandings of divinity that can provide orientation and
guidance as we face the social, political, and environmental challenges presented in the
twenty-first century.
Christ and Plaskow have been discussing feminist theology and working together
on feminist issues since meeting as graduate students at Yale University in the late 1960s.
Over the years, they say they have agreed on many theological points, but two major
issues have divided them: Is it better to stay within a patriarchal religion and work to
transform it as Judith has done? Or is it preferable to refuse to participate in religious
traditions that have caused and continue to cause great harm in the world and to seek to
create or to discover alternative spiritual visions as Carol chooses to do? Throughout the
book, despite their difference, they argue for an inclusive monotheism that affirms the
unity of being through a plurality of images celebrating diversity and difference.
Panentheism
Plaskow has a panentheistic notion of God, as an impersonal power of creativity,
the ground of being that includes both good and evil. She writes,
I see God as the creative energy that underlies, animates, and sustains all
existence; God is the Ground of Being, the source of all that is, the power of life,
death, and regeneration in the universe. God's presence fills all creation, and
creation simultaneously dwells in God. In technical theological language, I am a
panentheist: I believe in a God who is present in everything and yet at the same
time is not identical with all that is. The idea of unity or oneness is particularly
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central to my understanding of God. To me, believing in God means affirming
that, despite the fractured, scattered, and conflicted nature of our experience of
both the world and ourselves, there is a unity that embraces and contains our
diversity and that connects all things to each other.26

Plaskow is critical of the traditional and widely held image of God as an old white
man who rules the world from outside it, as she believes that this image has been
destructive to human beings and the earth. She writes,
People who reject the popular image of God as an old white man who rules the
world from outside it often find themselves at a loss for words when they try to
articulate new meanings and images of divinity. Speaking about God or Goddess
is no longer as simple as it once was. Given the variety of spiritual paths and
practices people follow today, theological discussions do not always begin with
shared assumptions about the nature of ultimate reality. In the United States, the
intrusion of religion into politics has led many people to avoid the subject of
religion altogether. In families and among friends, discussions of religion often
culminate in judgment, anger, or tears. Sometimes the conversation is halted
before it even begins when someone voices the opinion that anyone who is
interested in religion or spirituality is naive, unthinking, or backward—or,
alternatively, that religious views are matters of personal preference and not worth
discussing at all.27

A guiding premise of Plaskow’s thought is that beliefs about the sacred are not
simply private concerns because they articulate a sense of meaning and provide ethical
orientation, so that humans can envision the world they would like to bring into being.
Plaskow has said that when she wrote her chapter on God in Standing Again at Sinai, she
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focused on the issue of the problematic nature of traditional images of God and though
she suggested a range of new images—natural, personal, and conceptual—she did not
discuss the theology that lay behind them. Since the publication of Standing Again at
Sinai she has both written and spoken on the problem of evil, but for some years, she
focused on other subjects without returning to the topic of God. Writing Goddess and
God in the World, which was published in 2016, helped her to clarify what she believes
about God.
Embodied Theology
At a number of points in the process, she has said her dialogue with Christ 28
pushed her to clarify or deepen her ideas in ways that were very helpful. This was an
important personal as well as intellectual process in that it heightened her awareness of
the presence of God at different moments of her life. Both Plaskow and Christ, despite
being of different faith traditions, have similar viewpoints in terms of a critique of
traditional conceptions of the Divine. They write,
Our theological conversations have long been rooted in a critique of the God of
biblical traditions as a dominating male other. This God has traditionally been
understood to transcend the world: to reside above, beyond, or outside of nature
and finite embodied life. The transcendent God has been seen as omnipotent: to
be in control of everything that happens in the world. We believe that this God
has justified not only the domination of women but other forms of domination as
well, including slavery, colonialism, war, and environmental degradation. We
have both rejected traditional views of divine transcendence and omnipotence.
We find divinity in the world, in finite, embodied life. This insight means that our
embodied lives matter. Understanding that God is not in control of everything
means that our choices contribute to the future of life on earth.29
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While Plaskow has remained within the Jewish tradition, Christ has left Christianity and
opted to embrace Goddess spirituality. While they both articulate similar critiques of
traditional ways of understanding the Divine, they have differences of opinion regarding
the nature of the Divine. Plaskow thinks of divinity as an impersonal creative power,
while Christ thinks of divinity as an individual who cares about and loves the world.
Second, Christ thinks of divinity as intelligent, loving, and good, while Plaskow thinks of
divinity as encompassing all that is, including and supporting both good and evil.
The method used in God and Goddess is one that Christ and Plaskow call
Embodied Theology, which combines autobiography, as each woman relays her own life
journey in connection with her faith and ideas on the Divine, coupled with theological
analysis. This type of methodology is beneficial to each in clarifying the questions and
positions she has regarding the Divine. As they describe the methodology,
As we develop our theological perspectives, we constantly test them against our
experiences, asking if they ring true, if they help us make sense of our personal,
communal, and social lives. Recognizing that our experiences have contributed to
our different understandings of the nature of God, we decided to write in a hybrid
form that combines theological autobiography with rigorous philosophical,
theological, and ethical reflection. This book is an experiment in embodied
theology that seeks both to demonstrate the connection of theology to experience
and to show the complexity of the relationship between them.30

As they note this type of experimental methodology is a bit of a balancing act.
While it has become commonplace for theological Others (but not for those who are
white and male) to name the social locations from where they write, one does want to
make sure that personal stories are explicitly connected to theological methods and
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conclusions. Achieving a balance in the sharing of personal experiences are shared and
making sure that such stories are not primary and theology secondary is desired. Plaskow
and Christ discuss many intimate aspects of their own stories, but always with a focus on
their theological implications.
The process brought additional unique challenges, as they explain,
the second part of the book, where we take issue with each other’s views, with
some trepidation because we have been taught that there are always winners and
losers in arguments about ideas. Yet, as we articulated our theologies and
reflected on them together, we found that we could probe and question each
other’s deeply held convictions without losing respect for each other. We
discovered that, as we thought deeply about how we differed, our own views
became clearer. At the outset, we each believed that ours was the best solution to
the problems created by traditional views of God. In the process of conversing
with each other, we concluded that more than one—but not every—view of the
nature of divinity can provide a theological foundation for the more just and
harmonious world we envision.31
Plaskow and Christ’s positions are set within larger theological contexts in relation to the
history of theology and to the theological environment of the mid-twentieth century in
which they began their studies and in relation to major themes in feminist theology that
have shaped their work.
The first part of the book involves each woman describing her journey towards
her views of the Divine, beginning with their childhoods. In this section, Plaskow relays
one of her early inklings about gender and the divine, writing that when she was about
nine years old she was lying in bed one night and it suddenly occurred to her that God
might be a woman. She writes,
I remember thinking, “We don’t know what God is; there’s no reason God
couldn’t be a woman.” I felt overcome by a kind of giddy exuberance as I hugged
the thought to myself. I lay awake for fifteen or twenty minutes just turning the
31
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revelation over in my mind. I don’t recall playing with the thought any time but
that night. It was only when I began to think about female God-language as a
graduate student that the incident came back to me. I suspect the idea was too
incompatible with all I had absorbed from my surroundings for me to have been
able to hang onto it for more than a moment.32
Wondering about the way in which the Divine was presented in the liturgy of her
tradition captivated her at an early age and she has spent her life’s work trying to unravel
the divine mystery.
Even though Plaskow contends in her early work that theology is not a central
mode of Jewish religious expression she declares in her opening chapter of God and
Goddess in the World, “I am certain that I was born a theologian. Did God call me to be
one? That formulation does not fit with my concept of God. But my early interest in
theological questions set me apart from my family and from most other Jews in the
suburban Long Island community in which I grew up. They seemed to assume or ignore
the existence of God rather than discuss or reflect upon it.” 33 Plakow surmises that her
interest in religion was deeper than that of her Hebrew school classmates,34 and this
interest led her to pursue graduate studies in the field.
While pursuing an education in theology was atypical of women, and perhaps
even more so of Jewish women in Plaskow’s era, she did so at Yale Divinity School, as
was previously mentioned. There she says she began to raise religious questions in an
academic setting for the first time in a first-year seminar on the book of Job, and during
that time found herself in an uncomfortable position:
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While I wanted to raise critical questions about my favorite book, the other
students wanted to focus on the I-Thou relationship that God supposedly
established with Job. When we read and critiqued each other’s final papers, I was
faulted for having so many footnotes that I couldn’t possibly appreciate the
book’s religious meaning. But for me, there was no division between the
intellectual and the spiritual. Deeper intellectual understanding was not only a
path to deeper religious understanding, but the process of intense intellectual
exchange itself had an important spiritual dimension.35
Both she and Christ were the subject of harassment and hostility when raising questions
rooted in a critique of male bias in the theological texts they were reading. As Plaskow
recalls, their objections were met with dismissive reactions from their male colleagues:
“Come on, girls,” someone would say each time we pointed out a passage in some
theologian that was demeaning to women, “Barth [or Bonhoeffer or Luther or whoever]
isn’t talking about women; he’s talking about creation” or salvation or some other vital
subject from which it was important not to be distracted.”36 Her discomfort at Yale
continued as she began to realize a distinctly masculine edge to Neo-orthodox theologies
which were popular amongst her colleagues there, theologies that presented God as a
powerful and dominant other in contrast to the weakness of “man” and the human
cultures “man” creates. As she explains,
In the divine drama as portrayed by Neo-orthodoxy, a dominating God ‘breaks in’
and demonstrates the powerlessness or ‘impotence’ of ‘man’ in the face of ‘the
power of God.’ The idea that God really is in charge appealed to men who were
struggling to comprehend the depth of human evil and destructiveness unleashed
during World War II.37
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Plaskow was not able to embrace Neo-orthodox theology and was skeptical of Western
theologies which identified women with the body and men with the mind, thus justifying
men’s rule over women using the analogy of the mind ruling the body.38
Both Plaskow and Christ, despite their views on the divine which ran counter to
those expressed within Protestant Neo-orthodoxy, eventually earned their doctoral
degrees. Plaskow says that her relationship with Christ at Yale was valuable as through
their conversations her questions about God and Judaism were shaped. She explains,
In a student-led seminar on leading twentieth-century (male) theologians, Carol
wrote a paper connecting Karl Barth’s statement that women are ontologically
subordinate to men to deeper patterns in his thought. I don’t think I immediately
grasped the full significance of Carol’s argument. In fact, I remember feeling
pride that the other woman in the class had written such a smart paper but also
discomfort that she had made the professor and the other students angry. But over
time, I came to realize the importance of her claim that misogynistic comments
are not just verbal asides or personal opinions that can be bracketed off and
forgotten. Her insistence that they are thoroughly intertwined with theological
understandings of God and humanity ultimately led me to a far-reaching
theological critique of Judaism.39
Plaskow describes being torn between the “deeply androcentric Judaism”40 in which she
was raised and the excitement and new possibilities opened up by experiences of feminist
community she came to study and dialogue with.
Wrestling with her feminist insights and commitments had brought her to a place
she had longed for in enrolling in graduate school: “to an understanding of God that I
could gladly embrace. The recognition that I had somehow come to a new conception and
relationship with God did not in itself, however, resolve the matter of where I stood in
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relation to Judaism.”41 Events such as the publication of Mary Daly’s Beyond God the
Father and conversations with Christ and other women in her area provided examples to
Plaskow of how it was possible to move beyond patriarchal religion to imagine a more
thoroughly feminist spiritual future. How to forage a path forward while holding her
feminist and Jewish identity together presented her a challenge.
Plaskow describes a profound moment in her graduate school experiences in
which dialogue across religious borders shaped her career and provided her with one of
the deepest experiences of the power of women’s bonding. It took place at a summer
Kent Fellowship Conference in Santa Fe, New Mexico at the end of her second year at
Yale. She writes,
Many of the women who attended had become involved in feminism during the
preceding year, and we began to share our new experiences and insights as well as
our anger at the absence of attention to women’s issues at the conference. At
some point in our discussion, Margaret Farley, a nun in ethics in the Yale
graduate program, began to talk about what being a woman meant to her. She
wove a spell with the power of her words as she took a series of ideas that had
been used to restrict women—being receptive, giving birth—and reinterpreted
them metaphorically as a way of being in and contributing to the world. It was an
extraordinary moment of connection among all those in the room, and afterward,
several of us took a box of crayons and wrote all across a piece of mural paper
that covered a whole hallway, ‘Sisterhood is powerful.’42
She further explains that she had come to the meeting in Santa Fe debating whether to
drop out of graduate school because she found the atmosphere at Yale “poisonous” and
felt that theology was idle speculation and longed to do something “real” in the world,
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like becoming a nurse.43 She determined that the “precious moment of absolute clarity” 44
she experienced in solidarity with other women at the conference would be with her
whether or not she completed a doctorate. She did go on to get her doctorate and declare
that “all theologians must deal with the conflicts between anthropomorphic and classical
philosophical views of God.”45
Plaskow’s notion of the divine is marked by her willingness to wrestle with God
and to ask questions about matters of ultimate concern, perhaps particularly on matters of
how to make sense of God’s presence in the midst of suffering and evil. In one example
of her seeking to untangle just such questions she writes of her mother’s death:
My mother was fifty-eight when she died her cruel and lingering death. Her
illness and loss could easily have provided me with a splendid new opportunity to
be angry at the God who had evaded Job’s questions about justice and remained
silent during the Holocaust. But quite to my surprise, I found I was angry not at
God but at the colossal irrelevance of the Reform funeral service. I simply did not
want to hear about God the Lord and King, mercy and judgment. I wanted to be
told that people are born and die, that God gives and takes away, that the moon
waxes and wanes, that tides move in and out, that nothing really dies, that
everything is taken up in our memories and in the ecology of the planet.46
Plaskow says that she drew instead on an image of the divine presented in Nelle Morton’s
article “The Goddess as Metaphoric Image,47 which she talks about a “God(dess) who is
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the cycles of life and death, who gives birth to myriad life forms as the ocean gives rise to
waves, and who sustains us in life and also in sorrow.”48
Plaskow found this image of God more comforting than the transcendent and
omnipotent God of her girlhood and young adulthood, who she believed had betrayed his
promises to the Jewish people and who could have prevented a brain tumor if he so
willed it. In her mother’s death that God “had simply vanished. I no longer looked to a
God enthroned above me in the sky but God(dess) all around and in me, in the firm
ground beneath my feet that allowed me to walk upright.”49 This marked a turning point
in her journey and gave rise to a new conception and relationship with God for her. She
continued to weave together the new words she learned from her participation in various
women’s groups with those of emerging in feminist literature and theologies:
the -ing words bursting forth at Grailville (shaping, creating, changing,
connecting, challenging, etc.) that spoke of a sense of empowerment rooted in
cosmic power; Mary Daly’s God-the-Verb; Alice Walker’s vision of the
sacredness of everything that is; and the Goddess pouring herself into the endless
and varied forms of the world. All these images came out of and evoked
experiences that I could point to through the power of metaphor but did not know
how to describe directly.50
Plaskow also seeks to deal with the problem of evil in her understanding of the
Divine, and ultimately comes to the conclusion that the negative, destructive, and
terrifying aspects of creation are also part of God.51
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Plaskow articulates that her views on the Divine help her make sense of the world
we all share and how to best contribute to its flourishing. She writes that in her concept of
God,
Wholeness or inclusiveness is more important and carries more theological weight
than goodness. The world as we know it has little use for human plans and
aspirations. We can be stunned by the beauty of the raging waters of the sea and
an instant later, find ourselves and the things we love annihilated by them. We can
be astounded by the care, altruism, and intricate interdependence found
everywhere in nature and also by its predation and violence. When we look at
ourselves, we find the same, often ambiguous, mixture of motives and effects.
Most people are capable of great kindness and also cruelty. Human beings have
imagined remarkable ways to care for the most vulnerable among us and have
also used our inventiveness to torture and kill. To deny God's presence in all this,
to see God only in the good, seems to me to leave huge aspects of reality outside
of God. Where then do they come from? How are they able to continue in
existence? How can we not see that the same amazing inventiveness that allows
us to establish systems of justice, feed the hungry, and find cures for many
diseases is present when we develop new weapons or build crematoria?52
The task Plaskow sets for herself is asking what she can learn of God from suffering and
evil in the world, just as one can learn from difficult passages in Torah. Plaskow argues
that all creativity, both human and divine, is ambiguous, but serves as a reminder that
humans should acknowledge and examine the evil within themselves. What emerges
from Plaskow’s understanding of God is a multiplicity of images which she believes can
be integrated into a vibrant synagogue life. Her aspiration for future generations is that as
they grapple with metaphors of domination and violence in an ongoing way, problematic
texts and images will lose some of their centrality and power and will be experienced
simply as aspects of a rich and multifarious tradition.
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Critics and Contemporaries
As a counterpoint to Plaskow’s formulation of naming the problems undergirding
the inequality of women within the Jewish tradition. In contrast to Plaskow’s essay “The
Right Question is Theological”, Ozick wrote an essay around the same time entitled
“Notes Towards Finding the Right Question”53 she surmises that the right question is
sociological, one of social justice involving halakah, not Jewish theology as Plaskow
suggests. As Ozick points out, the one great “Thou Shalt Not” – “Thou Shalt Not Lessen
the Humanity of Women”- is missing from the Torah.”54 Plaskow acknowledges through
her work the need to reform halakah, but contends that for women to have full equality in
the tradition the problem is more deep than just mending halakah; both androcentric
language and conceiving of God as male in Jewish theology also need to be addressed.
However, in the decades since the exchange between Ozick and Plaskow, it seems that
Jewish feminists have discovered that the “right question” does not have to be one or the
other, it can be both halakich and theological.
Ellen Umansky’s work was influenced by Plaskow. In her essay “Creating a
Jewish Feminist Theology” she explores problems inherent in creating a Jewish feminist
theology, which she feels women have been reluctant or ill-equipped to do, perhaps in
comparison to their Christian counterparts. This she attributes to a tension between
Jewish and feminist identity, as “one cannot separate Jewish history from Jewish
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vision”55 as Judaism is not based on a Gospel but on tradition that is thousands of years
old. She questions if the core of Judaism contains a message of freedom for all. She
notes that women interact with traditional sources and each other and argues they should
be open to new understandings of themselves and of Jewish practices, concepts, and
stories.
As a starting point she draws on the work of Rita Gross in order to advocate for
an understanding of the “Hebrew God as male and female: God and Goddess” similar to
the Hindu tradition, in which the divine take various gendered form.56 She is not sure if
this kind of reimaging can be accomplished within Judaism. She draws on Plaskow’s
analysis that women’s subordination is based on an understanding of women as other/less
than fully human in Judaism, and recommendation that women’s lives can be improved
through legal reform. She is not so sure, though, that Plaskow’s looking into history to
find worship of both Gods and Goddesses in ancient Israel is sufficient evidence for
advocating the female image of God be embraced. She writes that “to worship the Divine
as Goddess is tantamount to idolatry”57 as she points out through linguistic analysis that
in Hebrew there are two words for Goddess: Elah, and Elilah, and worship of these
deities was forbidden in ancient text. She also explains that the ancient Israelites who
worshipped Goddesses Asherah and Ashtoreth were condemned. Jewish feminist
theologians, she suggests, need to explore ways in which the embracing of the Divine as
Goddess can be appropriated. Perhaps by creating “an original Hebrew word that would
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mean ‘Goddess’, a word that because it would be new would have no past or present
association with idolatry”58 or retaining the moniker Elah, (which is simply Hebrew for
Goddess) but denying any association with Elilah (a female idol). She also mentions the
work of Lynn Gottlieb as a possibility for describing the divine in new language drawn
from new interpretation Hebrew language and Jewish texts. Gottleib speaks of the “allspirits” in place of “God” who birthed creation in a time before time, and as “the many
breasted woman.”59
Umansky is hesitant to endorse one of these options over the other, as her
understanding of the concept of Klal Yisrael, or the totality of Israel, referring to
members of the Jewish community as members of a historical community, which claims
continuity with its religious past, present and future. She leaves the issue open for
discussion and further wrestling by feminists, noting that “part of the difficulty in
creating a Jewish feminist theology is that at times it may not be possible to harmonize
personal experience and tradition.”60 She does encourage women to draw on experience
and move beyond male norms, as the courses of Judaism were created by men, the first
task of the feminist theologian is, she argues, to recognize that the visions which have
been received about the Divine are incomplete.
She writes that the most important sources for Jewish feminists may be aggada,
or stories and legends which have been open to interpretation. She cites Plaskow’s story
of Lilith and Eve in example. She feels this “remythologizing” is valuable in
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communicating morals and lessons held dear to feminists. This thinking has also spurred
Umansky to write new Midrash on biblical texts, in an effort to insert women’s
understanding into the tradition. Umansky’s Midrash on the binding of Isaac that came to
her during a women’s Rosh Hodesh ritual, for example, places the creation of new
Midrash in a theological context by describing it as an unconscious, visionary response to
elements of Jewish tradition. She cautions that Jewish feminists may find that not all
Jewish sources are good sources for them, and some “may have to be amended or
rewritten” 61 in order to respond to the sources as a Jew and a feminist.
Jennifer Bleyer in “From Riot Grrl to Yeshiva Girl: Or How I learned to Be My
Own Damn Rabbi” represents the most recent wave of Jewish feminism as she tells her
story of growing up in a Conservative Jewish family yet not in the “torrential downpour
of women’s liberation, but rather in its trickling effect.”62 While she was sent to a
Conservative Jewish day school as a young girl, and says she received an education
which was largely egalitarian, “from my vantage point, the alarming nameless problem
that Betty Freidan identified in The Feminine Mystique registered as nothing more than a
minor fact of life.”63 In 1991 she found punk rock and later then became active in the
Riot Grrl movement, a third-wave feminist movement that combined feminist
consciousness and punk style and politics, forming the first chapter Cleveland, Ohio. She
says thorough her punk-rock Riot Grrl days she distanced herself from Judaism “as if it
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were a contagious disease” in part due to her growing class consciousness. She says she
began to associate Judaism with a myriad of social inequalities, white privilege, having
money, being educated, and having a stable family. She writes:
Of course I knew that not all Jews were white, wealthy, educated and functional.
But I insisted then (as I do now) that acknowledging gradations of diversity
among American Jews, we should not be too delusional about our general social
class. One of the big pass-times for Riot Grrls was attacking and analyzing
privilege, and for me, acknowledging my Jewish privilege was an arduous,
necessary process.64
She also says the rituals in Judaism itself struck her as empty and disconnected from her
life and concerns.
However, when she was 20 she took a year off from college and went to Vienna,
where she met a distant cousin of hers who offered her the opportunity to study at a
Yeshiva for women in Israel, which she did. She writes of the experience that she became
the furthest, most dichotomous opposite of a Riot Grrl as a Machon Alte yeshiva girl. At
the school for girls who had not grown up religiously but were exploring the possibility
of becoming so, she studied Talmud, Torah, Kabbalah and various aspects halakhic
Jewish home-making. While she says it was “utterly bizarre” living as a yeshiva girl, she
pursued it with a “keen sense of curiosity” and found that, “Studying Jewish texts with
academic precision and spiritual insight was new to me, and deeply challenged my
perception of Judaism as a string of rote holiday rituals, unconvincing rhetoric”65 as it
represented “a release from the casual, nonsensical whims of society. In my evergnawing quest for freedom, I came to recognize the extraordinary spiritual freedom that
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exists, ironically, like an escape hatch within the most rigid system of rules, procedures
and restrictions.”66 After leaving Israel and dabbling in Orthodox Judaism in the U.S she
decided to leave the tradition after becoming upset about statements she heard made
about non-Jews and Arabs which didn’t square with her commitment to anti-racist
principles. She concludes that what was attractive to her about the lifestyle can be
accessed outside of it as well, namely the beauty of Jewish ritual, the sense of community
and close examination of texts.
From her foray into both the Riot Grrl and the Orthodox movements she says she
learned that “everything can become dangerously entrenched in its own orthodoxy and
has to be shaken up in order to remain dynamic and relevant.”67 While the Riot Grrl
movement was in her estimation a “screeching fuck-you to feminism”68 she admits that
few of her fellow movement participants “had an especially educated awareness of how
hard our mothers and grandmothers had fought for certain privileges we took for
granted.”69 She did grapple with feminism though in quest of exploration of what it
meant to be human and reconfigure stagnant fixtures of society. She also describes
coming to see something “beautiful” in Judaism, which she says,
has been hijacked by a great many self-appointed authorities. As sacrilegious as it
sounds, the rabbis need their own fuck-you in order to liberate the treasures they
guard. This doesn’t mean trashing traditions as much as shaking the dust off of it
and letting it grow. As the first generation of Jewish feminism was instrumental to
creating egalitarian discourse and leveling Jewish male privilege, my generation
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of Jewish feminists will, I hope, extend that trajectory to question the nature of all
authority within our tradition, liberating it from its captors.70

She describes in her own life going from Shabbat dinners in uptown to dance
parties at clubs downtown until 4 a.m. on a Friday night, and feeling “neither guilt nor
contradiction” as she believes Jewish feminists of her generation are creating a Judaism
which is “so seamless that the spiritual, political, social and personal are not just related,
but are virtually the same thing. We are allowing ourselves to be Jewish in the way that
riot grrls taught us to be feminists- explosively, boundlessly, beyond definition and with
an almost erotic hunger for transcendence.”71
The work of Jewish feminist, Melissa Raphael explains that Jewish feminists who
have turned to ‘thealogy’ have done so for many reasons: protest against gender
inequalities, the post Holocaust collapse of patriarchal versions of theology, and the
possibility that challenging God represents Judaism at its best, and because of the anger
at God’s silence in the face of human sufferings. Jewish feminism has been asking “Who
is God?” for several decades and wants to name the God of their experience Shekinah in
her thinking.
She ponders why Jewish feminist theology has not engaged with the Holocaust.
She finds lacking in the work of Plaskow and others any discussion of the Holocaust is
not mentioned. “It may be that post-Holocaust theology is perceived as a project
undertaken by and for men whose aim is either to vindicate or berate an absolutist God
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who has passed from feminist interest or celebration.”72 She says that while the feminist
movement has been instrumental in a post-war reconstruction of Jewish cultural life and
identity, it is curious that the topic of the Holocaust has not been addressed.
She wonders if it is potentially due to the very small number of Jewish feminist
theologians. She also wonders (drawing on the work of Cynthia Ozick) why it is that
while the Jewish community at large “grieves over tragic losses of the Holocaust, they
are indifferent to or simply have not noticed the cultural intellectual debilitations that
Judaism’s sexism has produced.”73 It is her contention that cultural exclusion of women
from the tradition is reproduced in texts concerning the Holocaust, and these stories of
isolation, deportation, disappearance, and the like subject women to a “double
invisibility: that of their historical annihilation and that of their subsequent theoretical
erasure.”74 Her analysis of the field reveals that post-Holocaust theology has been
markedly androcentric, and overlooked the stories of women and women’s activities
during the Holocaust. She writes:
Of these … young women’s faith in (or denial of) God, history knows nothing. If
women cried out to their God, no one remembers it. In the text, as in Jewish
tradition and in holocaustal life/death itself, the religious authority and
significance of speech belongs to the male line- the rabbis and their actual and
metaphorical sons. Here, the women are the background noise.75
This lack of a gendered experience is problematic as it is historically as well as
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theologically significant for the Jewish community.
Raphael, drawing on Plaskow’s work, says that the authority of the halakhic
tradition is superseded by the feminist claim that the whole of Torah is distorted, by the
assumption of women’s lesser humanity, and it suffers from the “scandalously missing
commandment that sits in judgement upon the world: Thou shalt not lessen the humanity
of women.”76 This commandment argues for Judaism’s transformation and informs
Rapahels’ study of women’s Holocaust witness “which testifies against all patriarchal
assaults upon the humanity of women, whether religious or secular.”77
She notes that Shekinah was ‘present’ in the death camps, though so “ordinarily”
present among women whose personhood was getting ever less perceptible that she was
herself imperceptible. In this example Shekinah’s accompanying of the Jewish people
into exile means that she too experiences their suffering. This interpretation points out
that ‘God-She’ in Auschwitz, manifest as Shekinah, could not be that imagined by
patriarchal, androcentric post-Holocaust theology. Raphael’s Shekinah instead represents
“Women’s divine image, obscured … by the sin of patriarchy, engaged in a restorative
struggle.”78 Like earlier feminist manifestations, Raphael merges rabbinic, mystical, and
contemporary feminist principles; in the process Shekinah continues to be a synonym for
the divine, “the real presence of a suffering God”79 in geographic exile.
These are rabbinic projections, while tikkun, or restoration, which can be likened
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to Shekinah’s maternal nature, and her exile within the Godhead are Kabbalistic in origin
according to Raphael, who seeks to unify cosmic, historic, and domestic revelation in her
feminist revision of Shekinah. She believes this theology authentically and uniquely
rejects theological complicity with evil.
The work of Orthodox feminist Judith Antonelli merges historical, biblical,
rabbinic, and Kabbalistic traditions. In her Feminist Commentary on the Torah she
challenges the common feminist stereotype that Judaism is a “patriarchal religion.”80
Through an examination of the biblical texts within the context of the ancient Near East,
Antonelli argues that instead of oppressing women, the Torah attempted to improve the
status of women when compared to other societies. She finds it problematic to analyze
early Israelite culture from a twentieth-century perspective. Similar to Raphael, Antonelli
names the biblical and rabbinic Shekinahs as ‘she’, despite the fact that these
manifestations were not feminine. Antonelli’s Shekhinah exists “whenever God is
perceived through the physical senses.”81 It was Shekhinah who led the Israelites out of
Egypt; she was the burning bush, she presented the Law at Sinai, she accompanies the
Jewish people in exile, and her beauty is reflected in all women.
Since the publication of Plaskow’s Standing Again at Sinai, women have gained a
great deal of access, even in Orthodox Judaism, where, in some progressive communities
in America and Israel, “partnership minyans” have taken hold and permit women an
active role in many parts of prayer services. In New York there is a newly opened
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seminary training women for leadership roles in Orthodox synagogues, and rabbinical
school classes in the liberal movements frequently have more female students than male.
Women such as Sara Hurwitz, Lila Kagedan and Rachel Kohl Feingold have become
rabbis in Orthodox tradition in the United States. Despite that the Rabbinical Council of
America (RCA), an organization made up of Orthodox rabbis, passed a resolution in
2015 condemning women as rabbis as a violation of tradition.
Summary
Plaskow’s insistence that women and women’s experience be included in Jewish
life paved the way for today’s Judaism. Her work, in part, enabled the changes in
scholarship and liturgy that have made the Torah fuller today than two decades ago and
opened up greater leadership positions for women. There is a flowering of women’s
Torah exegesis, new prayer books put out recently by various Jewish movements that
include, reflect and value women’s perspectives. New Jewish rituals propelled by
feminism and egalitarianism, like women’s Seders and welcoming ceremonies for baby
girls, have become mainstream.
Despite the creation of new Jewish rituals and the study of Jewish women’s
history becoming more mainstream, Jewish feminist theology has not flowered as a
discipline. Plaskow has noted this herself in a recent article and said that there’s nowhere
to go to study it. People who want to do it end up piecing together pieces of programs.
Feminists are more likely to go into Jewish history or other areas. It’s turned out not to
really have blossomed in the way she had hoped. Yet her theological approach to dealing
with the pervasive sexism within the Jewish tradition provided Jewish feminists with an
innovative blueprint for change while working within the parameters of Judaism and
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attempting to expand its boundaries in order to forge a more inclusive tradition. Her
insistence that the tradition be open to a diversity of ideas has left the door open to other
feminist with different solutions to the problem of patriarchy to add their voices.
Plaskow writes that the
unyielding maleness of the dominant Jewish image of God is not the end of the
feminist critique of God-language, but it is the beginning. The absence of female
metaphors for God witness to and perpetuate the devaluation of femaleness in the
Jewish tradition. The God language of a religious community is drawn from the
qualities and roles the community most values and exclusive male imagery exalts
and upholds maleness as the human standard. It belies the insight that God created
human beings, male and female, in God’s image. It denigrates women’s lives and
experiences as resources for knowing the sacred.82

She points out that feminist attempts to find gender inclusive vocabulary for the
divine have not been uniform, rather this probing has opened up deeper dimensions of the
problem of God. In early feminist thinking God was described as a mother, a nourisher
and a birth-giver. This validated women’s sexuality and power as part of the sacred, and
made adherents confront the maleness of a supposedly gender-neutral liturgy. “As this
language is becoming increasingly alienating to large numbers of women, those
committed to shaping a living Jewish spirituality and theology have looked for ways to
change it. They have sought a richer and wider range of images for speaking about and to
the sacred.”83 Because she claims that the biblical tradition ‘begins with unyielding
maleness’; in particular, the image of Shekhinah, historically seen as a ‘subordinate’ of
God, is useable only if it is distanced from its original context, so that the tradition
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becomes a starting point for an imaginative process that transforms it. For Plaskow,
Shekhinah is to be used with caution; its original meaning has to be modified, and
theological imagery has to be based on a God who is not ‘over us’, but ‘with us’ – a
‘partner in dialogue
Today the theme which can be found amongst diverse feminist responses to
patriarchy within Judaism is the need to arrive at a new understanding of divine power.
According to Plaskow,
If the traditional God is a deity outside and above humanity, exercising power
over us, women’s coming to power in community has generated a counter-image
of the power of God as empowerment. Many Jewish feminist arguments about
and experiments with God-language can be understood to revolve around the
issue of how to express this new image and experience of power in a way that is
Jewishly/feministly authentic.84

The non-personal image of God is one which is appealing to many contemporary
Jewish feminists as it captures the idea of divine power that moves through everything.
Metaphors such as God as a fountain or wellspring depict the divine as a source for
action. Still, other feminist have gravitated to the image of Shekhinah. But that is also
contentious amongst feminists as some see it as part of a system that links femaleness to
physicality and evil and others conceive of it as a feminist resource for understanding
how God dwells in the world and in the power of human relation.
These multiple images of God are in keeping with Jewish tradition, Plaskow
argues, citing a passage in Biblical text (Deut. 5:4) which says that God spoke to the
Israelites on Mount Sinai not “face to face” but “face after face”, showing them a variety
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of God’s aspects; joyous, severe, friendly, laughing, etc. Plaskow says this passage is
connected to the way in which Jewish feminists pluralistically see God, with multiple
images which are not in contradiction with one another, but instead reveal and respond to
an “all-embracing” reality of the Divine.

CHAPTER 5
IMAGE OF GOD IN CHRISTIANITY: ELIZABETH JOHNSON
This chapter will investigate the work of Elizabeth Johnson, a Roman Catholic
feminist theologian. It will detail the history of Christian language about God found in
her work and examine her argument for gender-neutral or gender balanced language in
discussions of God. It will also look into her claim that exclusive use of male imagery for
God both oppresses women by implicitly denying that they are Imago Dei and supports
idolatry by implicitly denying the depths of the divine mystery.
Born into an Irish Catholic family in New York City in 1941, Johnson is the
eldest of seven children. She joined the religious order of the Sisters of Saint Joseph of
Brentwood and later became the first woman to earn a Ph.D. in Theology at the Catholic
University of America in 1981. She has noted that the experience was lacking in female
presence, as during her studies there she never had a woman professor, and never read a
book authored by a woman. She announced her retirement in 2018 after serving as a
Professor of Theology at Fordham University for 27 years.
Johnson contends that exclusively male images and metaphors for God have
yielded distorted images of the divine, and imbalanced relationships amongst God's
people. Johnson uses Holy Wisdom as a source, which posits three relational aspects of
the Trinity: Spirit Sophia, Jesus Sophia, and Mother Sophia. Johnson uses these
metaphors to restore the feminine principle to the Doctrine of the Trinity, and to recover
124
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the mystery of the Divine. She offers recommendations for ameliorating the tradition and
makes a case for why we need to reconstruct theological anthropology from a feminist
standpoint.
Johnson’s earliest work was done in the arena of Christology, in which she
assesses the implications of Jesus’ humanity for women. Her later work to reconstruct the
doctrine of God yielded her major treatise, She Who Is: The Mystery of God in Feminist
Theological Discourse, which takes up the subjects of feminist theological anthropology,
Trinitarian panentheism and God-talk. The task of feminist theology such as is articulated
by Johnson is to systematically reflect on women’s experiences in order to contribute to
the human quest for meaning and wholeness and to deepen understanding of God’s
presence in human lives.
This type of feminist soteriology is deeply informed by the actual experience of
transformation as women find themselves, despite suffering and obstacles. She articulates
that the feminist reformist agenda is taking place at a critical, historical juncture between
traditional Christian doctrine and, after two centuries of development, ‘human
experience’ as the theological a priori. As she writes,
If the Glory of God, by God’s own free design, is at stake in human flourishing
and the well-being of the whole world, then it is legitimate to press the ancient
maxim to a critical, concrete focus, bringing to light the female reality included in
the Latin homo. We can say, Gloria Dei vivens mulier: the Glory of God is
woman, all woman, every woman, everywhere, fully alive.1
Since the inherited doctrine of God has been in crisis for some time, and the truth about
God has been twisted to justify human oppression and “companion creatures are
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demeaned in the name of a distorted view of divine will”,2 women’s search for less
inadequate ways of speaking about God today intersects with other theological efforts to
rethink the inherited doctrine of God.
God Language
In Johnson’s quest to understand the right way to speak about God she seeks to
also know, “what is a proper view of the God-world relation, and accompanying Godtalk, that takes women’s relational experience into account as source and norm?’ Hanging
in the balance is not only the right re-ordering of relationships but the future of the
Christian faith: ‘The intellectual vitality of the feminist theological agenda is matched
and even outpaced by its existential importance. What is at stake is . . . indeed the very
viability of the Christian tradition for present and coming generations.”3 As Johnson
reminds us, God’s mystery is always mediated through ever-changing historical
discourse.
Johnson's discussion of "God-language" is at the heart of her critique of
traditional christology. She analyzes the male-bias in metaphors for God and the
exclusive and literal interpretations given them by the church. Because the human being
cannot directly experience God through empirical evidence, the compensatory role of
language and imagination in spiritual belief is needed. Words and expressions, symbols
and icons which are rooted in scripture for God should be rich, abundant, and varied in
order to mediate the nature of divine being which transcends human understanding. The
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limited nature of language as a conduit for God serves as both an argument and a call to
use and expansive array of God-language due to the reality that human efforts to define
God are futile, as God cannot be contained by language. But because language is rife
with meaning, understanding the right way to speak about God is paramount to Johnson.
Close attention should be paid to the ways in which God is spoken about because Godlanguage both informs an individual's as well as a community’s image of God.
Origins of the Problem
Johnson is critical of the God of classical theism. As she explains, this was the
dominant image of the divine in Western Christianity until the early twentieth century.4
The intellectual heritage for this conception can be traced to Greco-Roman philosophy
and Enlightenment rationalism and has informed conceptions of the image of God within
all three monotheistic faiths.
As she explains,
It has not been just any concept of God that has come under particular and
sustained fire since the beginning of the modern era, but that configuration of
elements identified by the term philosophical or classical theism. In a general
sense the term theism refers to the concept of God developed by medieval and
early modern theology in close contact with classical metaphysics. It signifies the
understanding that there is a God (contrary to atheism), that God is one (contrary
to polytheism), and that the one God is not to be identified with the world
(contrary to pantheism). As it developed in the curse of medieval reflection and
especially as it was systematized in both Protestant and Catholic theology done in
the spirit of the Enlightenment, theism takes on a precise coloring.5
It is an understanding of God that is thoroughly hierarchical and absolutely transcendent.
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Such a conception of God, expressed through language and at a popular level, is
both hierarchical and male. There is, therefore, great discord between the theory and the
practice of the classical theology of God. As Johnson explains,
Theoretically, theism adheres to the assertion that the mystery of God is beyond
all images and conceptualizations. Yet the history of theology shows how in
practice theism has reified God, reducing infinite mystery to an independently
existing Supreme Being alongside other beings, a solitary, transcendent power.6
This theistic conception of God, modeled after an earthly absolute monarch, is
theologically inadequate and reduces the infinite mystery, according to Johnson. While
this notion of the divine has been around for some time, and has been critiqued over time,
it yet persists. As Johnson points out this image of God is problematic and three classic
insights can function to delimit patriarchal dominance in naming God. First, the Christian
tradition holds that God is ultimately incomprehensible to the finite human mind;
secondly, that speech about God is understood to be analogous, and thirdly, that many
names for God are theologically necessary.7 Johnson argues that such insights should be
used in guiding speech in more free directions and in order to support inclusive language
about God. Our day calls for a “revolution” in the idea of God.8
Both classical Christian theology and feminist theology pose critiques to the
traditional Christian heritage. The Christian classical conception of God holds that God
does reveal Godself and no human understanding can ever fully comprehend the mystery
that is the reality of the divine. Historically, Christian theology often forgets that God is
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ultimately beyond all human understanding. While the mystery of the divine
incomprehensibility of God shines bright, biblical tradition was shaped to the detriment
of this point when it encountered Greek philosophical tradition in the early Christian
centuries. Early theologians like Clement of Alexandra, Irenaeus and Tertullian, trying to
express theologically the scriptural theme that God is unknown but present in the world
and its history perhaps unintentionally set the tradition on a such a path that “captured
and tamed the unknown God.”9 Such a path can be dangerous Johnson argues as it can
lead to absolutizing an image or a theory and unintentionally creating idols.
The way God is conceived of shapes the human’s relationship with God and all of
creation and can inspire good or evil, according to Johnson. As she writes, “God spoken
of as a wrathful tyrant can be called upon to justify holy wars and inquisitional torture
chambers. Language about God as universal creator, lover and savior of all, on the other
hand, moves believers toward forgiveness, care, and openness to inclusive community.”10
Due to the impact that language can have on such relationships, how God is described is
important.
Johnson discusses the importance of Augustine who asserted that by loving we
embrace God, and that “if we wish to know something of God, we should attend to our
loving, for God is Love. In loving, we already possess God as known much better than
we do the fellow human being whom we love. Much better, in fact, because God is
nearer, more present, more certain.”11 Augustine’s dictum that all speaking of God must
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be born out of silence and ignorance and return there, as God is ineffable, demonstrates
that what develops from early Christian theology is “a pattern of positive affirmation
coupled with agnosticism of definition both essential to the truth of God.”12 However as
classical theism came to define God more precisely, it strayed from its own best
insights.13
Another problem which emerges from the classical tradition is that it came to
define faith as belief in abstract, propositional statements about God, missing the
“dynamic of relational knowing”14 that the analogical method affirms. Johnson explains
that the Thomistic principle of analogy has three movements. A statement about God is
made affirmatively, but then it must be “negated to remove any association with
creaturely modes of being.”15 Finally, the descriptor is understood to refer to God in a
new, unique, and “supereminent way that transcends all cognitive capabilities.”16 As God
is the Creator, aspects of creation can provide a window into the divine, yet such
similarities are merely suggestive and not complete. What is said must also always be
unsaid in order to make this distinction, not because nothing can be said of God, but
because God is always other and unique, always more than human language can contain.
Metaphorical Language
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The metaphorical language that humans use to try and describe God does not have
an end, for both the saying and the unsaying are transcended and pushed into deeper
mystery. This process is best understood and retrieved as a dynamic and relational one,
involving an element of human discernment as language is continually stretched and
exploded. Therefore, in Johnson’s assessment, propositional statements about God that
are univocal and authoritarian are not true to the insight of the heritage upon which they
profess to draw. She explains,
On the one hand, words about God are not univocal, having the same meaning as
when they are said of creatures, for that would ignore the difference between God
and creatures. On the other hand, neither are the equivocal, having no association
to their creaturely meanings, for that would yield only meaninglessness. Instead
they are analogical, opening through affirmation, negation, and excellence a
perspective onto God, directing the mind to God while not literally representing
the divine mystery.17
For example, to say that God is Father is also to say that God is not Father. Making a
literal connection between God and the male image freezes what was never meant to be
frozen.
Johnson draws on Thomas Aquinas to critique the God of classical theism via her
pointing to Aquinas’ notion of the incomprehensibility of God and the principle of
analogy whereby the “knowing” of God accomplished in the analogical process is a
dynamic of relational knowing.18 It is the necessity for a plethora of names for God and
is, according to Johnson, “accomplished not in a concept but in a judgement of the human
spirit that affirms God to be inconceivable while at the same time intuiting that the
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perspective opened up by the intelligible contents of a concept gives a view of God that is
trustworthy. The creaturely roots of speech about divine reality give assurance that the
words have a certain measure of meaningfulness, that we are not launching into a black
hole, so to speak, at the same time as their meaning escapes us. God is darkly surmised
while remaining in essence conceptually inapprehensible.”19 Rather than suggest that
taken together all of the names and images can provide one accurate picture of the divine,
Johnson’s point is that to become comfortable with a limited and familiar scope is to miss
the reality that is beyond a simple accumulation of descriptors. This is the heart of the
ancient insight Johnson relays; “If you have understood, then what you have understood
is not God.”20
Johnson examines traditional God language and concepts to discern what is true
to the gospel and what is reflective of other influences. “Words about God are cultural
creatures, entwined with the mores and adventures of the faith community that uses
them.”21 The same must be said for concepts, such as power and perfection which are
historical and should be re-examined in light of new situations, new learning, and specific
contexts. As Johnson argues, “God dwells in unapproachable light so that no name or
image or concept that human beings use to speak of the divine mystery ever arrives at its
goal: God is essentially incomprehensible.”22The question of sexism in language about
God, then, goes much deeper than gendered pronouns. It has to do not only with
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exclusively male images for God, but also with interpretation and theorizing that is
shaped by patriarchal perspectives.
Johnson notes that “the symbol of God functions,”23 and in her examination of the
language the Christian tradition has used to speak of God, she seeks to understand how
such symbols affect women. As she summarizes, “the difficulty does not lie in the fact
that male metaphors are used . . . rather, the problem consists in the fact that these male
terms are used exclusively, literally, and patriarchally.”24 She concludes that throughout
the history of Christianity, God has, in practice, been conceived as thoroughly male. How
does this affect women? When God is spoken of only as male and never in female
images, then such language “is a tool of subtle conditioning that operates to debilitate
women’s sense of dignity, power, and self-esteem.”25 The implication is that women
cannot be as closely related to God as men can.
Johnson conducts a comparison of scriptural metaphors for the divine being.
Her work uncovers such Biblical metaphors for God as Father, lord, king, landowner,
slave master, leader of armies, and shepherd. She also surveys female biblical metaphors
for God including Mother, baker woman, female householder, mother bear or hen,
midwife. Her search also uncovers contemporary liturgical titles by which God is
addressed with finding that include: Father, all powerful and ever-living God, God, our
loving Father, Lord our God, Almighty and ever-lasting Lord. She finds no equivalent
female titles for God. Therefore, her work suggests a devolution of God-language in the
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Christian tradition since its origins, since more female references to God existed in early
Judaism and Christianity than there are currently in the tradition more than two thousand
years later.
Moreover, what has survived as the dominant reference to God, is largely
“Father" and "Lord”, connoting male ruler of the family and society. While the Divine
needs to be represented in a way which makes sense for humans, either
anthropomorphically as male or female, as Johnson’s search uncovers God as the Father
in Heaven is only one metaphor for the divine being amongst many other possibilities.
But over time the father metaphor has so usurped traditional speech about God that the
image of the nameless one has become synonymous with a heavenly patriarch in human
conception.
According to Johnson, this is a result of the fact that the male rendering of God in
Christianity has been exclusive (bereft of recourse to female reality), literal (such that
references to God as female i.e. "God, our heavenly Mother," automatically produce
cognitive dissonance or even a sense of blasphemy in the hearer), and patriarchal
(whereby the particular kind of male that God is, is one who rules over his Kingdom).26
Thus Johnson demonstrates that there has become a "single, reified metaphor of the
ruling man" 27 where “father” and “lord” are the outcome of the quest to name God.
Within the Christian tradition the Imago Dei has served as the foundation of
human dignity and worth, sustaining the value of each person, regardless of age,
race, socio-economic status, gender or any other trait by which society accords a
human person value. Exclusively male God-language robs women of their Imago
Dei and thereby leaves them vulnerable to cultural messages which claim their
worth is dependent upon others’ assessment of their value. As Johnson writes,
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The God-symbol is not only a visual phantasy but a focus of a whole complex of
conscious and unconscious ideas, feelings, emotions, views, and associations,
very deep and tenacious. For women, speech about God couched exclusively in
male terms does not point to the equal participation of women and men in the
divine ground. Male images allow men to participate fully in it, while women can
do so only by abstracting themselves from their concrete, bodily identity as
women. Thus is set up a largely unconscious dynamic that alienates women from
their own goodness and power at the same time that it reinforces dependency
upon men and male authority.28
Since cultural power has been held primarily by men, this has generally meant that a
woman’s value has been based upon whether or not she is found to be in some way useful
or appealing to men. Instead of being a source of dignity, the tradition has actually been
an obstacle for women in achieving a sense of dignity. Thus, the half of humanity which
has historically held less power and had fewer opportunities for autonomy and
independence has also been deprived of the dignity the Christian faith claims to give to
human life
Exclusive male imagery and language in Christology has structured and supported
a world that subordinates women and others, "a suppressed world directed ultimately
toward the design of a new whole.”29 Johnson contends that exclusive use of male God
language is both religiously idolatrous and socially oppressive, and moreover she
contends that “speech about God in the exclusive and literal terms of the patriarch is a
tool of subtle conditioning that operates to debilitate women’s sense of dignity, power
and self-esteem.”30
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Johnson also notes that if experiencing God’s presence is always somehow related
to the male experience, women are denied the possibility of experiencing God within
their experience as female. Male God-language is a barrier to the power of God both with
and within her. Johnson argues that “Personal development of the self also constitutes
development of the experience of God; loss of self-identity is also a loss of the
experience of God. They are two aspects of one and the same history of experience.”31
Johnson’s contentions is that exclusively male God language work against women’s
development of their dignity.
Using exclusively male language for the divine dwarfs women’s ability to
develop self-esteem as they are prevented from encountering themselves as a source of
divine presence and power in the world. Instead, a dependency which diminishes selfesteem is fostered. Rather than living out their calling in the world, women are
encouraged to wait to be told by men what God wishes for them. The male stands
between the female and God and thus diminishes women’s sense of agency and
responsibility and also harms her relationship with God, as Johnson points out “personal
development of the self also constitutes development of the experience of God; loss of
self-identity is also a loss of the experience of God.”32
Johnson also calls for a new understanding of God’s power which she argues has
been understood in a hierarchical manner and as a force of control exerted over the world
from an external, superior position. As a corrective to such notions of divine power she
urges a counter-image of salvific power as found throughout the gospel of Jesus Christ as
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life-giving liberation. The former image of God’s power is harmful because it asserts a
dominative ethos as can be seen examples such as the power of European conquest and
colonialism where it was believed that God’s will was being done by asserting power
over those who were perceived as inferiors. Such a notion of power is wrong because it is
not rooted in love. Johnson argues that what is needed is a “resymbolization of divine
power not as dominative or controlling power, nor a dialectical power in weakness, nor
simply as persuasive power, but as the liberating power of connectedness that is effective
in compassionate love.”33
Because images of God function powerfully in peoples’ lives, dominative notions
of divine power reinforce such structures within human interactions. In such a structure,
women’s submission becomes a virtue as this theology of God manifests in the human
realm as men being in relationship to women as God is to men. It follows that a woman is
only awarded virtue through her submission to a man. Because revelation is relational, it
is also evolving and is alive and dynamic, not a vestige of the past.
Johnson argues that the name of God as attached to this notion of power has had a
disastrous effect on women throughout history. “The innocent blood of women shed for
this world, the burning of thousands of wise and independent women called witches, for
example, and the continuing injustice of subordination done to women in God’s name is
only now coming to light, and it is grave.”34 She urges that the traditional mold be broken
using metaphors and values arising from women’s experience. Thinking about and
describing God in a new semantic field may restore the word to be in line with its original
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Greek etymology which meant to “take care of and cherish all things, burning all malice
like a consuming fire”35 and offer women a new hope of flourishing in the world.
Johnson argues that female imagery for God has long been hidden in Scripture
and tradition. In light of this knowledge, the task Johnsons lays out for herself is one of
construction, or rather re-construction, of a wisdom christology. As she says,
What needs to be shattered according to feminist theological critique is the
stranglehold on religious language of God-He. Normative imagining and
conceptualization of God on the model or ruling men alone is theologically
equivalent of the graven image, a finite representation set up and worshipped as if
it were the whole divine reality. What is violated is both the creature’s limitation
and the unknowable mystery of the living God.36
Johnson’s christological reflection aims at recovering feminine symbols and imagery
which can and should be used when speaking of the significance of Christ. She uses
women's experience of themselves, of Christ, of the church and of its doctrine as a
starting point. Her aim is to advance women’s flourishing and theologically advancing
the idea of the mystery of God.
Jesus the Liberator
Johnson turns to Christianity's roots in Judaism and the pagan influences upon it,
in tracing the foundation, development, and eventual loss of the application of wisdom
imagery to Christ. Johnson then returns to the contemporary church and world and
establishes an argument for the necessity of recovering this imagery and speaking its
language once again.
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Johnson’s wisdom christology emphasizes the Risen Christ, as it is through the
resurrection that Jesus the human being was identified with the God of Israel. However,
the historical Jesus is also an important subject for consideration as the human Jesus and
the divine Christ are one, and as Jesus with all his historicity is raised into glory,
indicating a transformation of his humanity beyond human imagination.
Johnson’s discussion of Jesus' humanity begins with defining what human nature
is. Through a three-fold analysis of the human spirit's infinite thirst and capacity for truth,
love, and hope, she defines human nature as "a finite reality with a capacity for the
infinite, a thirst for the infinite.”37 God is the infinite mystery for which we thirst, and
according to Johnson "God is glorified not by the diminishment but by the enhancement
and growth of the beloved creature. Thus, the more human we become, the more God is
pleased,"38 and the deeper the human’s union with God becomes. As Jesus of Nazareth
was the human most profoundly ever united to God, he is also the most genuinely human
of us all.39 Hence, one can look to Jesus’ humanity in order to understand and deepen
one’s own humanity. Johnson contends that the doctrines of the church have made the
maleness of Jesus the mode of what it means to be human, rather than the profoundness
of Jesus’ union with God.40 To argue against this Johnson centers her discussion of the
human Jesus on the liberating praxis of his life and the destabilizing, inclusive and nonhierarchical form that it took. She urges emphasis on the way God became human in
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Jesus - as a human in the service to others - as opposed to emphasizing the fact that he
became a male.
Johnson’s work also touches upon human consciousness and Jesus' selfknowledge. Contrary to a Christian tradition which tends to present Jesus as an allknowing divine human being, she places emphasis on a Jesus who had a subjective, prethematic self-awareness, yet who objectively and categorically would not be able to know
and express the fullness of his identity until he too could see himself in the light of the
resurrection.41 While the resurrection was the culminating point of Jesus' objective selfknowledge, it was the beginning point of the human’s understanding of Jesus. Two
millennia since that time humans still struggle to obtain a complete understanding as
reflection on Jesus’ identity is yet incomplete. While truths about the divine have been
revealed since that time, Johnson wonders whether human descriptions of the divine have
also been wrong, incomplete, or inadequate at times.
Johnson utilizes a hermeneutic of suspicion to retrace christological reflection
from its biblical roots through the doctrine of the church to contemporary times. As
women’s experiences reveal, there is much more to Christ than what the tradition has
affirmed. Moreover, some of what has been affirmed has proven to be oppressive to
millions of human beings throughout Christian history. Therefore, searching for what
may have been forgotten, ignored or overlooked in addition to using feminine language
and imagery to speak of God is an important corrective.
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Sophia: God in Female Form
Turning to the Hebrew scriptures, she employs the personification of
Hokmah/Sophia, since all of the divine functions are ascribed to her. In the Jewish
scriptures and Christian New Testament, Sophia is depicted in various and sometimes
contradictory ways; for example, sometimes she is presented as created, and others, as
having the divine power of creating. Sometimes she is the object of God's love, and
others, she is the emanation of the same. Yet, through this paradox there can be
distinction but no separation between this figure and God. Using the image of Sophia and
stressing the analogical nature of all language about God, Johnson asserts that God-She,
in all Her Trinitarian relations and unity has not been articulated in Christological
discussions, despite that all of the words, functions, and attributes of Sophia were given
to Jesus by the earliest Christian writers.
In fact, Johnson concludes that Jesus is presented as Sophia herself. Moreover,
Johnson views Sophia as “a female personification of God in outreach to the world.
Sophia creates, redeems, establishes justice, protects the poor, teaches the mysteries of
the world, and most especially gives life,”42 and she refers to Sophia as “God imaged in
female form.”43
The Trinity
The traditional way of thinking about the Christian Trinity of Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit is problematic from a feminist perspective. The traditional names for the
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persons of the Trinity reflect the dominance of male conceptualizations and as Johnsons
points out “In the West, it has not been imagined in any other way.”44 Using terms like
Creator, Redeemer, and Sustainer may be one way to correct this problem, as they
capture the essence of the Trinitarian faith but do not limit God with male language. In
addition, Trinitarian doctrine has faced a problem in affirming Divine community without
literalizing divine personhood. The analogical nature of language about God means that
abstract doctrine, often written in a propositional way, is nevertheless symbolic language
when it attempts to say something about God. This is especially difficult to remember
with respect to the doctrine of the Trinity, as it’s analogous sense often slips away, and
God is then conceived as “three persons in the modern psychological sense of the
term.”45
With this understanding, the liberating point of the symbol is lost and what the
tradition has intended to be a symbolic statement about the heart of reality becomes
literalized. She notes:
Trinitarian theology focuses on the pattern of relationship between these male
envisioned ‘persons’, as does liturgy and catechesis. The evocative power of the
deeply masculinized symbol of the Trinity points implicitly to an essential divine
maleness, inimical to women’s being the Imago Dei precisely as female. Giving
rise to the uncritically held assumption that maleness is of the essence of the
triune God.46
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The Trinitarian claim is fundamentally a claim about the nature of existence however by
using male imagery and a hierarchical pattern of divine relationships the patriarchal
subordination of women occurs.
Johnson notes the importance of remembering that the theological symbol of
Trinity is one which has emerged from faith experience. Without this acknowledgement
speculation on the Trinity can degenerate into “wild and empty conceptual acrobatics.”47
She reminds us that it is important not to lose sight of grounding in the experience of
salvation history, in which Christians have held first to the Hebrew experience of the God
of Israel, then Jesus the Christ, and the Holy Spirit. She speaks to the importance of
finding for expressing ancient truth, writing, “ women propose a variety of options: using
both male and female imagery, using personal imagery without gender (friend,
redeemer), using nonpersonal terms, using biblical names such as Abba, Servant,
Paraclete, or retrieving the non patriarchal meaning of the Father of Jesus Christ.”48 It is
important to remember that the doctrine of the Trinity developed as a faith claim that
emerged from human testimony regarding experience of God’s saving presence in
history, not one which was deduced from a prior metaphysical theory.
The importance of the Trinitarian Christian God is critical within feminist
theology for several reasons. First it functions as a corrective to the distortions of
classical theism because “at the heart of holy mystery is not monarchy but community;
not an absolute ruler, but a threefold koinonia.”49 The community expressed in the
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symbol is one of mutuality, one in which distinctiveness and unity are in creative
harmony, as Johnsons points out, “Holy Wisdom is a mystery of real, mutual relations.”50
Johnson suggests the image of adult friendship as appropriate to evoke this relationship
of love in which bonding does not diminish distinctiveness, writing,
Friendship is the most free, the least possessive, the most mutual of relationships,
able to cross social barriers in genuine reciprocal regard. Like all good relations
friendship is characterized by mutual trust in the reliability of the other(s), but
what makes it unique is that friends are fundamentally side-by-side in common
interests, common delights, shared responsibilities.51

She extends the metaphor of friendship from relationship within the one God to a
model for relationship between God and all creation, writing, “The empowering Spirit
befriends us in situations beautiful and wretched alike, making generation after
generation into friends of God and prophets.”52 While classical theology hesitates to use
friendship as a model of the trinitarian relationship, fearing that such characterization
leads to so much mutuality that the persons become indistinct, in love, unity and
differentiation are correlates rather than opposites of one another. She argues,
Far from blurring uniqueness, adult friendship enhances it. As with other forms of
healthy love, the stronger the bond, the more creative of personhood the
relationship is. It is the peculiar genius of the relation of friendship to be able to
create powerful and beneficent bonds of mutuality among distinct human beings
and between people and other realities without regard for origin. Nor are true
friends interchangeable with one another.53
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Another reason that Trinitarian theology is important in the context of feminist
theology is because the ontology of relationship in the symbol of the Trinity speaks of
“radical equality” which seeks to preserve both distinctive, unique personhood and at the
same time affirm perfect equality. As Johnson argues, “In this vision personal uniqueness
flourishes not at the expense of relationship but through the power of profound
companionship that respects differences and values them equally: an aim mirrored in the
symbol of the Trinity.”54 Johnson stresses the fact that the triune symbol is a safeguard
for the idea of distinctness and self-transcending uniqueness of each person. The three
persons are coeternal and coequal in divinity, greatness and love. There is no
subordination in such a relationship.
If Holy Wisdom is described as a community of mutual, equal relations of
friendship, then divine unity is constituted in an interrelational manner. The community
of relation expressed in the Trinity is not a self-contained or static, but Johnson suggests
visioning it after the image of a triple helix “moving in a dance of separation and
recombination, which creates new persons.”55 But she cautions that the goal is not to
grasp an image of the inner life of the Trinity, which is beyond human experience.
Instead, the goal is to reach toward images that suggest the God-creation relationship.
“The circular dynamism within God spirals inward, outward, forward toward the coming
of the world into existence, not out of necessity but out of the free exuberance of
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overflowing friendship.”56 Here God’s livingness moves in a saving relationality that
escapes the human imagination. However, as she notes one way of speaking about the
Divine is never adequate, as God is being itself, and is “totally in act while unmoved by
any other.”57
Johnson’s articulation of this type of a relational ontology for understanding the
relationship between the Creator and creation is panentheistic, as created reality does not
exhaust God’s reality, but resides within God. God is both immanent and transcendent in
this model, where “transcendence and immanence are correlative rather than opposed.”58
In this conception divine transcendence is a wholeness that includes all parts, embracing
the world rather than excluding it, as the etymology of panentheism “all-in-God”
suggests.59
This model offers free, reciprocal relation, as Johnson describes “God in the
world and the world in God while each remains radically distinct”60 and does not blur
distinction but upholds an intimate relationship between God and world which is deeply
sacramental. This notion is guided by an incarnational and sacramental impulse and
rejects any competition between God and the world in favor if a relationship marked by
mutuality. The insight of classical thought which regards God as being/act can be
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reinterpreted in relational terms. As Johnson explains, “God’s being is identical with an
act of communion, not with monolithic substance, and so is inherently relational.”61
God/Be-ing
Johnsons describes God as “Be-ing”62, not an abstract object but a relational
power of love active in the world. She argues,
This word ‘Be-ing’ referring to what some would call God, should be perceived
not as a noun but as a verb, that part of speech which connotes dynamic action.
Be-ing is the ‘Verb’ in which all beings participate, live and move and have their
being. It is an intransitive Verb, that is, not limited by an object but soaring
everywhere.63

Johnson further explains that God is “the power of being over against the ravages
of nonbeing. . . the unoriginate welling up of fullness of life in which the whole universe
participates.”64 Johnson uses the name SHE WHO IS as a symbol for this “absolute,
relational liveliness that energizes the world.”65 This conception of the divine is both
linguistically and theologically legitimate and is needed if speech about God is to be free
of the shackles of idolatry. It also discloses women’s human nature as Imagio Dei and
reveals divine nature to be the relational mystery of life who desires the liberated human
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existence of all beings. No longer speaking of God in exclusively male terms which
perpetuate domination helps to remove patriarchal structures. According to Johnson,
SHE WHO IS discloses in an elusive female metaphor the mystery of Sophia-God
as sheer, exuberant, relational aliveness in the midst of the history of suffering,
inexhaustible source of new being in situations of death and destruction, ground
of hope for the whole created universe, to practical and critical effect.66

Johnson provides a detailed exegetical analysis of the appearance and roles of
Sophia in the Hebrew scriptures as the basis for her exploration of female language about
God. A review of the tradition from a critical feminist perspective leads Johnson to
conclude that, “there are Jewish and Christian biblical texts that, with their trajectories,
bear potent female images of the living God present and active throughout the world.”67
She rejects interpretations of Sophia as lesser than God and insists these texts be read
within the context of monotheism. Johnson reimagines the Spirit as “much more than the
stereotypical, patriarchal feminine.... when women are considered Imago Dei with
SpiritSophia in view, a possibility of female integrity beyond dichotomizing comes into
view.”68
Johnson connects the Spirit’s work in the New Testament to Sophia’s work in the
Hebrew scriptures, arguing that, “Not only creative but also recreative presence, not only
nurturing but justice-making activity, not only sustaining but liberating power, not only
love but truth, not only relationality but freedom are the capacity of human women in her
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image.”69 Johnson relays that it is Sophia who guides earthly rulers, cries out for justice,
guides her chosen people to peace and prosperity. “The Spirit's deeds, when pictured as
the work of a female acting subject enable speech about God in ways previously closed to
imagination. Simultaneously such language adds density to feminist speech about God.
directing attention to the vast scope of divine activity.”70 Johnson urges a focus on
Sophia's immanence in the world in order to gain a clearer image of God as present
everywhere.
Jesus-Sophia
Johnson traces the origins of “Jesus-Sophia” to the earliest Christians who tapped
into the tradition of personified Wisdom to articulate the saving goodness they
experienced in Jesus the Christ. Paul refers to Jesus the Wisdom of God, Matthew puts
Sophia’s words in Jesus’ mouth and has him do her compassionate deeds and John
presents Jesus as Wisdom incarnate embodying her ways, her truth, and her life. Johnson
contents that explaining Jesus in terms of his relationship to Wisdom enabled the early
Christian communities to attribute cosmic significance to the crucified Jesus and also
deepened their understanding of his saving deeds. 71
The first linguistic link between the human Jesus to the divine Christ was in fact
made using Wisdom, as Johnson notes,
None of the other biblical symbols used - Son of Man, Messiah, Son of God connotes divinity in its original context, nor does the Word, which is barely
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personified in the Jewish Scriptures. But Wisdom does. The identification of the
human being Jesus with divine Sophia, God's gracious nearness and activity in the
world, moved thought to reflect that Jesus is not simply a human being inspired
by God but must be related in a more personally unique way to God. Jesus came
to be seen as God's only begotten Son only after he was identified with Wisdom.72
By interpreting Christ through the lens of Wisdom, Jesus is cast “into an inclusive
framework with regard to his relationships... but also evokes Sophia's characteristic
gracious goodness, life-giving creativity, and passion for justice as key hermeneutical
elements in speaking about the mission and person of Jesus”.73
Johnson moves away from the atonement theories of early theology and does not
view Jesus death and suffering as passive, useless or divinely ordained but linked to the
ways of Sophia in forging justice and peace in the world. She carries the female metaphor
through to visualize the cross as “part of the larger mystery of pain-to-life, of that
struggle for the new creation evocative of the rhythm of pregnancy, delivery, and birth”.74
Thus, this Wisdom Christology is used to counter patriarchal thought and demonstrate the
centrality of social justice as well as depicting a right way of interacting with all of
creation.75
Johnson argues that increasing patriarchalism within the church destroyed the
evidence of christology's dependence on the wisdom tradition. She contends that,
“Christian reflection before John had not found it difficult to associate Jesus Christ with
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Sophia".76 However by the time John’s gospel was written, Sophia’s absorption into
Logos “was coherent with the broader shift in the Christian community toward more
patriarchal ecclesial structures and the blocking of women from ministries in which they
had earlier participated. In other words, the suppression of Sophia is a function of the
growth of sexism in the Christian communities”.77
The Right Way to Speak About God
Christian and Jewish theology has, over time, sought accuracy in thinking about
God’s transcendence and presence in creation. However, this classical deism has not
always been a priority in certain strands of feminist theology, because when divine
difference and distinction are tied to God’s sovereignty and Lordship (which are
generally viewed as ‘male-derived’ concepts of power used abusively throughout Church
history), they are widely perceived as a direct threat to women’s human value and
personal freedom.
A doctrine of God which paints the Divine as antecedent to and independent from
creation has been perceived as a primary source of patriarchal oppression in the Church
by feminist thinkers, as it depicts a solitary, remote and dispassionate view of God,
disengaged from the human and cosmic struggle. In this doctrine God’s and authoritarian
voice becomes indistinguishable from the ego-identities and voices of men in positions of
ecclesial and societal authority. Feminist theologians charge that this is an improper view
of the divine, which is why most feminist theological methodology urges that women
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serve as their own experiential source of divine and human truth. When women are urged
to search for the Divine within their own experience, they can image God accordingly
and live in ethical correspondence to that ‘truth’. Hence feminist God-talk generally
develops from a particular form of anthropological, transcendental or spiritual female
self-expression.
There have been several influences on feminist theology including twentiethcentury liberal, correlational and process theologies as articulated by thinkers such as
Bultmann and Tillich, as well as an appeal to a pantheistic notion of the Divine.
Johnson’s work aims to integrate feminist methodology and epistemology, transcendental
Catholic anthropology, epistemology and ontology, and a relational metaphysic drawing
on a myriad of sources. In contrast to viewing the Divine as an above, aloof and
indifferent male deity, Johnson’s work describes the relation in terms of a relational
ontology that incorporates the values of mutuality, reciprocity and equality. Her doctrine,
while Thomistic, is also shaped by the transcendental philosophy and anthropology of
Rahner, and influenced by Pannenberg, Bultmann and Tillich. While Johnson rejects
Barth’s theological method on the critique that it is not sufficiently grounded in
experience, she also eschews Barth’s view of the Triune God in his aseity as not mutually
relational enough and containing an inherent subordinationism.78
Another turn in feminist theology, which Johnson’s work also follows, has been
to employ a hermeneutic of suspicion to uncover sexism. Johnson believes that women’s
power has been stolen from them, writing that they have been,
robbed of the power of naming, of naming themselves, the world and ultimate
holy mystery, having instead to receive the names given by those who rule over
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them. Since language not only expresses the world but helps to shape and create
it, learning to speak a language where the female is subsumed grammatically
under the male gives girl children from the beginning the experience of a world
where the male is the norm from which her own self deviates.79
Johnson relays that sexism expressed in patriarchal structures interlocks with racism,
economic classism, militarism, cultural imperialism and does political and psychological
damage to people.
Johnson contends that the “self is rightly structured not in dualistic opposition to
the other but in intrinsic relationship with the other”80 and that the pattern of relationship
promoted in feminist ethical discourse is mutuality. This is true whether the “other” is
divine or human. Therefore, there should not be any oppositional dualism within a
properly articulated feminist anthropology/theology of mutual interrelation. Johnson’s
primary hermeneutical strategy consists in the criteria that: ‘[I]f something consistently
results in the denigration of human beings, in what sense can it be religiously true?”81
Johnson views the feminist theologian’s task as reinterpreting the texts in such a
way that they reflect experiences in the ‘right’ way. As she argues,
Religions die when their light fails, that is, when they lose the power to interpret
convincingly the full range of present experience in the light of their idea of God.
If God is worshiped as the guiding reality, the source and goal of all, then truth is
tested by the extent to which the idea of God currently available takes account of
accessible reality and integrates the complexity of present experience into itself. If
the idea of God does not keep pace with developing reality, the power of
experience pulls people on and the god dies, fading from memory.82
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Johnson follows the methodological pattern of deconstruction, critical assessment
and reconstruction, which is undertaken in an effort to determine whether the tradition is
‘keeping pace”.83 Deconstruction “unmasks the hidden dynamic of domination in the
Christian tradition’s language, custom, memory, history, sacred texts, ethics, symbolism,
theology and ritual”84 and calls for asking the hermeneutical question "cui bono?” or, to
whose benefit is the articulation or arrangement of reality and its symbolic
representations when the hidden dynamic of domination is exposed? As symbols are not
ideologically neutral but function as agents of personal and communal transformation,
sexist bias, according to Johnson, has never been accidental. Hence the criterion by which
theological statements and ecclesial structures are judged for ‘truth or falsity’, ‘adequacy
and inadequacy’ and ‘coherence and incoherence’ is their alignment with the feminist
critical principle of women’s full humanity.85
In her work towards this end, Johnson wants to uncover “touchstones of what may
yet be possible” 86 in the hopes of discovering dormant theological themes neglected in
history and lost wisdom from Christian symbols, Biblical texts or dogma filtered through
the lens of women’s flourishing. This begs the question - can tradition be altered both in
form and content specifically to benefit those who have been oppressed?
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Critiquing the tradition while correlating women’s experience with it is a difficult
task, as Johnsons notes: “The feminist perspective, which honors women’s humanity,
women as Imago Dei, finds this classical tradition profoundly ambiguous in what it has
meant for female well-being. It has aided and abetted the exclusion and subordination of
women, but also sustained generations of foremothers and foresisters in the faith.”87
Johnson relays that her approach is analogous to interreligious dialogue within the
Catholic Church. She notes that after centuries of suspicion the Second Vatican Council
“set free a hospitable spirit toward the world religions, affirming that whatever is true and
holy within them reflects a ray of divine light.”88 Her theology is formed in that spirit, she
says, and while she takes a critical approach, she still contends that Christian doctrine
contains the fullness of the religious heritage for women precisely as human.
As the critical principle if feminist theology is the promotion of the full humanity
of women, whatever diminishes or distorts that is not redemptive, therefore Johnson
recommends reconstruction of traditional doctrines, symbols and practice and/or
introducing new ones. The goal is transformation into a new community, which involves
changing unjust structures and distorted symbol systems. “The criterion of the liberation
of women toward human flourishing thus involves the whole of historical reality,
reaching through the specific, multifaceted oppressions suffered by women to include
every aspect of life on this planet.”89 This new community is liberating of all men and
women and characterized by mutuality and harmony with the earth.
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Johnson’s method therefore integrates two different critical approaches in
feminist hermeneutics to the Biblical text. One critique is aimed mainly at the
interpretation of the text by appealing to all or part of it as a transcendent source of
judgment, while the other critique views the text itself as patriarchal and thus in need of
correction.
Summary
As we have seen, a key concept within Johnson’s theology is to align human
identity and experience with the concept of woman as Imago Dei when using Christian
categories to talk about humanity. It aligns the feminist critical principle, the promotion
of the full humanity of women, with the Imago Dei, whereas historically the term Imago
Dei implies that God is the antecedent to which the human image corresponds, an
experiential starting point ‘from below’ requires looking first at the human image and
then deducing (or projecting) the character of ‘God’. Johnson shifts the focus to the
female image and posits God as a corresponding concept. In this way women discover
their full human equality and their Christian identity as Imago Dei.
Johnson believes that the female imago is inherently relational. In her feminist
theological reflection the Divine and creation exist in interdependent relationship
grounded in being. In this schema, the human image precedes and ‘names’ the divine
image, even if divine being precedes and enables human being. Therefore, understanding
women as the image of God begins with the female subject when drawing the theological
hermeneutical circle of inquiry. Women are the sort of beings that are inherently
relational and are divine image-bearers. These ontological and epistemological
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assumptions set the terms for both transcendent and created reality in which women
‘name’ themselves and then God from the overarching principle of mutual interrelation.
Johnson argues from her essentialist position that the Imago Dei is an essential
definition befitting all humankind. The Scriptural interpretation of the Genesis creation
narrative and its centrality to Christian anthropology underscores an ‘intrinsic relation’
between all human beings with the portrayal of male and female as created in the divine
image and likeness, each as themselves and both together equally. Women bear the image
of God and are autonomously equal although different from men in mutual relation.
Johnson argues against the Hellenistic influence on Christian theology which
yielded a hierarchical, gender dualism which identified men as the sole bearers of God’s
image. In that schema reality is divided into two separate and opposing spheres and
promotes a two-tiered vision of reality, privileging the elite half of a pair and
subordinating the other such that [her] value is only as it serves the higher. Johnson
stresses that women too are really and fundamentally human, with a nature that is
essentially human nature, intrinsically belonging to the human race and created in the
image and likeness of God.
Johnson criticizes the classical doctrine of the Trinity and reconstructs Trinitarian
theology. Johnson maintains that the traditional trinitarian model is all too closely aligned
with patriarchal structures in both church and society, and that it legitimates a
hierarchical ordering of society and church. She also argues that such a model is implicit
in the subjugation of women and creation generally.
The exclusive use of male imagery for God both oppresses women by implicitly
denying that they are Imago Dei and supports idolatry by implicitly denying the depths of
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the divine mystery. As Johnson contends, both scripture and traditional theology contain
elements which a feminist analysis can retrieve for emancipatory language about God.
Such language frees both women and theology from patriarchal oppression so that "the
truth of the mystery of God, in tandem with the liberation of all human beings and the
whole earth, (may) emerge for our times.”90
Christian theology has made the use of male imagery for the Divine and names to
designate the divinity. God is identified as male far more than female, and in such
powerful and pervasive ways that male imagery for the divine persists even when genderneutral imagery is explicitly engaged. Johnson’s theology is a reaction to this distortion,
employing a critique of the androcentric bias of theology, whereby God is imaged as
male and male experience is assumed to be normative. Johnson wants to know ‘what is
the right way to speak about God?’ or perhaps more pointedly, what is a proper view of
the God-world relation, and accompanying God-talk, that takes women’s relational
experience into account as source and norm?
Johnson’s theological methodology operates from the conviction that women
must serve as their own experiential source of divine and human truth. Johnson’s
theology seeks to move beyond the authority of Christian Scripture and tradition (both
male centered) and articulated that correct God-talk engages projecting a finite
(gendered) image onto infinite being. However, the image - or Imago Dei - is female,
based upon women’s self-experience and self-perception. If women can find the answer
to the question of God within their own experience, they can image God accordingly and
live in ethical correspondence to that ‘truth’. Johnson articulates a particular form of
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anthropological, transcendental or spiritual female self-expression in which discussion of
God begins with religious experience of God’s mystery.
The overarching questions explored through Johnson’s theological study are:
What is the right way to speak about God? Can the reality of women provide suitable
metaphors for speech about God? If women are truly Imago Dei, then to suggest that
female language cannot be used of the divine is wrong, perhaps even heretical. She also
contends that it is necessary for God to have a multiplicity of names, as having a limited
scope denies a reality that is beyond a limited description. Her work also centers on the
female image of Wisdom in Hebrew Scriptures. She examines the connections between
this figure and Jesus Christ developing a living Wisdom Christology that names and
claims Jesus in ways which speak to egalitarianism and bring renewal within Christian
theology. Her goal is to put in place a liberating relationship between Christianity and
justice for the poor, respectful encounters with world religions, and ecological care for
the earth. She argues that this liberating vision is at the heart of who God is and aims to
redeem what has been constrained and harmed by patriarchal oppression.
In Johnson's Roman Catholic tradition God is a mystery, and while language
about God should not be taken literally, how we think about God is shaped by how we
name God. God created humanity in God’s image, thus, according to the Catholic
theological tradition, all creatures share in the excellence of the Creator. Exclusively male
images and metaphors for God have yielded distorted images of the divine, and
imbalanced relationships amongst God's people. Johnson uses Holy Wisdom as a source,
which posits three relational aspects of the Trinity: Spirit Sophia, Jesus Sophia, and
Mother Sophia. Johnson uses these metaphors to restore the feminine principle to the
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Doctrine of the Trinity, and to recover the mystery of the Divine and restore relationships
among God's creatures.
Johnson's work also examines the mystery of the Trinity and argues that God, as a
spirit, has no gender. Her primary symbol for this reinterpretation is Sophia, Holy
Wisdom, as a feminine metaphor for God. Sophia can be imaged in each of the three
divine Persons, and in the Holy Trinity together.

CHAPTER 6
JOHNSON AND PLASKOW IN CONVERSATION
This chapter will argue that there is no one theological anthropology, and that by
studying various articulations of the human's relationship with the divine and the interrelationships with the human community, we can understand the Divine more fully.
It will review the similarities and points of contrast between Johnson and Plaskow.
While Johnson wants to emphasize God’s incomprehensibility in her rethinking of God
as Sophia (as a corrective to a tradition that emphasizes male-oriented “doctrines”)
Plaskow seeks to emphasize God’s immanence in her rethinking God within the context
of relationships (as a corrective to a tradition that emphasizes the interpretation of the
“law”). This study highlights the distinction between interpreting “doctrine” and
“halakha” (legal interpretation) and the contrast between “theory” versus “practice” that
one finds in Christian versus Jewish traditions (with Christians emphasizing “theory” and
“doctrine” and Jews emphasizing “practice” and “halakha”). Viewing the differing
emphases each tradition places on “Wisdom” versus “Law” side by side is novel.
This survey of Jewish and Christian feminist thinkers placed into conversation
with one another represents a pioneering effort to bring about an emancipatory vision for
all humankind and know God more deeply. I argue that understanding women's
experiences and struggles for liberation reveal an egalitarian vision for male and female
which stands at the heart both Judaism and Christianity. The Imago Dei and theological
161
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anthropology have been shaped primarily by male language, metaphor and imagination in
both Christian and Jewish traditions. Although there has been much feminist writing and
theology over the past few decades, there has not been an overly abundant focus on the
Imago Dei for women and by women. When theology draws on women's metaphors and
imagination, it expands the doctrine, to not only include women, but to reshape what we
think about men and masculinity as well. By putting Johnson into a conversation with
Plaskow, we have seen that women and feminist theologians have much in common in
their desire to re-conceive traditional Christian and Jewish teaching and language in
worship and prayer. Listening to the voices of women across religions provides insight
into how the Imago Dei can become a more central, robust and female-friendly
theological doctrine.
Theology Across Religions
This study has drawn on the work of Francis Clooney, whose model of
comparative theology offers new possibilities for engagement. Comparative theology, as
we have seen, is faith seeking understanding through the bringing together of two (or
more) religious traditions in similarity and difference. As Clooney articulates,
comparative theology is a constructive theology that occurs in, through, and after the
actual comparison takes place. Comparative theology extends beyond a kind of
comparative religions as it involves theological reflection that occurs in and through the
transformation of the theologian, in the theologian’s encounter with another religious
tradition. In the encounter with an “other,” the theologian finds theology itself and reality
as it was previously understood transformed. Comparative theology is not only founded
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upon interreligious comparison, it is also founded on the concept of encounter, encounter
of the “other” in a way that transforms the entire process.
Comparative theology requires the practitioner to learn, through encounter, about
the tradition of another and to understand it on its own terms, shedding any bias or
presuppositions. This process challenges the theologian to reformulate and rethink
expectations and questions concerning his or her own tradition. As Clooney writes,
Theologians do their work better if they are comparativists who notice
similarities and differences between their own theologies and those of other
theologians even in other faith traditions. They can learn to be professionally
aware that the details of their own theological traditions are more often than not
shared with the theologies of other religious traditions, and they can also interpret
that shared ground with theological sensitivity. Opportunities for clarification and
distinction abound once theologians engage the details of traditions, specific texts,
ideas, images, and practices with an eye to continuities and discontinuities and the
meaning of these. If they become self-consciously comparative and notice shared
and differing features, they can discern what is shared and what is (or isn’t)
distinctive to their particular theological traditions, and they can likewise learn
from questions, methods, and conclusions seemingly unique to some other
traditions.1

Through this engagement comparative theology not only fosters understanding of
the religious “other”, but it also brings new experiences, questions and challenges to
theological issues. By including another religious voice into the theological dialogue,
there emerges a new dynamic of the interreligious community in a shared commitment, a
shared journey. The goal of this undertaking is a mutually critical process, a mutual
dialogue/argument, that is mutually enlightening.
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Comparative theologians incorporate the voices of those outside of their own
traditions; voices which are not often not seen as having theological significance. Just as
listening to the voices of women challenges theologians to reconsider and reformulate
their assumptions of multiple aspects of theology, from anthropology to doctrine of God,
listening to the voices of other religious persons challenges the Christian theologian to
rethink aspects of her theology. Hopefully readers of this project are able to understand
and be attentive to how women in both Christian and Jewish traditions have suffered
under male-dominant images for the Divine, and how women's metaphors, language and
imagination for the Imago Dei, across these traditions provide a robust understanding of
this doctrine.
Comparative theologians assume the significance of the experiences they
consider (just as feminist theology assumes the validity of women’s experiences).
Comparative theologians also assume that interreligious dialogue is valuable as a
mutually critical process which opens new windows to understanding.
The goal of comparative theology is not to arrive at consensus, as it is
acknowledged that competing truth claims may pose particular challenges for theologians
engaged in this process. But the comparative theologian must be open to the truth of other
religious claims, while still operating within the boundaries of their own tradition. In the
comparative process, the theologian may come across truth articulated in such a way as to
conflict with her boundaries. This tension is the creative tension that challenges the
theologian to question these boundaries and perhaps reformulate them in light of the truth
found in another religious expression. Instances where the theologian will not be able to
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resolve such tensions are unavoidable, but also valuable. Such differences should be
weighed out alongside the theologian’s own beliefs.
This project has expanded on Elizabeth Schüssler-Fiorenza’s feminist critical
approach to reading Scripture by relating it to Francis Clooney’s comparative theological
approach to reading texts in religious traditions other than one’s own by comparing and
contrasting the thoughts of Judith Plaskow and Elizabeth Johnson. Although there have
been attempts at comparisons of various religious traditions from a feminist perspective,
this study has been novel in that it has sought to explicitly attend to a feminist reading of
biblical texts in a fashion—following Clooney—that makes the very enactment of a
comparative reading of two traditions the mode for attending to the disclosure of truth.
Substantively, it expands our understanding of the Imago Dei.
Johnson: A Case For God’s Incomprehensibility
As noted, Johnson emphasizes God’s incomprehensibility in her rethinking of
God as Sophia (as a corrective to a tradition that emphasizes male-oriented “doctrines”).
As we have seen, as a reformist feminist theologian she acknowledges that the Christian
tradition has been male-dominated, yet she "finds reason to hope that it may be
transformed, for this tradition also contains powerful liberating elements."2 Johnson
elects to stay within the framework of the Christian tradition to work for reform. In her
Roman Catholic tradition the limits and constraints under which women can serve are
tightly constricted, which she finds problematic.
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In order to address this issue Johnson has expounded upon the question: What is
the right way to speak about God? This question has naturally led Johnson to focus on
Christology which lies at the center of Christian tradition. Her theological method, a
revisionist methodology of critical retrieval, is aimed at answering her question as well as
expanding the roles for women within the tradition. She undertakes her task using a
methodology which involves "analyzing the situation, searching the tradition for what
contributes to the oppression, and searching again for what liberates”3 which she
systematically uses to reinterpret the Scriptural tradition. This critique also applies to
classical theology which Johnson defines as, "the body of thought that arose in early
Christian centuries in partnership with the Greek, philosophical tradition and continued
through the medieval period, molding the discourse of the churches at the beginning of
the modern era."4 As her goal is the full emancipation and flourishing of women, taking
the total personhood of women with utmost seriousness, and advocating women's wellbeing in all its dimensions is critical.5
Following the pattern used to assess the Scriptural tradition, in her quest to bring
about women's flourishing, Johnson applies a three-step process to classical theology.
This critical analysis of classical theology, according to Johnson, is a deconstruction
which "unmasks the hidden dynamic of domination in the Christian tradition's language,
custom, memory, history, sacred texts, ethics, symbolism, theology, and ritual."6
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However deconstruction alone will not lift up the full humanity of women. A next step
which involves searching the Christian tradition for alternative wisdom that will serve to
accomplish the goal of transformation within the Christian community is needed. Finally,
a third step of reconstructing Christian theology, symbol, ritual, custom and teachings in
a way that will promote the genuine equality of women is called for. This is the creative
element of the process which renders new visions whereby all of humanity, as well as the
earth and all that it contains, will flourish in the wholeness and holiness of God's love.7
The use of religious language is another critical element of Johnson’s theology.
Johnson also highlights the significance of religious language and its impact on
Christianity. A great deal of her theological investigations center on the appropriate way
to speak about God, and the difficulties encountered in attempting to name God. Johnson
attributes the tension that exists as a result of attempting to use finite language as a means
to name the incomprehensible God. As she states, "[n]o human concept, word, or image,
all of which originate in experience of created reality, can circumscribe the divine reality,
nor can any human construct express with any measure of adequacy the mystery of God
who is ineffable."8 How then does one refer to God? Is it ever possible to express an
understanding of the nature of God?
Because language for God relies upon symbol, image and analogy, Johnson
believes that the framework of symbolic realism can be used to correct one of the major
problems in classical theology which is that exclusively male symbols and images are
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used for God. Because, as Johnson points out, "the symbol of God functions,"9 it shapes
the thought and the language of a community of faith. When the symbol is God the
Father, for example, and it is understood in a literal fashion, then quite literally God
becomes a male in the minds and hearts of the people.
Johnson interchanges the use of symbol and image in her theological language.
She recognizes that images have the capacity to evoke the divine. Like symbol, an image
points to a reality beyond itself. Image takes on a particular significance when she deals
with the notion of Imago Dei and Imago Christi in her theology of God and christology.
Use of these terms is critical when applying the strategies of feminist hermeneutics to a
retrieval of the Christian tradition. Christian anthropology has traditionally maintained
that humanity is created in the image of God and that we are transformed in the image of
Christ. However, the Hellenistic dualism that was absorbed into early Christian tradition
has caused a kind of ambiguity regarding the use of imago Dei. There was a gradual
association of reason and rationality with men and thus with God, while bodiliness and
passion came to be associated with women, relegating them to a lesser status. Imago Dei
was interpreted in a variety of ways throughout history. Human beings imaged God in
their stewardship, their soul, their will, their creativity, even in their righteousness. In
each instance it was primarily the male who truly imaged God, women only secondarily,
through their association with men.
Johnson revisions the origin of this image in order to redeem it for women.
Women are Imago Dei in the exercise of stewardship over the earth and the capacity to
rule as representatives of God, with ecological care; in their kinship by nature with holy
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mystery; in their rationality and intelligence and in their freedom capable of union with
God; in their creativity, their sociality, their community with each other and with men,
children, and the whole earth; in their bodiliness and their destiny. The wholeness of
women's reality is affirmed as created by God and blessed with the identity of being in
the divine image and likeness.10 Regarding the use of Imago Christi, its association with
men is based on a naive physicalism. Women, by virtue of their bodiliness, are seen to be
different from Christ and therefore unable to truly be the image of Christ. Once again,
Johnson retrieves the understanding of this concept from the Scriptures with a return to
its original meaning, that is, "that through the power of the Spirit the beloved community
shares in this Christhood, participates in the living and dying and rising of Christ to such
an extent that they can even be called the body of Christ.11 Women as well as men
through their baptism are Imago Christi.
Analogy is also crucial within Johnson’s theology as it becomes a means for
addressing critical questions about naming toward God. Along with her question of how
one should speak of God, she also ponders if it possible to deal with the limitations which
are inherent in language. How is it possible "to prevent affirmations about God from
being interpreted as direct transcripts of reality?"12 Johnson contends that religious
language is analogical by nature. She draws this conclusion from a twentieth-century
Catholic return to the historical sources, "accomplished in light of the exigencies of a
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contemporary mentality at once more skeptical and more searching."13 This return
focuses on the work of Aquinas and his understanding of analogy. Acknowledging that
theologians continue to discuss and deliberate about Aquinas' use of analogy, it is
possible to examine what he presents as the threefold movement of analogy and naming
toward God. Johnson summarizes this three-part movement of analogy very succinctly.
"A word whose meaning is known and prized from human experience is first affirmed of
God. The same word is then critically negated to remove any association with creaturely
modes of being. Finally, the word is predicated of God in a supereminent way that
transcends all cognitive capabilities."14
Within the process Aquinas’ negation is a safeguard from losing sight of the
ultimate mystery of God. As Johnson applies it in her critical retrieval, it serves as a
critique of the literalization of any one image for God. Johnson points out that for
Aquinas, "analogical predication rests on an interpretation of the doctrine of creation that
sees all things brought into being and sustained by God who is cause of the world."15
Using the analogy of fire burning wood, Johnson explains the relationship between the
fire, here related to God or being itself, and the wood representing every creature that
exists. In much the same way as the wood shares in the being of the fire in its burning, so
every creature shares in the mystery of divine being through participation in that divine
fire. The result is a relationship of participation; "all creatures participate to some degree
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in 'being' .”16 To the degree that creatures participate in "being" they can offer clues about
the characteristics of God. Critical to this entire analogy is the realization that the fire is
not the wood. By examining burning wood we are only given a glimpse into the nature of
fire. In the same way, creaturely qualities give us only a glimpse at God. Johnson
concludes, "[t]hanks to the relationship of creation, words are but pointers to the origin
and source of all."17
Johnson’s analogy emphasizes that the mystery of God will always remain
beyond the grasp of our attempt to name it. In a sense, there is a kinship, Johnson
suggests, with the original reverential abstinence from the use of God's name by
Judaism.18 Johnson maintains that "analogy shapes every category of words used to speak
about God,”19 metaphoric terms, relational terms, negative terms, substantive terms. In
each case the same threefold movement must take place, affirmation, negation, and
letting go in a transcending affirmation. As there is always more meaning in a word or
idea used than it can hold, Johnson notes that “analogy breaks this open in an affirming
movement of the human spirit that passes from light into darkness and thence into
brighter darkness."20 Thus, it becomes a critical dimension in any revisioning of Scripture
and classic theology. In addition, it will profoundly affect today's naming toward God.
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Johnson’s critique of the androcentric nature of classical theology led her to a
retrieval of the significance of the gender of personified wisdom in the Scriptures. Jesus’
gender has given rise to the problem of particularity regarding the one confessed to be
God incarnate. This particularity has been used in ways which denigrate the dignity of
women. Jesus' gender has been used to make God male by association. Even beyond a
purely paradigmatic understanding, God has been taken by some to be literally male.
Secondly, once again by association, if Jesus, who is the incarnate word of God is male,
then the male human being becomes normative and consequently alone capable of
representing God. This line of argument has been utilized in official Roman Catholic
teaching as a decisive reason for refusing to ordain women.
Johnson wonders if it is possible to use imagery, concepts, and the vocabulary of
the wisdom tradition to articulate a christology which is faithful to the insights of the
tradition's faith proclamation at usual androcentric pattern."21 Johnson uses a revisionist
methodology which adheres to the core of Christian teachings yet takes into account
challenges faced by androcentric bias within the tradition. Her goal is to articulate a truly
inclusive christology.
Johnson’s belief is that wisdom tradition has come to occupy a position of minor
importance and that the figure of wisdom personified, Sophia, in the Greek, has been all
but ignored. She proposes that the insights and imagery of the wisdom tradition, when
interpreted by means of a feminist hermeneutic, offer a way of speaking about Jesus the
Christ that can correct the androcentric bias of traditional Christology and shape the
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community and its engagement with the world in an inclusive, freeing, and relational
manner. While Johnson’s focus on wisdom literature doesn’t solve every problem within
classical theology, it is helpful to hold up images of wholeness from the wisdom
literature that can be of benefit to women and men alike.
Wisdom literature speaks to the patterns of daily life and God’s creation. Johnson
finds it significant that wisdom is characteristically personified as a female in both
Hebrew and Greek culture. Not only is the grammatical gender of the word for wisdom
feminine (hokmah in Hebrew, sophia in Greek), but the biblical portrait of Wisdom is
consistently female, which is why Johnson begins her retrieval with a detailed exegetical
analysis of the appearance and roles of Sophia in the Hebrew scriptures. Sophia first
appears as a prophet promising blessing as she speaks by her own authority in the Book
of Proverbs (1:20-23).75 In other places in the text, she plays an essential role in the act
of creation, "the Lord by wisdom founded the earth," (4:19); she is "the tree of life"
(4:18); she is the giver of life, "she is your life" (4:13). Perhaps most significant of the
passages on wisdom is Proverbs 8 where she outlines her direct participation in the act of
creation (8:22-31). Sophia existed before the creation of the world and was a co-creator
with God in its design.
Of her relationship with God she says: "I was his delight day by day, playing
before him all the while" (8:30). She also plays the role of a welcoming hostess who "has
built her house, ...has set up her seven columns, ...has dressed her meat, mixed her wine,
...has spread her table" (9:1-3), for one who enjoys Sophia’s hospitality, "the years of
your life are increased" (9:11). In the opening of the Book of Sirach, wisdom is praised
for she is created above all and before all else; she is poured out upon creation (1:1-8).
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She is even identified as Torah, the book of the law which was given to Moses (24:23). In
the Book of the Wisdom of Solomon, Johnson says that "the figure of personified
Wisdom reached its peak of development."22 Sophia is a powerful symbol of God, as she
has recreative power and the power to save. To experience wisdom is to experience God
for she is, "aura of the might of God, ...pure effusion of the glory of the Almighty,
...refulgence of eternal light, ...spotless mirror of the power of God, ...the image of God's
goodness" (7:25-26). Johnson declares "wisdom is a personification of God's own self in
creative and saving involvement with the world."23 God’s wisdom is God and as Johnson
also says "[t]he tradition of personified Wisdom played a foundational role in the
development of christology, and some of the most profound christological assertions in
the New Testament are made in its categories."24
As we have seen, through Johnson's revisioning of the wisdom tradition, new
insights about the divine are possible. Understanding Jesus as Sophia, the wisdom of
God, is a corrective for a tradition which has tended to associate the particularity of Jesus'
maleness in an ontological manner with God. Moreover, Johnson expands symbolism for
God to include female images, thus the male Jesus is revelatory of the goodness of God
symbolized as a female. Women are fully Imago Dei and Imago Christi. They share in
the mission and ministry of Jesus.
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Plaskow: A Case For God’s Immanence
Johnson’s focus on God’s incomprehensibility in her rethinking of God as Sophia
is dissimilar from the approach that Plaskow takes, as she seeks to emphasize God’s
immanence in her rethinking God within the context of relationships (as a corrective to a
tradition that emphasizes the interpretation of the “law”). As we have seen in Plaskow’s
“The Right Question is Theological,” she argues that the halachic system presupposes the
notion of women as Other. She writes, “Underlying specific halakhot, and outlasting their
amelioration or rejection, is an assumption of women’s Otherness far more basic than the
laws in which it finds expression.”25 She does not believe that the Otherness of women
will disappear through the rectification of halakhah, because this Otherness “is part of the
fabric of Jewish life.”26 Halakah is only part of the problem, in her estimation,
underlying theological assumptions must be confronted and eradicated in order for
women to gain full participation in Jewish life. As she writes,
If the Jewish women’s movement addresses itself only to the fruits but not the
bases of discrimination, it is apt to settle for too little in the way of change. It may
find that the full participation of women in Jewish life— should it come—will
only bring to light deeper contradictions in Jewish imagery and symbolism. And
most likely, far-reaching change will not come until these contradictions are
examined and exorcised. It is time, therefore, to confront the full extent of our
disablement as Jewish women in order that we may understand the full
implications of our struggle.27
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Because women have been excluded from the processes of the creation,
development and refinement of Jewish law, Plaskow surmises that change will only occur
through a reconsideration of the basic categories of Jewish theology: God, Torah and
Israel. Plaskow’s discussion of God has similarities with Johnson’s work. Johnson's
discussion of "God-language" is at the heart of her critique of traditional christology.
Like Plaskow, she analyzes the male-bias in metaphors for God. Both Plaskow and
Johnson share the desire to bring about the full emancipation and flourishing of women.
Plaskow wants to transform the metaphors for God that have “formed the Jewish
imagination and shaped the Jewish self-understanding and behavior”28, and do away with
exclusively male androcentric representations of the Divine.
Like Johnson, Plaskow surveys scripture and examines metaphors for God,
concluding that if God is portrayed as father, human fathers will be viewed as God-like or
if God is viewed as a dominating male, human institutions are likely to be maledominated. God language is tied to justice and authority in the human realm. Exclusively
male God language justifies the subordination of women and sets up a dualism based on
hierarchy in Judaism. Plaskow concludes this is a form of idol worship and perpetuates
the role of a dominating “Other”.
Johnson makes a similar point in arguing that the way God is conceived of shapes
the human’s relationship with God and all of creation and can inspire good or evil. As she
points out if God is spoken of as a wrathful tyrant than God can be called upon to justify
holy wars and inquisitional torture chambers. Language about God as the universal
Creator, lover and savior of all, on the other hand, moves believers toward forgiveness,
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care, and to be open to inclusivity. She finds that language can also be a tool of subtle
conditioning that operates to debilitate women’s sense of dignity, power and self-esteem.
Johnson’s use of a hermeneutic of suspicion uncovers sexism which she argues has
robbed women of the power of naming themselves, the world and ultimate holy mystery.
While Johnson sets her task as retrieving and understanding Sophia as “God
imaged in female form,” 29 Plaskow advocates a halachic system very different from the
traditional halachic system. It would be different in content, its starting point the
assumption of the equality of women; it would be different in terms of access, with
women serving both as co-creators and co-interpreters of the law and it would be
different in terms of method, openly acknowledging its human origin and fallibility and
the promise of its evolution “in the light of deeper understandings of justice.”30
However, she also acknowledges the pluralistic nature of Jewish tradition as well
as its ability to change and adapt and be lived out in differing ways. She leaves the door
open for diverse feminist projects within the tradition. She writes,
Some feminists might choose to commit themselves to halakhic Judaism, working
to change present law so that it no longer hobbles women’s lives. Others might
take halakhah seriously or articulate and codify the guiding norms of a new
feminist practice but without making either set of norms the heart of the religious
system. Others may make a sharp distinction between feminist principles and
halakhah, defining the latter as fundamentally antithetical to feminism.31
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Like Johnson, Plaskow elects to stay within her tradition, writing, “. . .for better
and for worse, Jewish history is my history, the texts that record that history are my
texts...As mine, it is a past for me to struggle with, not a past on which I am willing to
turn my back.”32 On the other hand she acknowledges the pain this stance brings in its
wake when she asks, “What in the tradition is ours? What can we claim that has not also
wounded us?”33 Plaskow’s project is very different from Johnson’s, however, despite the
similarities, as her focus is on confronting, critiquing and re-envisioning the theology that
underpins the halakhah and to create “a Torah that is whole” by looking anew at the basic
Jewish theological categories of God, Torah and Israel.
Plaskow’s starting point is consideration of Torah, not God, the usual starting
point for Jewish theology, and the focus of Johnson’s work. Plaskow contends that in
order to examine the Jewish understanding of God from a feminist perspective it is
necessary to see it in the context of Torah and the community of Israel out of which it
develops. She articulates that the problem posed by Torah is the fact that women are
excluded from the pivotal events and moments in Jewish history as it is recorded in the
Torah and that these moments are “not simply history but living, active memory that
continues to shape Jewish identity and self-understanding.”34 Therefore, it is essential for
Jewish feminists to redefine the past by recovering what she terms “the primordial
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Torah,” or the “hidden half of the Torah,” the missing record of Jewish women’s
history.35
In order to reshape Jewish memory, she turns to feminist historiography, midrash
and liturgy, 36 seeing each of these as a means of weaving the reality of Jewish women’s
lives into the fabric of a new Jewish consciousness. She writes,
Women’s history challenges us to confront the incompleteness of what has been
called ‘Jewish history,’ to attend to the hidden and hitherto marginal, to attempt a
true Jewish history that is a history of women and men...Midrash expands and
burrows, invents the forgotten and prods the memory, takes from history and asks
for more...Ritual asserts women’s presence in the present. Borrowing from history
and midrash, it transforms them into living memory. Creating new forms, it offers
them to be remembered. Thus, through diverse paths, we remember ourselves.37
Plasow notes that even though she has many problems with Jewish law, she appreciates
what she sees as its central purpose: “to cultivate awareness of God’s presence as we
engage in everyday practices.”38
Plaskow also seeks a feminist Judaism in which women’s experience is drawn
upon and differences are honored. She writes, “Commitment to ’women’s experience’
marks precisely an a priori commitment to women’s humanity. It is the fundamental
feminist methodological move.”39 Plaskow wonders in her discussion of Israel “what
would it mean to have a Jewish community that takes women’s experience seriously?”40
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She makes clear that since community is the locus of the Jewish people’s relationship
with God (she speaks in terms of “communal personhood”) to deprive women access to
community is “spiritual deprivation.”41 She envisions a Jewish community where
difference is honored, calling for “equality in our particularity”42
Plaskow traces the origins of women’s status as secondary to concepts within the
Bible and Jewish history. She argues that claims of chosenness, based on a system of
graded differentiation, are intimately linked to the subordination of women. She points
out that the concept of chosenness came about in the wake of the exile (586 BCE). It
developed as source of solace in amidst disaster, but also led to women’s status being
diminished. She writes, “The self-concept that emerged as a compensation for suffering
and outward rejection, however, was exaggeratedly elevated...In this situation, someone
had to bear the weight of Otherness reflected in the mirror of the Gentile world...”43 She
believes that women became that scapegoat. She therefore rejects the Chosen People
concept, where it requires the subordination of women and other groups. She
recommends finding ways “to conceptualize and live with difference that are not based
on projection and graded separations”44
Like Johnson, Plaskow sees hierarchical division as a problem. Plaskow’s
solution is to employ a feminist critique of chosenness and call for a redefinition of Israel
liberated from its connection with hierarchical dualisms. As she writes,
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So long as the Jewish people holds onto a self-understanding that perpetuates
graded distinctions within the community, Jewish spirituality will be defined by
and limited to a small proportion of Jews. Women, the unlearned, mamzerim
(bastards- that is, those of forbidden unions) and others will be excluded from the
relationship with God that comes through full participation in community. The
history of their experience and understanding of God will be excluded from
Jewish memory.45
She suggests that what should replace chosenness as a model for Jewish selfunderstanding is a less dramatic “distinctness”.
As she explains, the Jewish community is distinct and has been shaped by Jewish
experience including gender, place, language, history and interaction with other cultures.
As she notes,
Just as the Jewish experience is always located within a wider world, so the
experiences of Jewish subgroups have taken place in some relation to a larger
Jewish life and self-understanding. The term distinctness suggests, however, that
the relation between these various communities – Jewish to non-Jewish, Jewish to
Jewish – should be understood not in terms of hierarchical differentiation but in
terms of part and whole.46
Using a part and whole model for understanding difference both points to the greater
unity to which different groups belong and makes it possible to acknowledge the
uniqueness of each group as a part of a wider association of different communities
Plaskow points out. Such differences enrich Jewish life and offers potential for liberation
in a different model of community. As Plaskow writes,
To be wholly present in our lives in all our power is to touch the greater power of
being that is the final unity within which all particulars dwell. To deny our
complex particularity, as individuals or communities, is to diminish our
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connection to the God known in and through the experience of empowered
selfhood.47
Plaskow argues that the individual or group that spends energy repressing parts of its
totality limits its creative power and cuts itself off from its full potential.
Plaskow’s desire to reimagine God from a feminist perspective, involves a
critique of the use of exclusively male God language, similar to Johnson. Plaskow sees
male God language as deeply problematic for several reasons. She views it as a means of
justifying the subordination of women in Judaism; as a form of idol worship as male
imagery itself becomes sacrosanct; as a means of reifying the acceptability, perhaps
inevitability, even sanctity, of the role of dominating Other; and as setting up yet another
dualism based on hierarchy. She writes,
As hierarchical ruler, God is a model for the many schemes of dominance that
human beings create for themselves. As holy king, he chooses the nation Israel as
his holy people. As holy warrior, he sanctions the destruction of peoples
perceived as Other. As holy lawgiver, he enacts the subordination of women in
the Jewish community... Such images of God's dominance give rise to the terrible
irony that the symbols Jews have used to talk about God as ultimate good have
helped generate and justify the evils from which we hope God will save us.48
She notes that since God is traditionally believed to manifest “higher” qualities, i.e. God
is depicted as male, not female; regal, not poor, spirit, not flesh; Jewish, not pagan, this is
supporting of a worldview in which, “it seems ‘practical, humane, and moral’ for people
who identify with the higher side of these dualisms to oppress those they associate with
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the lower.”49 She points out that how we view God is not just a theological abstraction, as
it has a profound, concrete effect on our behavior.
Her re-thinking of God language seeks to do away with hierarchy. As she writes,
Feminist God-language does not simply reject this sense of Otherness, but seeks
actively to address and undermine it through finding divinity in what has hitherto
been despised. In imaging God as female, as darkness, as nature, and as a myriad
of other metaphors taken from realms devalued and spurned, we reexamine and
value the many forms of Otherness, claiming their multiform particularity as
significant and sacred.50
Plaskow’s desire to re-think God language and embrace the diversity of the community
as a reflection of the Divine is similar to Johnson’s project which entails expanding
symbolism for God to include female images. Plaskow believes God-language which
depicts God as a dominating Other undermines the notion of Israel as covenant-partner
with God, a notion central to Judaism.
Plaskow urges that women participate in the process of “naming the sacred,” i.e.
finding contemporary, relevant, meaningful, empowering images of God.”51 Through
their participation, Jewish women can transform the tradition, and offer a corrective to
the view of God as dominating Other. Plaskow argues in favor of a view of God’s
relationship to humanity as one characterized by “power with” as opposed to “power
over” creation. Seeing God as manifest in the natural world entails greater respect as in
such a vision one sees all creation as holy. Plaskow advocates finding God in the
assemblage of egalitarian community and conceiving of God not as a noun, but as a verb,
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not as a Being, but Being itself “always moving in and through the shifting web of life,
enabling and necessitating continual growth and change.”52
Plaskow and Johnson: Points of Congruence
Johnson too sees God as “being”, making use of a relational ontology for
understanding the relationship between the Creator and creation as panentheistic, as a
created reality does not exhaust God’s reality, but resides within God. God is both
immanent and transcendent in this model, where “transcendence and immanence are
correlative rather than opposed.”53 In this conception divine transcendence is a wholeness
that includes all parts, embracing the world rather than excluding it, as the etymology of
panentheism “all-in-God” suggests.54
Johnson argues that God is in the world and the world in God, while each remains
radically distinct.55 This conception of the Divine does not blur distinction but upholds an
intimate relationship between God and world which is deeply sacramental and in keeping
with Johnson’s Catholic tradition. This notion is guided by an incarnational and
sacramental impulse and rejects any competition between God and the world in favor if a
relationship marked by mutuality. The insight of classical thought which regards God as
being/act can be reinterpreted in relational terms. As Johnson explains, “God’s being is
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identical with an act of communion, not with monolithic substance, and so is inherently
relational.”56
For Johnson God is “Be-ing”57, not an abstract object but a relational power of
love active in the world. She argues that “Be-ing” should “not be perceived not as a noun
but as a verb, that part of speech which connotes dynamic action. Be-ing is the “Verb” in
which all beings participate, live and move and have their being. It is an intransitive
Verb, that is, not limited by an object but soaring everywhere.”58 Johnson uses the name
SHE WHO IS as a symbol for the Divine whose absolute, relational liveliness that
energizes the world. This conception of the divine is both linguistically and theologically
legitimate and is needed if speech about God is to be free of the shackles of idolatry. It
also discloses women’s human nature as Imagio Dei and reveals divine nature to be the
relational mystery of life who desires the liberated human existence of all beings. No
longer speaking of God in exclusively male terms which perpetuate domination helps to
remove patriarchal structures.
According to Johnson, “SHE WHO IS discloses in an elusive female metaphor
the mystery of Sophia-God as sheer, exuberant, relational aliveness in the midst of the
history of suffering, inexhaustible source of new being in situations of death and
destruction, ground of hope for the whole created universe, to practical and critical
effect.”59
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Plaskow is aware of the difficulty in dislodging the image of God as a dominating
and violent male other in Torah but does not propose to solve that dilemma. Instead, she
finds value in wrestling with that notion, writing,
I want my granddaughter and her contemporaries to have access to the fullness of
Jewish tradition so that they can wrestle with it in their own ways. I have no final
word that can reconcile or dissolve these contradictions. They are the tensions I
live with and even find productive. I can only say again that I try to hold together
a love of Jewish tradition with a love of critical questions that I hope and believe
will continue to push that tradition in a more open and inclusive direction.60
Both Johnson and Plaskow articulate a panentheistic understanding of the Divine. In
Plaskow’s version of panentheism, God is the impersonal creative principle that underlies
and supports everything.
Plaskow also finds the notion of immanent inclusive monotheism to be an
important corrective to the exclusive male monotheism of biblical traditions. She does
not reject monotheism as she believes that there is a unity underlying the multiplicity and
diversity in the world that can inspire a plurality of images for divine power.61 She names
this view “immanent inclusive monotheism” in an effort to call attention to the presence
of divinity in the world. She believes that “the diversity of the world must be expressed
through a wide range of anthropomorphic, zoomorphic, geomorphic, and other images for
divinity.”62
Plaskow views God as impersonal and values the natural imagery for divinity
found in parts of the Bible and Jewish liturgy, yet she also finds meaning in the Jewish
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tradition’s use of personal language for God because it evokes emotional states such as
gratitude and awe that she considers appropriate human responses to the universe in
which we find ourselves. She advocates for female images being used for God so long as
Jews continue to use personal images for the Divine. She is particularly attracted to the
ways in which multiple images of divinity lead us to question gender and other binaries.63
Concluding Thoughts
Both Johnson and Plaskow agree that understanding God in new ways can
provide a model for human behavior that is more inclusive, loving and caring towards all
creation. They each reject and challenge the image of reject the popular image of God as
an old white man who rules the world from outside it. However, as we have seen
Plaskow, who contends that theology is not a central mode of Jewish religious
expression, differs from Johnson's approach in that it is praxis-oriented.
Both theologians offer a critique of biblical traditions which posit God as a
dominating male other which has traditionally been understood to transcend the world.
They both have come to the conclusion, building on Schüssler Fiorenza’s methodology
which employs a hermeneutics of suspicion, that such a conception of God has justified
not only the domination of women but other forms of domination as well, including
slavery, colonialism, war, and environmental degradation. They each, within the
parameters of their own traditions, seek solutions to the problems created by traditional
views of God. They both reject the image of a male God created by male theologians
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which supports male domination and they both uphold the conviction that the insights of
women’s liberation have the power to change the world.
By employing Francis Clooney’s model of comparative theology and viewing a
feminist rethinking of the image of God from a comparative perspective, we have seen
how both Jewish and Christian feminists address the implications that come from being
alienated from a religious tradition which is patriarchal and hierarchical, and we’ve
gained a richer and more robust understanding of the biblical theme of the Imago Dei.
This project has offered insight into questions that many theologians and members of
various religious communities are pondering today. How should we understand and
evaluate theological traditions that were created almost exclusively by men? How would
theologies written by women and informed by women’s experiences be different?
Both Plaskow and Johnson challenge and inspire individuals and communities not
only to understand God more fully but also to envision relationships, communal
structures, and moral practices shaped by a passion for equality, justice, and the full
humanity of both women and men. As this project has demonstrated, there is no one
theological anthropology, but by studying various articulations of the human's
relationship with the divine and the inter-relationships with the human community, we
can understand the Divine more fully. This survey of Jewish and Christian feminist
thinkers placed into conversation with one another represents a pioneering effort to bring
about an emancipatory vision for all humankind and know God more deeply.
Understanding women's experiences and struggles for liberation reveals an egalitarian
vision for male and female which stands at the heart both Judaism and Christianity.
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While a feminist rethinking of the image of God is an ongoing area of exploration
within the field of Theology, there is a need for comparative approaches to such a
feminist reconstruction. Such an approach not only allows both Jewish and Christian
feminists to address together the implications that come from being alienated from a
religious tradition which is patriarchal and hierarchical, but also provides for a richer and
more robust understanding of the biblical theme of the Imago Dei, one that can challenge
and inspire individuals and communities not only to understand God more fully but also
to envision relationships, communal structures, and moral practices shaped by a passion
for equality, justice, and the full humanity of both women and men.
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